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The 2016 Annual Report is Dedicated to Joyce Green 
 
 
Joyce Green is a 32 year resident of Hubbardston, and has been active in the community for over 
25 years. Her tenure as a town employee began in 2000, in the role of Conservation Commission 
Clerk. Since then, Joyce has worked as Assistant Director of the Library, Highway Clerk and 
Board of Appeals Clerk. In 2006, she ran for Town Clerk, and was recently recognized at the 
Annual Town Clerks convention for her ten years of service.  
In addition to her dedication as our Town Clerk, Joyce has been part of the local band The 
Housejackers since 1986. She has volunteered her time to several organizations over the years. 
Whether it is the 27 years as a member of the Scholarship Committee, 20 years on the Historical 
Society or current time as a member of the Lions Club, Joyce has always been a stable active 
member of the community.   
Due to Joyce’s level of commitment and tireless work ethic, she has become the face of 
Hubbardston. We are fortunate to have such a devoted and conscientious employee and resident. 
For all of her contributions and commitment to the Town, the Selectboard dedicates the 2016 
Annual Report to Joyce Green.  
The Hubbardston Board of Selectmen 
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HUBBARDSTON PROFILE 
YEAR INCORPORATED- 1767 
POPULATION- 4439         REGISTERED VOTERS- 3098  
TAX RATE- $15.90      OPERATING BUDGET- $7,686,050  
 
OPEN TOWN MEETING GOVERNMENT 
5 MEMBER BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
AREA- 41.03 SQUARE MILES   ROAD MILES -88 
BIRTHS- 27 
DEATHS- 37 
MARRIAGES- 12   
BROUGHT TO TOWN FOR BURIAL- 4 
 
 
 
RESOURCES FOR TOWN HISTORY 
History of the Town of Hubbardston, Volume 1 by Rev. J.M. Stowe 
History of the Town of Hubbardston, 1881- 1976, by Leo J. Sullivan 
Hubbardston Mass Pictorial, 1829- 1982, by M. Sherback, M. Haynes, J. McCauley 
Hubbardston Historic Cultural Resources Survey 1994- 1995, by Margaret Hepler 
Images of America, Hubbardston, by Gary W. Kangas  
Hubbardston, MA, The Legacy of a Town…A Family, A Way of Life (2 set DVD), 
Gary Kangas 
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STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS 
  
   GOVERNOR                                               ATTORNEY GENERAL 
   Charlie Baker                                                 Maura Healey   
Office of the Governor                                     Office of Attorney General 
Office of the Lt. Governor                                    One Ashburton Place   
MA State House, Room 280                                Boston, MA 02108-1518 
  Boston, MA 02133                617-727-2200                                                            
    617-725-4005                         www.ago.state.ma.us 
www.mass.gov/governor 
Massachusetts Congressional Delegation 
Senate 
Elizabeth Warren                                             Edward J. Markey  
Boston Office                                             Boston Office 
2400 JFK Federal Building                                  975 JFK Federal Building                         
15 New Sudbury Street                                        15 New Sudbury Street 
Boston, MA 02203                                        Boston, MA 02203                                            
Phone: (617) 565-3170                                      Phone: (617) 565-8519 
http://www.warren.senate.gov/                                   http://www.markey.senate.gov/ 
Washington D.C. Office                          Washington D.C. Office 
317 Hart Senate Office Building                   255 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, D. C. 20510                         Washington, D. C. 20510 
(202) 224-4543                                    (202) 224- 2742 
  
House of Representatives (Federal) - 2nd Worcester District 
James McGovern                                     Leominster Office 
  438 Cannon HOB                               24 Church Street, Room 29 
Washington, D.C. 20515                             Leominster, MA 01453 
Phone 202-225-6101                                 Phone 978-466-3552 
Fax 202-225-5759                                    Fax 978-466-3973  
State Legislators: 
   Senator Anne Gobi                           Representative Donald Berthiaume  
 State House, Room 513                                 State House, Room 540                   
   Boston, MA 02133                                      Boston, MA 02133 
   617-722-1540                                          617-722-2090                                                        
Anne.Gobi@masenate.gov                                   Donald.Berthiaume@mahouse.gov 
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ELECTED OFFICIALS 
 
Board of Assessors- 3 members for terms of 3 years 
John Prentiss (Chair) - 2019 
Albert Afonso - 2017 
William Homans - 2018 
 
Board of Health- 5 members for terms of 3 years 
Tomas Larson (Chair) - 2018 
Hayden Duggan - 2017 
Randy Mizereck - 2019 
Catherine Hansgate - 2019 
Lucinda Oates - 2018 
 
Board of Selectmen- 5 members for terms of 3 years 
Michael Stauder - 2019 
Daniel Galante (Chair) - 2019 
Patrick Girouard - 2018 
Richard Haddad - 2017 
Jeffrey L. Williams - 2018 
 
Cemetery Commission- 3 members for terms of 3 years 
Paul F. Sweeney (Chair) - 2019 
Pamela Henning – 2018 
Ernest Newcomb – 2017 
Marcia Howlett - Clerk 
 
Finance Committee- 5 members for terms of 3 years 
Susan Rayne – 2019 
Timothy Hart – 2018 
Jeffrey Anderson - 2017 
 
Housing Authority- Terms vary 
Dennis O’Donnell -2017 
Failure to Elect to 1 year term, 2 year term and 4 year term 
 
Moderator- 1 person for a term of 3 years 
Edward Leonard 
 
Park Commissioners- 5 members for terms of 3 years 
Sanda Barry (Chair) - 2017 
Brian Matheson - 2019 
Jason Guertin - 2019 
Kris Pareago - 2018 
David R. Sacramone - 2017 
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ELECTED OFFICIALS 
 
Planning Board- 5 members for terms of 5 years 
Vincent Ritchie (Chair) - 2018 
Thomas Bratko - 2020 
Mark Dymek - 2017 
Kendall Daly – 2021 
Scott Leblanc – 2017 
Tom Robinson - 2019 
 
Quabbin Regional School District Committee- 4 members for 4 terms of 3 years 
Debra Chamberlain - 2017 
William Hansen - 2018 
Mark Wigler – 2019 
Jason LeClair - 2018 
  
 
Trustees of the Public Library- 6 members for terms of 3 years 
Judith L. McArthur (Chair) - 2019 
Josephine Amato - 2017 
Heather Bourque - 2018 
Ann M. Gushue - 2017 
Johanna Henning - 2019 
Thomas F. Robinson - 2018 
 
Note: According to the Town Charter, effective January 2013, the following have been 
changed from elected to appointed positions: 
 
Constable 
Town Clerk 
Tree Warden 
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APPOINTED OFFICIALS 
 
Accountant- Amy DeLaRoche 
 
Agricultural Commission- 5 members for terms of 3 years 
Catherine Hansgate - (Chair) - 2019 
Thomas Bratko - 2017 
Thomas Colyer - 2018 
Allison Smith - 2017 
Keith Tetreault - 2018 
 
Animal Control Officer - Kim Landry 
 
Animal Inspector – Kim Landry 
 
Assistant Town Clerk 
Genevieve Daniels 
 
Board of Registrars- 3 members for terms of 3 years and Town Clerk 
Richard Cunningham - 2017 
Dennis O’Donnell - 2018 
Marcia Howlett - 2019 
Joyce Green - Town Clerk 
 
Building Commissioner/Private Ways Trench Inspector 
Lawrence Brandt 
 
Bylaws Review Committee-5 members 
(Meets every 5 years in years ending with a 2 or 7) 
Joyce Green - (Chair) - Town Clerk 
 
Cable Advisory Committee 
Thomas Colyer - 2017 
John Nason - 2017 
Albert Afonso - 2017 
 
Capital Improvement Planning Committee- 5 members 
Finance Committee- 1 year term- vacant 
Planning Board- 1 year term- vacant 
(3) Town Residents appointed by Selectboard- 3 year term- 
William Murray - 2016 
(2) Vacant 
 
Community Preservation Committee- Varying Terms 
Jassy Bratko - (Chair) (Open Space Committee) - 2017 
Danielle Arakelian- Member at Large - 2019 
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Sanda Barry (Parks Commission) - 2018 
Barbara Carpenter (Historical Commission) - 2018 
Anthony Coppola (Conservation Commission) - 2018 
Donna Farrell - Member at Large - 2018 
Susan Fox- Member at Large - 2017 
Dennis O’Donnell (Housing Authority) - 2018 
Vincent Ritchie (Planning Board) – 2019 
 
Computer Oversight Committee 
Vacant 
 
Conservation Commission-3 year term 
Stephen Mossey (Chair) - 2018 
Anthony Coppola - 2019 
Tomas Larson - 2018 
Larry Therrien- 2017 
Richard Green - 2018 
 
Constables-Staggered Terms of 3 years 
Pamela Henning - 2019 
Bella Kaldera - 2017 
Paul Sweeney - 2018 
 
Council on Aging- 9 members for terms of 3 years 
Bonnie Cunningham - 2017 
Richard Cunningham - 2017 
Florence Pervier - 2019 
Walter Scott - 2019 
Hilary Scott Jr. (Chair) - 2018 
Richard Student – 2019 
Wayne Miller – 2018 
MaryEllen Shaughnessy - 2018 
 
Council on Aging Director- Claudia Provencal 
 
Cultural Council-5 members for terms of 3 years 
Carla Jones - (Chair) - 2017 
Marge Alexander – (resigned 2016) 
Laura Milko - 2019 
Thomas Milko - 2019 
Adam Dodd - (appointed 2016) 
William Rigero - 2018 
 
Department of Public Works Director 
 Tim Kilhart 
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Economic Development Committee 
Tom Colyer – 2017 
Tom Larson (Vice-Chair) – 2017 
Maryann DiPinto – 2017 
Rick Green (Chair) – 2017 
Dave Simmerer – 2017 
Pat Girouard – 2017 
Vin Ritchie - 2017 
 
Emergency Management Planning Committee 
Tim Kilhart - 2017 
Robert Hayes Jr. - 2017 
Dennis Perron - 2017 
Emergency Management Planning Director   
Dennis O’Donnell- 2017 
 
Assistant Emergency Management Planning Director 
Judith O’Donnell – 2017 
 
Executive Administrative Assistant 
Tonya Martowska 
Fire Chief/ Hazardous Waste Coordinator/ 
Central Mass Emergency Medical Systems Corp. Representative- 
Robert Hayes Jr.- 2017 
 
Ad hoc Health Insurance Committee 
Vacant 
 
Historical Commission- 5 members for terms of 3 years 
Kenneth Green - (Chair) - 2017 
Barbara Carpenter - 2018 
Charles Clark – 2017 (resigned 2016) 
Gary Kangas - 2018 
Martha Holgerson - 2017 
Alternate Members 
Ernest Newcomb - 2018 
Hilary Scott Jr. - 2017 
 
Human Resources Advisory Board-5 members for terms of 3 years 
Vacant 
 
Ad hoc Long Range Facilities Planning Committee 
Vacant 
 
Ad hoc Low Impact Development Bylaw Committee 
Vacant 
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MART Advisory Board 
Raeanne Siegel - 2017 
 
Memorial Day Committee 
Andrea Colyer - 2018 
Thomas Colyer - 2017 
Jamie Pitney – 2017 
James Berthiaume - 2017 
Claudia Provencal – 2017 
 
Montachusett Joint Transportation Committee 
Tim Kilhart - 2017 
 
Montachusett Regional Planning Commission Representative 
Raeanne Siegel – 2017 
Thomas Bratko (Planning Board rep) - 2017 
 
Montachusett Regional Vocational Technical School Committee 
Kathleen Airoldi - 2018 
 
Open Space Committee 
Jassy Bratko - 2017 
Charles Clark – 2016 (resigned 2016) 
Susan Fox - 2018 
Robert Hatch (Chair) - 2017 
Patricia Taylor – 2018 
Rick Jones – 2019 
Stephanie Frend – 2017 
Susan Worth – 2019 
Mark Kresge - 2019 
 
Parking Clerk  
Vacant 
 
Plumbing/Gas Inspector- Anthony Hoffman - 2017 
 
Ad hoc Senior Center Building Committee 
Daniel S. Galante (Board of Selectmen) – 2017 
John Nason - 2017 
Scott Chatigny (Public Safety rep) – 2017 
Richard Green – 2017 
Raeanne Siegel – Ex-officio – 2017 
Dennis Perron – Ex-officio – 2017 
Robert Hayes – Ex-officio – 2017 
Claudia Provencal – Ex-officio - 2017 
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Senior Tax Work Off Program Committee 
Albert Afonso 
Kristin J. Noel 
Claudia Provencal 
Walter Scott 
Jeff Williams (Board of Selectmen) 
 
Sexual Harassment Officers 
Dennis Perron 
Raeanne Siegel 
 
Tax Collector 
Kristen J. Noel 
 
Town Administrator 
 Raeanne Siegel 
 
Town Center Committee 
Phillip Churchill – 2018 
Brett Duncan – 2018 
Ann Gushue – 2018 
William Hansen – 2018 
William Homans – 2018 
Brion Keagle – 2018 
Alicia Muck – 2018 
Daniel Galante – 2018 
Nir Cohen - 2018 
 
Town Clerk 
 Joyce E. Green 
 
Town Counsel 
 Kopelman & Paige, P.C. 
 
Town Treasurer 
Kristen J. Noel 
 
Tree Warden 
 Jeffrey Bourque 
 
Veteran’s Agent 
Thomas Maeder – 2017 
George Kincannon – Assistant - 2017 
 
Wiring Inspector 
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 Darrell Sweeney 
 
Zoning Board of Appeals- 5 members for terms of 5 years 
Andrew Baum - 2017 
William Homans - 2018 
Scott Janssens (Chair) - 2020 
Albert Afonso – 2021 
Gail Orciuch - 2019 
 
Ad hoc Zoning Enforcement Development Committee 
Vacant 
 
250th Anniversary Committee 
Katie Young – 2017 
Karen Butland - 2017 
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
Board Organization (effective June 2016) 
Daniel Galante –Chair 
Michael Stauder – Vice Chair  
Jeffrey Williams – Clerk 
Patrick Girouard – Member 
Richard Haddad – Member  
It is my privilege and honor to submit, on behalf of the Hubbardston Board of Selectmen and Town 
Administrator, this annual report summarizing the activities throughout 2016.    
The year saw the continuation of the QRSD Task Force, in conjunction with the Collins Center out 
of UMASS, financed by a Community Compact Grant from the Baker Administration. This 
committee continued to meet monthly, with the culmination of three ‘World Café’s’ being held 
during the year to gather students, parents and resident questions and concerns regarding the future 
of the district. The goal of the Task Force is to be able to provide the best quality education for our 
students, while not crippling the district towns financially. The Task Force will continue to work 
with the district and the Collins Center, to present recommendations in early 2017 to reach this 
goal.  
In addition to the Task Force, the Town also received a Community Compact Grant in order to 
produce a Five Year Financial Forecast. Performed by Eric A. Kinsherf, CPA, this forecast would 
be delivered not only in a presentation of the Town’s financial outlook for the next five years, but 
in the creation of a  working tool that the administration can continue to use to forecast well ahead 
into the future. The budgeting cycle for FY’18 will be the first year that this tool will be used 
during the budget process. 
In April, we saw the departure of Town Administrator Anita Scheipers, who accepted a position in 
West Boylston. We are grateful for the time that Anita worked tirelessly to usher in the new 
Charter, better the Town’s financial bond rating, as well as complete the land transfer for the 
Senior Center. We transitioned with former Selectman Raeanne Siegel as the Interim, while 
creating a Search Committee which would conduct a thorough selection and interview process. 
With three finalists chosen by the Committee, the Board decided on Ms. Siegel for the permanent 
position, to continue a strong working relationship. 
With a favorable vote at the June Annual Town Meeting, a request for qualifications was issued by 
the Town Center Committee to seek engineering services for the reconstruction of the Main Street 
section on Route 68. The purpose of this effort is to redesign this section of Town to address 
pavement, drainage, curb cuts, signage and lighting, allowing for use by all modes of 
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transportation, including passenger cars, heavy vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians. The Town 
Center Committee chose TEC out of Lawrence to complete the design process. In addition, we are 
fortunate to have two WPI students, Sarah Campos and Alexander Bosworth, who will work 
alongside of TEC as part of their field of study project.  
In addition to the design work for Main Street, the southern portion of Route 68, Worcester Road, 
is in the final stages of design, and will be going out to bid in spring 2017. This section will be paid 
for by the state, as well as the northern section of Route 68, Gardner Road, with its completion still 
to be determined. The Board also had instructed DPW Director Tim Kilhart to produce a general 
road pavement management plan. Director Kilhart has presented a three year plan to the Board 
(available on the town website), using Chapter 90 funding to complete. Director Kilhart is also 
working to secure funding to repair several bridges in town, namely Williamsville Road and 
Ragged Hill Road. Grant funding would include engineering consultant and design work, as well 
as the actual costs for construction.  
Design and site work continued through the Building Committee for a new Senior Center, located 
on the acquired DCR lot on Route 68, funded completely with grant funds secured through the 
hard work of the town seniors. With the well in place and preliminary tree clearing and site work 
complete, as well as a full design of the center, the town will be better informed to make a decision 
at the next Annual Town Meeting on whether to proceed with construction. The schematic design 
for the Public Safety Complex is complete as well, with ATM approved funding for this purpose. 
The town will have the ability to vote for the Safety Complex at a future meeting.  
The end of the year brought finality to the former tax collector case, with Cynthia Washburn 
Doane pleading guilty to the charges of embezzlement by a public official, larceny over $250 and 
altering the Town’s corporate records in order to cover up her crimes. While Ms. Doane was 
sentenced to two years of confinement with one year served, the Board is disappointed at what 
appears to be a lenient sentence when compared to the severity of the crime. Upon Ms. Doane’s 
release, a hearing will determine restitution that must be made to the Town. The Board continues 
to work with Town Counsel on avenues available for any additional restitution abilities that may 
be available. 
We, the Board of Selectmen, are privileged to be able to continue to serve you and work together 
for our common goals. We want to thank all the hard working employees, as well as the volunteers 
that donate their time for the better of the town. Please get involved in any way that you can as 
everyone can make a difference. Together we will continue to work hard to make Hubbardston a 
great place to live. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Daniel Galante, Chairman 
Board of Selectmen 
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Report of the Board of Selectmen 
 
Annual Report 2016 
 
Pursuant to MGL, Chapter 138, Section 10A, the following pertains to all alcoholic licenses 
granted in the year 2016. 
 
 
Class of License                             Fee                                               
# Issued 
Restaurant                  
All Alcoholic                                $650.00                                         1                                            
 
Wine & Malt Regular                     $300.00                                         1 
 
Package Store                                 
All Alcoholic                                $600.00                                         2                                           
 
General on Premises Club 
All Alcoholic                                $500.00                                         1 
 
Wine & Malt Regular                    $270.00                                         1 
 
Sunday Sale of Alcohol                   $10.00                                          2 
 
 
The above fees are all alcohol related fees in place and collected to date. There were no 
violations. 
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS 
Based on Assessments for calendar year  
January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016 
 
TABLE OF AGGREGATES    NUMBER OF PARCELS 
 
 Single Family Residences  1,399 
 Condominiums    128 
 Mobile Homes/ Multiple Houses on One Lot     12 
 Two Family Residences     36 
 Three Family Residences      3 
 Four or More Unit Family Residences      3         
 Multiple Use Property     26 
 Land-Vacant/Accessory    566    
 Chapter Lands 
  Forestry (61)      42 
  Agricultural (61A)      67 
  Recreational (61B)      22 
 Commercial       28 
 Industrial      20 
 Personal Property – Taxable      33 
 Real Estate – Exempt     305 
 Personal Property – Exempt     214 
 Total   2,385 Taxable 
 
ASSESSMENT TOTALS VALUATIONS TAXES 
 
 Residential $ 369,585,580 $ 5,876,410.72 
 Open Space         -----     -----  
 Commercial $    9,608,195 $   152,770.32   
 Industrial $    5,155,600 $    81,874.04 
Real Estate Subtotal $  384,349,375 $ 6,111,155.06 
Personal Property $   11,213,690 $   178,297.67 
Real Estate & PP Total $  395,563,065 $ 6,289,452.73 
 
Real Estate - Exempt $    55,381,025    (if taxable) $  880,558.30 
                                              (state reimbursement on state owned land)   
Omitted & Revised $         ----- $        0 
Rollback (Chapter 61/61A/61B)            ----- $         
 
ABATEMENTS 
 
Personal Exemptions (Elderly,Veteran,Hardship)            45 $      31,481.89 
Real & Personal Property                            12 $       9,742.84 
CPA Abated                              4 $         102.54 
 Total  $      41,327.27 
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TAX RATES FOR PRIOR FISCAL YEARS 
 
1993 10.64 
1994 12.48 
1995 14.28 
1996 14.65 
1997 14.71 
1998 15.56 
1999 15.00 
2000 16.41 
2001 14.19 
2002 14.64 
2003 14.40 
2004 10.86 
2005 10.76 
2006 10.61 
2007 9.69 
2008 9.43 
2009 9.51 
2010   10.69 
2011   11.33 
2012   12.70 
2013   13.64 
    2014    14.52 
    2015    14.92 
    2016    15.90 
 
INVENTORY 
 
     1 round conference table and 5 chairs, 1 2x4 metal table, 1 typewriter tables, 2 metal desks, 2 
Dell Computers with flat screen monitors, 1 (2011) HP Laser-jet P2055dn duplex printer, 1 (2004) 
Xerox calculator, 1 electric 3-hole punch, 1 Bostitch electric stapler, 1 Panasonic electric stapler, 5 
4-drawer file cabinets, 1 3-drawer file cabinet, 1 NEC telephone unit, 1 Honeywell space heater, 
miscellaneous forms and supplies. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Diane Peterson, Regional Assessor 
 
BOARD OF ASSESSORS 
Albert Afonso, Member  
William Homans, Member 
John K. Prentiss, Chairman 
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Town Accountant 
2016 Annual Report 
 
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and citizens of Hubbardston, I submit to you the following 
Annual Financial Report.  
Our mission is to insure that the appropriate financial and auditing controls within the Town are 
maintained in an efficient, cost-effective and responsive manner. We oversee all departmental 
appropriations assuring that departments operate within their annual budget. In addition, we are 
responsible for maintaining all financial records that are in compliance with federal, state and local 
laws and regulations.    
 
Respectfully submitted, 
                                                                                                             
 
Eric A. Kinsherf, CPA 
www.erickinsherfcpa.com 
Town Accountant 
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                            Statement of Debt
For the Year Ended June 30, 2016
Balance Balance
Long Term Debt: July 1, 2015 Issued Retired June 30, 2016 Interest
Public Way - Road Project 1,300,000.00$        145,000.00$     1,155,000.00$  37,395.83$ 
Departmental Equip - Police 25,000.00$             5,000.00$        20,000.00$      677.08$      
Dept Equip - Public Works 135,000.00$           15,000.00$      120,000.00$    3,854.17$   
Rte 68 Engineering 95,000.00$             50,000.00$      45,000.00$      1,979.17$   
Athletic Facility - Tennis Court 50,000.00$             25,000.00$      25,000.00$      1,041.67$   
Outdoor Rec Facility - Playground 25,000.00$             15,000.00$      10,000.00$      250.00$      
TOTAL 1,630,000.00$        -$               255,000.00$     1,375,000.00$  45,197.92$ 
Balance Balance
Short Term Debt: July 1, 2015 Issued Retired June 30, 2016 Interest
Firetruck 150,234.00$           100,156.00$    150,234.00$     100,156.00$    779.05$      
TOTAL 150,234.00$           100,156.00$    150,234.00$     100,156.00$    779.05$      
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT $616,154.60
PUBLIC SAFETY $1,022,392.60
EDUCATION $4,572,291.00
PUBLIC WORKS $794,132.00
HUMAN SERVICES, CULTURE & RECREATION $139,400.00
UNCLASSIFIED $541,680.00
AMBULANCE $237,053.00
TOTAL GF & AMBULANCE 7,923,103.20$  
BUDGET FY16 EXPENDITURES:
GENERAL 
GOVERNMENT 
8% 
PUBLIC SAFETY 
13% 
EDUCATION 
57% 
PUBLIC WORKS 
10% 
HUMAN SERVICES, 
CULTURE & 
RECREATION 
2% 
UNCLASSIFIED 
7% 
AMBULANCE 
3% 
BUDGET FY16 EXPENDITURES 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT PUBLIC SAFETY
EDUCATION PUBLIC WORKS
HUMAN SERVICES, CULTURE & RECREATION UNCLASSIFIED
AMBULANCE
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Town Treasurer 
 
 
FISCAL YEAR   2016 
YEAR ENDING 06/30/2016 
 
 
GENERAL FUND 
  
 
 
Arts Lottery             $17,078.18   
Planning Board Revolving       3188.03 
Recreation          5,904.06 
Septic Grant         2,695.21 
Eastern Bank-M.M.A.            46,433.59 
Eastern Bank – Vendor            10,191.93 
Eastern Bank – Vendor (New)                       3731.30     
MMDT                   17,647.21 
Fidelity Bank – M.M.A.                  269,668.15   
Fidelity Bank – Depository                              147,055.10 
Unibank – M.M.A.                                    1,029,010.79 
Unibank – Loan Proceeds                              657,774.79 
Unibank – Online Collections                             8,458.22 
Friends Farm             20,771.49 
Pitcherville S & G                                         6,716.43 
Pitcherville #2         9,244.57 
Kataisto                              14,748.13 
Lead the Way                                            3,983.79 
KS Solar             103,442.55 
Hubbardston Solar           153,266.60 
Seaboard Solar             45,151.97 
Payroll                                                  14,422.35 
Petty Cash                                                 115.00 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Kristen J Noel 
Town Treasurer  
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Agricultural Commission Annual Report 2016 
The commission met 8 times in 2016. Its members are 5 farmers.  We focused on educating the 
public and children of Hubbardston about various types of farming through: 1) classroom visits, 2) 
Visit – the – Farm Day, 3) participating in the Town’s Field Day, 4) farm tours.  We were 
contacted 5 times to help return loose animals to their owners. Our outreach for 2017 continues to 
be the education of our neighbors and children about all aspects of farming life and where their 
food and fiber comes from. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Catherine Hansgate, Chair 
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2016 ANNUAL REPORT  
HUBBARDSTON BUILDING COMMITTEE 
 
 The Hubbardston Building Committee serves in an advisory role to the Board of Selectmen 
on all matters related to the design development of the proposed Senior Center and the proposed 
Public Safety Building.  In the event the Town of Hubbardston approves construction funds for 
either facility, the Committee will continue to work with the Owner’s Project Manager to provide 
oversight of the project.  The Building Committee does not have authority to obligate the Town in 
any contractual matter.   
 At the beginning of 2016, the Committee membership stood thus: 
1. Selectmen representative – Dan Galante 
2. Finance Committee representative – Susan Rayne 
3. Capital Planning Committee representative – Bill Murray 
4. Senior representative – John Nason 
5. Public Safety representative – Ofc. Scott Chatigny 
6. Citizen at Large – Mike Pond 
7. Citizen at Large – Rick Green 
8. Ex Officio member – Town Administrator  
The Committee was charged with utilizing a state grant of approximately $500K awarded 
to the Town through the help of retired Senator Brewer, to go towards a Senior Center for 
Hubbardston.  It is important to note that the grant money was required to be committed by June 
30, 2016, or it would return to the state.  To that end, the Town engaged the following firms to 
provide design, engineering and other services needed for the Senior Center:   
• Cardinal Construction, Inc. was hired to act as Owners Project Manager. 
• Provencher Engineering, LLC was hired to develop the Public Water Supply. 
• Catlin + Petrovick Architects PC was retained to design the building.  Under their 
direction were Mechanical, Civil, Structural, and Electrical engineering firms. 
• Site surveying and soils analysis work was conducted by Whitman & Bingham Associates 
The Committee met every two weeks for much of the year to review progress, resolve 
issues and provide guidance.   
The preliminary site plan was developed with the outline of a future Public Safety Building 
to be located near the Rt. 68 end of the site, across from GoGreen Manufacturing pallet shop, and 
with the Senior Center to be located further down the access road.  The initial Senior Center 
building footprint encompassed about 5000 square feet of space.  However, when the budgetary 
estimate was developed for the building and sitework in this location, the project costs far 
exceeded the value of $2.2 million discussed earlier with the Town.  The Building Committee 
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subsequently recommended that the plan be substantially modified, by moving the Senior Center 
closer to the road, substantially reducing sitework costs, and cutting the floor space to 4000 square 
feet.   
The funding for the Public Safety Building Needs Survey and Conceptual Design was 
approved at the Special Town Meeting held on August 10, 2015. 
By the end of 2016 the following tasks had been completed: 
1. Site clearing to facilitate civil engineering work and access road construction 
2. Access road provided to develop the site and install a public water supply well 
3. Drilling and testing of new water supply 
4. Wetlands delineation 
5. Soil borings for building design 
6. Perc tests and septic design 
7. Development of complete building design package suitable for public bid 
This work was paid for by the state grant and at no additional cost to the Town.  These 
important tasks are all necessary to be completed prior to actual construction services.   
The goal of the Building Committee for 2017 is to get the project permitted through various 
Town boards and present a ready-to-build Senior Center project with a firm price from a 
responsive builder to the people of Hubbardston for consideration at the 2017 annual Town 
meeting.   
 
Respectfully submitted,  
R.W. Green, Chairman, Hubbardston Building Committee 
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BUILDING DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT 
 
 
2016 
 
 
 
 
  
Purpose of Permit # of 
Permits 
$ Value $ Fee 
New Commercial Buildings 5 $1,230,490 $12,074 
New 1 & 2 Family Dwellings  8 1,549,274 11,424 
Additions 4 145,560 1,206 
Alterations 31 687,770 5,830 
       Accessory Buildings 8 397,030 3,025 
Pools 6 99,100 695 
Solar - Commercial 3 5,515,478 11,707 
Solar – Residential 32 1,012,622 8,342 
Roofs  25 245,869 1,812 
Other (Siding, Windows, Insulation) 36 291,740 2,945 
Total Building Permits 158 $11,174,933 $59,060 
Demolitions   4 0 303 
Wood/ Pellet Stove Permits  28 8,398 1,452 
Safety Certificates   4 - $160 
Grand Totals 194 $11,183,331 $60,975 
 
 
Building Department office hours are Monday 2:30-8:00pm, Tuesday 10 am-6 pm  
and Wednesday 3:00-6:00 pm. 
 
The Building Inspector has office hours from 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm Tuesdays & Wednesdays.  The 
Building Inspector schedules inspections Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays.    
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted; 
Lawrence M. Brandt, Building Commissioner 
Janet Baczewski, Land Use Clerk 
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HUBBARDSTON CABLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
ANNUAL REPORT 2016 
2016 was a pivotal year for the Cable Advisory Committee. Assisting our efforts was the 
results of a town-wide survey conducted in previous years, the results of which led us 
primarily in two directions. The first was to ensure quality service for all customers and the 
second was to begin to take advantage of the opportunity to energize our “public access tv” 
using funding that had been accruing specifically for that for the previous decade. After 
nearly two years of developing a plan for going forward towards negotiating a new contract 
with a cable provider, we were ready to begin the process of drafting an agreement.  It 
needs to be said that we were unable to entice any other provider other than Charter to bid 
on providing Hubbardston’s cable service.   
As the year began, we were informed that there was a real possibility that Hubbardston’s 
service provider might well be changed to Comcast.  Comcast was in the process of 
acquiring Time Warner and the Federal Communications Commission was requiring some 
adjustments which would result in that change.  As the year progressed, Comcast 
withdrew from their pursuit of Time Warner and Charter stepped into the purchase.  The 
impact on our contract negotiations was to delay signing from June to the early fall. 
In the meantime, the cable committee went forward to purchase the equipment required to 
enable live broadcasting of Selectboard meetings and adding other meetings as the year 
went on.  In addition, the Cable Committee undertook to provide programming on the 
Public Access Channel, (channel WHGA 192) with a goal to replace the “slide show” 
approach and thereby improve communications across the town.  As the year drew to an 
end most of the committee’s goals for the year were met.  Yet to be achieved were to 
expand the Committee to a minimum of five members and to encourage town 
organizations to utilize the Public Access Channel.  These will be goals to achieve in 
2017. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Thomas Colyer, Chair 
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REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
All new construction in Hubbardston, including additions to existing homes, is subject to a 
site inspection by the Conservation Commission prior to obtaining a building permit.  Projects are 
reviewed in accordance with the M.G.L. Chapter 131, Section 40, and 310 CMR 10.00-10.99, the 
Wetlands Protection Act (including the Rivers Protection Act), and the Hubbardston General 
Wetlands Bylaw.  The purpose of the Wetlands Protection Act is to provide a public review and 
decision-making process for projects that affect a resource area.  The interests that the 
commission is most concerned with in Hubbardston are: 
• Protection of public and private water supply 
• Protection of ground water supply 
• Protection of wildlife habitat 
• Flood control 
• Storm damage prevention 
• Prevention of pollution 
Resource areas that are subject to protection include any wetland, marsh, or swamp 
bordering on any river, stream, pond, or lake and include a 100-foot buffer zone.  Other protected 
resource areas that do not have a buffer zone are land subject to flooding, land under any water 
body, certified vernal pools, and the riverfront area.  
 A Notice of Intent (NOI) is required for any proposed activity that will remove, fill, 
dredge, or alter a resource area.  A Request for Determination of Applicability (RFDA) must 
be filed for all activities within 100-feet of a resource area.  State forms for NOI or RFDA are 
available from www.state.ma.us/dep 
 The Rivers Protection Act prohibits activities within 200-feet of any perennial river or 
stream. 
 Local regulations do not allow alteration of land within 50 feet of a wetland or 100 feet of a 
water body.  This is referred to as a “no-build” zone. 
 The Conservation Commission consists of a chairman and four regular members, all of 
who are appointed volunteers, and a clerk with regular office hours.  Current office hours are held 
on Monday from 12:00 pm to 8:00 pm, Tuesday and Wednesday from 12:00 pm – 4:00 pm and 
Thursday 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm.   Meetings are held on the first Wednesday of each month at 7:00 
p.m. in the Library Basement Conference Room 7 Main Street. 
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ACTIVITIES 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Number of 
Public Hearings 
7 9 5 10 11 
Request for 
Determination 
8 6 4 1 4 
Notice of Intent 3 3 1 6 7 
Order of 
Conditions 
5 3 3 3 5 
 
 
Members: 
 
Stephen Mossey, Chairman    
Rick Green 
Anthony Coppola 
Larry Therrien 
Tom Larson 
 
Respectfully submitted for the Commission, 
Christine Bolduc, Inspectional Services Clerk  
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Council on Aging 
Annual Town Report 2016 
Another eventful year has passed; the seniors in town have been very busy taking care of each 
other, and trying to stay focused on the important things in life: staying connected, healthy and 
mentally sharp. 
The Country Hen is still delivering eggs to be distributed to the seniors and town workers, and has 
increased its donation to 115 dozen a week to meet nutritional needs of increasing numbers of the 
seniors.  Price Chopper in Gardner is donating bread and pastries three days a week; TOPS, the 
former Stop and Shop, gave the Council a $500 gift certificate and donates pastries and bread on 
Thursdays. 
Bingo continues to be a perennial favorite pastime, and the center is very active each Monday 
afternoon. More opportunities have been added for playing cards, with alternate Wednesday 
afternoons and every other Friday night devoted to Pitch, and every other Thursday and Friday 
afternoons assigned for Cribbage games.   
Wii Bowling with Sterling, Rutland, West Boylston, is very active; Hubbardston‘s team is at the 
top, winning most of the tournaments. Members of the team practice five days a week at the 
Center.  
The size of the Walking Club has grown; participants walk every Tuesday and Thursday morning, 
and weather permitting, cover at least two miles. 
The Swinging Singing Seniors are busier than ever; they have been asked to perform in nursing 
homes, senior centers, and churches. They performed in five concerts during the Christmas season, 
including our own tree lighting on the Common and a concert in Phillipson.  They have already 
scheduled performances for 2017 and practice weekly under the direction of Jeanine Como and 
Nancy Alonso.  Sadly, their guitar accompanist and retired teacher Donna Kielinen, who started 
the group, passed away this year, and the singers were honored to sing at her funeral. 
The Golden Age Club meets twice a month, and held several fund-raising events this year, 
including several bake sales and a ham and bean supper.  
A new Friends of the Senior Center has been formed to help financially with the Senior Center’s 
goals. It has achieved tax-exempt status, which encouraged donations of numerous valuable prizes 
from businesses at a raffle held at the Christmas Fair. This bodes well for the future.  
A Trim Together class is held periodically at intervals during the year for six weeks. 
Lunch is still being provided through the MOC (Montachusett Opportunity Council) twice a week 
along with Meals on Wheels for shut-ins. 
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The seniors honored our town’s Veterans with a huge BBQ after the Memorial Day parade, and 
they hosted a Volunteer Dinner in June. 
Yoga, with gentle stretching exercises, was held every Monday. 
The Land Swap celebration took place at the Senior Center in January 2016, attended by many 
jubilant supporters. We finally made it happen!  
A Seed Swap held in February and a Plant Sale in April were both well-patronized. 
The Council once again hosted Candidate’s Night before the town election. The Senior Volunteer 
Awards Dinner/Chicken Barbecue was also held in June at the Curtis Camp Ground Recreation 
Hall. 
Many Nutrition Classes were held throughout the year.   
A Flu Shot Clinic in October protected many seniors from the ravages of flu. 
Shine Program Councilor Ed Roth, Director of Shine, presented a program outlining how seniors 
could help each other and their community.  
Peta Shepard gave an  informative program on the changes in Blue Cross /Blue Shield (Health 
Plan Options)  was held in June (“Planning for Medicare”) &(“Health Plan Options”) 
An attorney from the Mass. Bar Association gave a helpful program on estate planning, trusts and 
reverse mortgages in May. 
David Bates, a well-known story teller entertained many at the center on May 18th through an Arts 
Lottery Council grant. 
A Salvation Army representative came to speak to everyone about the benefits they can provide 
the community.  
Hospice 101 was a very informative program about end-of-life choices. 
The COA successfully participated in the Town Wide Yard sale in June and rummage sales in 
April and October, with the help of many donations of articles contributed by the community. 
A very successful Christmas Fair was held on December 3rd, 2016, with outside vendors as well as 
seniors participating. 
A bus trip to the Amish country for three days and two nights in November was a huge success, 
with requests for a repeat performance in 2017. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Claudia Provencal, Director, Hubbardston Council on Aging                  
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REPORT OF THE HUBBARDSTON CULTURAL COUNCIL  
2016 GRANT CYCLE 
     The Hubbardston Cultural Council is part of a grass-roots network of 329 local councils that 
serve every city and town in the state of Massachusetts.  The program is the largest, most 
decentralized one of its kind in the United States.  The state legislature and the National 
Endowment for the Arts provide an annual appropriation to the Massachusetts Cultural Council, 
which then allocates funds to each local council.  For 2016 the Hubbardston Cultural Council 
re-granted and distributed $5,389.00 in grant money to organizations and individuals. 
 
     The mission of the MCC and its local cultural council partners is "to promote excellence, 
access, education and diversity in the arts, humanities and interpretive sciences, in order to 
improve the quality of life for all Massachusetts residents and to contribute to the economic vitality 
of our communities." 
 
     This Council was able to award 14 grant requests with the $4,500 allocated by the MCC. 
 The Council awarded the following grants in 2016: 
 
Applicant     Project           
Allocation 
Ladies Auxiliary Magic Show for children  $250  
Wirt, Edward M. Summer Latin Music Concert  $1,400  
Russel Killough-Miller Nutcracker Ballet   $200  
Listening Wellness Center 
Listening Wellness Center Youth Enrichment 
Program  $600  
Band of Voices Community Chorus Freedom: A Concert by Band of Voices  $300  
Maichack, Gregory Pastel Paint Stunning Still Lifes Like the 
Masters 
 $475  
Bates, Davis 
Celebrating the Season: A Performance for 
Seniors  $450  
Hubbardston Lions Club Magician at Hubbardston Field Day  $425  
Harcovitz, Ruth Songs of World War II musical program  $300  
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Fitchburg Art Museum 81st Regional Exhibition of Art & Craft  $125  
Porcino, John To Life! Celebrations in Story, Song and Music  $214  
Audio Journal, Inc. The Silver Tsunami  $300  
Quabbin Community Band Auxiliary, 
Inc 
Band Concert Series  $350 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Carla Jones and Laura Milko, Co-chairs 
Marge Alexander 
Tom Milko 
William Rigero 
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2016 REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
 
Message from the Director 
 
     The DPW consists of the Director, one mechanic and four truck driver/laborers. We also have 
two seasonal winter drivers and two seasonal summer employees who help maintain the 
cemeteries. We have organized and evaluated all of our operations to streamline productivity and 
accomplish as many projects as possible. The DPW will also continue to perform its regular 
assigned responsibilities for all the care and the maintenance of all Town roads. We strive to keep 
them in the best possible condition at all times. We continue to prioritize our workload to get as 
much work done as possible. 
 
     The DPW purchased a new 2016 16 foot Carry On Trailer to allow us to transport our lawn 
tractor and leaf vacuum on one trailer instead of needing two. We will also be able to use the trailer 
for other jobs as well. 
 
Road Maintenance: The Town did an additional $100,000 paving project in the area known as 
Pine Crest using Chapter 90 funding. It involved all or portions of 6 roads totaling 1 mile of 
paving. The Town paved two sections of Twin Hill Rd. totaling another 1.25 miles of paving using 
$45,000. of Chapter 90 funding. The Town reclaimed and paved Old Princeton Rd. from Simonds 
Hill Rd. to George Howard Rd. using Chapter 90 funding. The Town reclaimed all of George 
Howard Rd. and paved up to the railroad crossing leaving the remainder as a gravel road totaling 
another 3,000 feet of roadwork using $184,000. of Chapter 90 funding for both projects. The big 
project for the summer was the $1,000,000. reclaiming and paving of Old Westminster Rd. and 
Depot Rd. totaling 3.5 miles of paving using a MassWorks STRAP grant that the DPW Director 
applied for and received from the State. We had some extra money in left in the MassWorks 
STRAP grant so the State allowed us to pave 2,200 feet of Grimes Rd. that was not done during the 
2013 paving project and we also paved 2,700 of High Bridge Rd. beginning at Old Westminster 
Rd. going towards Burton’s camp.  The DPW swept all of the roads in Town. We have used the 
over the rail brush mower and over the last couple of year we have mowed every road in town. We 
have now set up a maintenance program where each road will be brush mowed at least once every 
other year. We have replaced many culverts and done some road shoulder and ditch line work to 
correct drainage issues on several roads in town. A lot of the drainage work has been done in 
preparation of future paving projects. 
 
    We work very diligently to keep all of our equipment in excellent working condition. We have 
devised ways to reduce wear and tear and continue to seek further improvements. We continue to 
deal with the routine types of maintenance issues that occur during normal wear and tear of the 
equipment. 
 
    I continually evaluate all of the roads in town and update needed repairs. I have categorized the 
type of repair each road needs including a basic cost estimate. We have also completed and 
continue to maintain a 3 year plan on future road repairs that is presented to the Select Board 
annually. The Town worked in cooperation with Mass DOT and was able to get the bridge 
installed on Healdville Rd. this past summer. The Town used $54,000. of Chapter 90 funding and 
the State provided $125,000. in funding. Other general road maintenance was done on various 
roads as time permitted. 
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Cooperation with other Town Boards and Departments:  We continue to meet with all boards 
and committees to get as much cooperation as possible. We continue to do most of the repairs for 
the Police and Fire Departments on their vehicles. We work closely with the Tree Warden in 
cutting down trees using our shared bucket truck to help with taking down hazardous trees in 
Town. We all need to communicate and to continue to work together for the betterment of the 
Town. 
 
    The DPW will work hard for the Town and make the roads the best they can be. We urge 
residents to call 978-928-1408 with questions, concerns or ideas. We will do our best to address 
them promptly and to your satisfaction. 
 
INVENTORY 
2016 16 foot Carry On Trailer 
2015 Freightliner with all-season body and power angle plow 
2015 Carmate Enclosed Utility Trailer 
2014 John Deere Z290 Mower 
2014 Ford F-450 with dump body and plow 
2012 Freightliner 6 wheel dump truck with slide in sander and power angle plow 
2009 Sterling 6 wheel dump truck with all-season body and power angle plow   
2009 Ford Explorer 
2007 Case Backhoe 
2007 Volvo Road Grader with wing plow 
2006 Ford F450 with dump body and plow 
2005 Elgin SE Pelican sweeper  
2004 Mack with all-season body and power angle plow 
2001 Morbark wood chipper 
2001 John Deere M665 Mower 
1998 Ford L-8000 with all-season body & wing plow 
1997 Ford L-8000 with all-season body and power angle plow 
1997 New Holland tractor with flail & rotary heads   
1984 Hough 540 Loader 
1968 Sidewalk tractor w/ V-plow and angle plow 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Tim Kilhart 
DPW Director 
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TOWN CENTER COMMITTEE 2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
The Town Center Committee (TCC) was organized in October of 2015 at the recommendation of 
the Board of Selectmen.  The TCC was charged with coming up with a plan to enhance / rebuild 
the Town Center which is generally defined as the stretch on Main Street between the intersections 
of Williamsville Road and Elm Street (although design discussions have included connecting the 
Hubbardston Center School and Curtis Recreation Field as well).  The TCC is made up of Town 
Board representatives, citizen’s at large, and residents of Main Street and has met monthly, or 
more, for over a year.  The TCC’s accomplishments to date include: 
• Developing and interpreting the results for a thorough online survey requesting feedback 
from Town residents for issues / ideas pertaining to the Town Center use and appearance. 
• Two WPI senior students chose the Hubbardston Town Center project as their Major 
Qualifying Project (MQP) and the TCC worked with the students and their advisor 
towards establishing a design focus for their project and incorporating them into the 
Committee. 
• Submitting a warrant article to the Board of Selectmen for inclusion at the Annual Town 
Meeting (ATM) which requested $20,000 to engage professional engineering services for 
a schematic design of the Town Center (which was approved at the ATM). 
• Following these monies authorization, the TCC worked with the Town Administrator and 
WPI students to develop a Request for Proposal scope for prospective engineering firms.  
The TCC then reviewed responses and selected the firm, TEC, to work with the 
Committee. 
• Worked with TEC to come up with the schematic design for the Town Center which 
includes safety, ease of passage, and aesthetic improvements among others. 
• Evaluated all possible grant funding alternatives with the Town Administrator, DPW 
Director, and TEC to try and minimize the costs to the citizens of Hubbardston.  
The TCC members have engaged in passionate discussion on how we can improve this central 
portion of our Town which will sustain Hubbardston’s rural identity while significantly improving 
safety and making the Town Center more inviting.  The TCC members have shown (and continue 
to show) remarkable energy towards keeping the possibility of this project a reality.        
Dan Galante, Chair 
Town Center Committee 
Nir Cohen 
Phillip Churchill 
Brett Duncan 
Ann Gushue 
William Hansen 
William Homans 
Brion Keagle 
Alicia Muck 
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REPORT OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE 
March 2017 
 
Under the Town’s Bylaws and Charter, the Finance Committee reviews the budgets for the 
Town and Regional School Committee for the ensuing fiscal year and provides to the voters a 
report that is included with the Annual Town Meeting Warrant.  This report speaks to the budget 
matters that the Finance Committee has reviewed and contains the Committee’s recommendations 
or suggestions regarding those matters.  The Finance Committee also reviews budget-related 
Warrant articles and its recommendations and suggestions for those articles are included with 
those Warrants. Hubbardston’s Finance Committee does not prepare these budgets; its role is 
advisory only.  Members of the Finance Committee also act as liaisons to the various Town 
Boards and Committees, as well as the Hubbardston members of the Regional School Committee, 
to facilitate communication regarding the budget process.    
In our 2015 report I stated that the Finance Committee members looked forward to full 
participation in the FY2017 budget process and that we would communicate our recommendations 
and suggestions to the voters in the 2016 Annual Town Warrant. We did so, with four members 
and a single vacancy, and I believe that we fulfilled our obligations to the Town responsibly. 
 
I am pleased to report that as of this writing the Finance Committee consists of its full five 
members, three of which have been appointed in the past month. The financial challenges the 
Town faces have not lessened, and I am grateful and encouraged that our friends and neighbors are 
stepping up to help us meet them.  As in prior years, we welcome input from all, and we look 
forward to participation in the FY2018 budget process.   
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Susan Rayne, Chair  
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DEPARTMENT 
 
 
 
     The Hubbardston Public Library serves to inspire and educate the public with free access to a 
large collection of books, magazines, historic archives, video and audio media, and the Internet. 
Through our educational and social programs, we strive to bring people together in the welcoming 
spirit of community and friendship. 
 
     Over the past year the staff, trustees and supporters of the Hubbardston Public Library 
continued their endeavors to promote and support the habit of reading as a source of personal 
growth and education as well as a source of pleasure for the residents of Hubbardston.  The library 
maintained a varied and current collection of materials to provide these experiences. Hubbardston 
Public Library was once again certified by the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners as 
meeting minimum standards for Massachusetts Public Libraries for 2016.  As a certified library 
and a member of Central/Western Massachusetts Automated Resource Sharing (CWMARS) we 
were able to access the collections of other Massachusetts libraries for our patrons.  We continue 
to offer programs that reflect the needs and interests of our community. 
 
     Our focus for 2016 included a new website design, the addition of new technology to our 
circulating collection, the offering of weekly programs for school age children, teens and adults.  
We also received an HCPC grant for the development of our Library Long Range Plan.  
 
     In 2016, 1,439 Hubbardston residents were library card holders.  4,387 people visited our 
library during open hours.  An additional 575 people attended our 40 library programs.  The 
library offered 1 computer, 1 laptop, 1 adult use tablet and 2 children’s tablets for public use as 
well as 24/7 Wi-Fi access.  The library’s website is http://hubbardstonpubliclibrary.org/ 
 
     The Library offered discount passes to Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art, Tower Hill 
Botanical Gardens, Magic Wings Butterfly Conservatory, Discovery Museums and Garden, 
Massachusetts DCR Parks Pass and Mystic Aquarium.  Non-traditional items for loan at the 
library included a telescope, specialty cake pans, a ukulele, croquet set, bean bag toss and a Kill A 
Watt Meter  
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Report of the Hubbardston Public Library Director 
 
     With the support of the Hubbardston Cultural Council Grants, the Library was able to offer 
the following programs during Calendar Year 2016:  
 
• Pastel Painting Workshop: “Pastel Paint Stunning Still Lifes Like The Masters” 
conducted by pastel artist Gregory John Maichack  
• Spring into Action: a celebration of story and song with Jackson Gilman 
 
      The Library was also able to offer these additional programs for 2016:  
• Story Hour: This library standard met each Wednesday from 10:30 until 11:30AM from 
September through June.  The program included a story, songs, sign language, yoga and a 
related craft project. 
• Statewide Summer Reading Program: The 2016 theme was “Ready Set Read”. The 
purpose of the program is to encourage children and adults to use the library and to 
continue reading over the course of the summer. This year’s theme also encouraged 
physical fitness. 
• Lego Club: Our free build program met on Thursday at 3:00 p.m. 
• Coloring Club: Coloring enthusiasts met on Thursday at 5:00 p.m.  
• 3-D Robotics Makerspace Workshop: Was an introduction to cool new technology 
including 3-D scanning and printing, programming with Ozobots and Sphero and Little 
Bits  
• Adult/Teen Aromatherapy101: A make & take workshop for adults and teens presented by 
Kim Larkin 
  
    We are very thankful for the Community Support that has been provided to the Library over 
the past year.  Just to mention a few of the ways the support has manifested: 
 
• In Memoriam donations by some of our longtime residents who passed away this year.   
 
• The 19th Annual Library Road Race whose proceeds helped to make our renovation project 
possible.  
 
• Our library volunteers who logged 85 hours. 
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  The library continued to offer the following hours for 2016 
   
Monday 1pm - 7pm 
Wednesday 10am - 4pm 
Thursday 1pm - 7pm 
Saturday 9am - 12pm 
 
     The Hubbardston Library Staff and Trustees wish to thank all those who worked so hard to 
keep the Library a part of Hubbardston's past, present and future. We hope you will continue to 
advocate for the future of this library. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Jayne Arata 
Hubbardston Public Library 
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Hubbardston Public Library Circulation Statistics 2016 
  
   
Adult Young Adult Children 
 
Total 
Books 
  
2,341 448 3,494 
 
6,283 
        Print Periodicals 
 
448 0 2 
 
450 
        Audio Materials 
 
322 43 73 
 
438 
        Video/DVD 
 
1,868 5 180 
 
2,053 
        E-books 
  
1,172 133 65 
 
1,370 
        Downloadable audio 
 
639 205 105 
 
949 
        Downloadable video 
 
0 0 0 
 
0 
        Materials in electronic format 2 0 2 
 
145 
        Miscellaneous 
 
61 1 26 
 
88 
        Interlibrary Loans Received 1,814 
    
        Interlibrary Loans Provided 1,186 
    
        Nonresident Circulation 896 
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Open Space Committee 
2016 Annual Report 
 
2016 was another very active year for the Open Space Committee (OSC.  It saw long term 
members retire, vital new members join, and many projects taken on. 
 
Highlights – listed by approximate significance by the Secretary 
Membership Updates 
Jassy Bratko stepped down as chair (August) of the Open Space Committee.  Jassy has been the 
leader of the Open Space Committee for 16 years and has been the prime the main driving force 
behind the committee’s major accomplishments such as the: 
• Acquisition of the Mt Jefferson conservation land 
• Malone Road conservation land 
• Open Space Plan 
She is remaining as a member of the OSC, THANK GOODNESS, as her experience and expertise 
in so many areas is still vitally needed.  The Town of Hubbardston owes a BIG THANK YOU to 
Jassy, the vast amounts of open she helped preserve will be a legacy to the town for many years to 
come. 
 
Bob Hatch has taken over as Chairperson for the committee. 
 
2016 also saw the retirement of 2 other long term members Joe Cataldo and Charlie Clark.  Both 
have contributed significantly to the OSC over the years.  Charlie is a life-long resident of 
Hubbardston.  His knowledge of the town provided a resource that will be sorely missed.  Joe 
contributed in many ways, such as making the wooden trail signs. Also, although not specifically 
an OSC task, Joe’s “scary appearances” at the Lions Club Halloween festival on Mt Jeff will not be 
forgotten by many of Hubbardston’s youth . 
 
Helping to replace the void left by Joe and Charlie are new members Susan Worth and Rick Jones.  
These new members have already added to the vitality of the committee.  Mark Kresge is a 
“candidate in process”.  Mark promises to also contribute significantly as he has had extensive 
experience in similar committees in the town of Jaffrey, NH. 
 
Trail monitoring / maintenance: The OSC continues to monitor and maintain the trails in public 
land town, including both Town owned and State owned land.  The effort included the endless 
effort of trimming tree growth and clearing trails blocked by trees felled by storms, 
 
DCR inspection representatives Caroline Raisler (plus an associate) visited for DCR’s biennial 
inspections of the trails on the Mt. Jefferson land they helped fund in conjunction with the 
conservation restriction that was part of the funding agreement.  The DCR representatives were 
accompanied by OSC representatives - Chair Bob Hatch and Secretary Stephanie Frend.  The tour 
went very well and the DCR representatives were pleased with status of the land.  They were very 
interested in the rubber mats used to provide both safety on bridges and re-enforce wet mucky 
areas on the trail. 
 
The Open Space Plan update was a major effort during the year.  Jassy did most of the update to 
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the plan and submitted it to the state for review.  The state responded with a number of requested 
updates that were addressed by different members of the committee.  Bob Hatch is compiling the 
updated report by incorporating these updates into the plan, which will be resubmitted to the state 
in the spring of 2017. 
 
Cellar hole clean up:  there is an old stone cellar hole (well-constructed, and of some historical 
significance) on Mt Jefferson Rd, that is in the Hubbardston State Forest.  As this cellar hole is 
adjacent to the road (a very quiet dirt road in that area, it has been subject to rubbish and refuge 
(e.g. old TV’s) being dumped there.  OSC committee members have been trying for some time to 
get DCR to help clean it up.  Townsperson Shelia Chicoine also took up the charge and made 
contact with DCR also.  She was very persistent and finally DCR did come and clean it out.  The 
did do some dame to the stone walls, and the OSC plans to restore the structure as best as possible 
to it’s original configuration. 
 
The mowing of the hay fields on Mt. Jeff continue to be monitored by the OSC.  This is now 
being carried on by members of Paul Laine’s family. 
 
Annual horse trail ride trail:  It is becoming an annual event for the Mt. Jeff trails and trails in 
the state forest to be used for a sponsored horse trail.  The event is sponsored the BSTRA (Bay 
State Trail Riders Association), with the help of town members and OSC members.  Our trails are 
being recognized as well constructed and well maintained.  Actually the event helps in that 
maintenance, in that town / OSC members are encouraged to do trail clearing before the event.  
BSTRA also has funds to help with trail maintenance – so it is a mutually beneficial event. 
 
New picnic tables:  The picnic tables at the Mt Jeff focal point, were in a state of disrepair and 
needed to be replaced.  OSC member Joe Cataldo took it upon himself to build and install 
replacements.  Joe also had a memorial plaque made in memory of Paul Laine and fastened to the 
tables.  Paul had the contract for mowing the fields, but also loved the land.  Donations in Paul’s 
memory were to be made to the OSC per the request of his family. 
 
Bird houses: The OSC sponsored a “bird house building / installation” day.  Bob Hatch and 
Steph Frend made 10 “blue bird house kits” to be assembled by town / OSC members.  This event 
was well attended and the housed were built and installed in one day at various locations on Mt Jeff 
and Malone road lands. 
4 wheeler problems - and solutions 
 
More unauthorized vehicular deterrents:  Unauthorized vehicular use and damage remains an 
issue on the trails and at the road edge of the Mt Jeff site.  OSC member used his backhoe to place 
boulders along the edge of the road and in some trail locations to try and deter the use of trail trails 
and block parking from muddy areas.  This has helped, but illegal 4 wheeler use still remains an 
issue. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Secretary Stephanie Frend 
 
OSC Members: Chair Bob Hatch; Jassy Bratko; Sue Fox; Susan Worth; Rick Jones; Pat Taylor 
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Tree Warden 
     The 2016 year was fairly quiet for the Tree Warden. Several dead/dying/hazardous trees were 
removed using the tree warden's outside services budget. Two tree removal hearings were held 
with the tree warden and the Planning Board, and both were permitted without any objections. 
National Grid continues to present hazardous tree removal plans for my approval each year, and 
they are able to remove many declining and dangerous trees for the town. They also continue to 
send crews through town for line clearance operations. The town has entered a regional equipment 
sharing program with a bucket truck for tree pruning and removal, and they are able to handle 
some of the easier tree issues. Anything they cannot manage is hired out under the tree warden's 
discretion. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jeff Bourque 
Tree Warden 
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VETERANS AGENT REPORT  
     Massachusetts has been providing benefits to its veterans since colonial days. From the 
French and Indian Wars to the Global War on Terrorism, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
provides financial assistance to veterans in need. Massachusetts General Law Chapter 115 (MGL 
Ch.115) requires every city and Town to maintain a Department of Veterans Services and establish 
a Veterans Services Officer (VSO) to assist in dispensing these benefits.  We are the only state in 
the nation that, by law, requires every municipality to have a Veterans Agent or VSO employed to 
assist Veterans and their survivors. I have considered it a privilege to have been able to do this for 
the town and now I welcome George Kincannon to help implement this program to the veterans of 
Hubbardston. 
     Veterans with incomes at or below 200% of the Federal Poverty Level can receive financial 
assistance under MGL Ch.115 as long as they meet the cash asset limits below. 
200% Federal Poverty Level (FPL) 
 
Number in Family Maximum Monthly Income 
1 $ 1,980.00  
2 $ 2,670.00  
 Cash asset limits (home and car exempt)  
        Single             $ 5,000 
Married                  $ 9,800  
 
     George Kincannon has joined me as Assistant VSO as I will be departing in May 2017. 
George and I can also help you in filing federal claims to the Veterans Administration (VA) for 
service related benefits that Veterans and their Widows/Widowers are entitled to.  
     The financial benefit to Hubbardston, according to VA records, is that over 50 recipients in 
town receive an aggregate of over $149,000 annually. Additionally, MGL Ch.115 has authorized 
Hubbardston to spend over $30,000 on its Veterans with 75% of that amount reimbursed back to 
the town for its support of Veterans Services. 
     Our office is in Room 131 of the Westminster Town Hall where we also serve Ashburnham 
and Westminster Veterans. You will find us there every Wednesday and Thursday from 10am until 
2pm. You can reach us by phone at (978) 874-7461 and/or email tmaeder@westminster-ma.gov or 
gkincannon@westminster-ma.gov  
Respectfully submitted, 
Thomas E. Maeder, Lt. Colonel, U.S. Army (Retired) 
George J. Kincannon, First Sergeant, U.S. Army (Retired) 
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PROTECTION OF PERSONS & PROPERTY 
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH 
 
The mission of the Board of Health is to promote and protect the public health of all residents in 
the Town of Hubbardston.  This is done through education and enforcement of environmental, 
public, medical and mental health laws and regulations. 
  
The Board of Health provides enforcement of the State Sanitary Code in the areas of housing, food 
sales and service, pools and camps.  The Board is also responsible for the surveillance and 
reporting of communicable disease and the State Environmental Code for wells, septic systems, 
lead and asbestos abatement and ground water protection as well as the elimination of nuisances.  
These requirements reflect the principle that many critical health problems are best handled by 
local officials familiar with local conditions. 
 
We would like to thank the RiteAid Pharmacy in Gardner, for their assistance with the Flu Clinic 
which took place in November.  We had a successful turnout.  We look forward to another  
healthy year of serving the residents of Hubbardston. 
  
The Board is actively involved in Emergency Preparedness with our coordinator for the area.   
 
Every year there are more mandates being passed down from the State.  Our community is 
growing and the Board of Health, working closely with our Town Administrator, feel confident 
that we will be able to meet the needs of the community and look forward to serving you in the 
coming years.   
 
Members for 2016: 
 
                  Tom Larson, Chairman                         Lucinda Oates, Vice Chairman 
                  Hayden Duggan, Member                       Randy Mizereck, Member 
                  Cathy Hansgate, Member  
 
  
Respectfully Submitted for the Board of Health, 
Christine Bolduc, Inspectional Services Clerk  
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Hubbardston Recycling Center Annual Report, 2016 
 
In 2016 we served 149 residents and took in $1739.80 in fees.  
Items collected include:  
• 381 gallons of waste oil 
• 32 gallons of antifreeze 
• 11 car batteries 
• 22 oil filters 
• 36 tires 
• 9 household appliances 
• 80 television sets and computer monitors 
• 19 computers 
• 12 printers 
• 11 lawnmowers 
• 6 snow blowers 
• 4 snowmobiles 
• 26 pressure tanks 
• 7 microwaves 
• 3 VCRs/DVD players 
• 3 fridges and freezers 
• 7 quarts of flashlight batteries 
• 7 dehumidifiers 
• 5 air conditioners 
• 2 air compressors 
• 2 scanners 
• 2 shredders 
and assorted other objects of various materials. 
 
We served more customers and made more money than in 2015, with fewer personnel.  
 
We started a new relationship with Raw Materials Recycling in Gardner and have consolidated 
waste oil pickups with the DPW. We continue to enjoy a dumpster provided gratis from Kristoff 
and Sons (we still pay for disposal, just not for the roll off). We have had zero injuries and the Free 
Store remains popular with customers.  
 
Northeast Materials Handling finally removed its sea container and we have yet to find another 
plastics recycler. We need to hire more staff, to fill losses in our roster but I anticipate 2017 will be 
as successful as 2016 was.  
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REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT 
     The Fire Department provided another year of dedicated service to the Town of Hubbardston 
in 2016. The staff of the Department devoted thousands of hours, paid and unpaid, to provide the 
best possible emergency services to the residents we protect. The Department responded to 721 
incidents during the year, which is a 17% increase over 2015 responses, while also continuing our 
efforts in fire prevention through public education and code enforcement. 
     In June the Town voted to approve $250,000 for the purchase of a new ambulance and cardiac 
monitor to replace our current 16 year old vehicle and monitor. We used that funding to purchase a 
2016 F550 Horton 4x4 ambulance and new cardiac monitor that went into service in November.  
This ambulance is a vital to our continual goal of providing the highest level of care to the 
community. 
     We were also lucky to have acquired a 5 ton surplus military vehicle (Truck 4) at no cost to 
the tax payers. Funding was used for purchase and installation of water tank, pump and lettering.  
All additional prep work, lighting, and equipment storage, hose reels etc. were installed by on and 
off duty members, saving thousands of dollars. Truck 4 was place into service in the fall and its 
primary use will be to fight brush fires. It will be a great asset to the department for many years to 
come. 
     On November 10th two of our newest call firefighters, Kyle Goehle and Michael Parker 
graduated from the Massachusetts Firefighting Academy. They dedicated many nights and 
weekends to complete 240 hours of intense physical and academic training that will prepare them 
for the job. Firefighter Goehle was awarded the Martin McNamara award for the class. 
     The on-call members of the department donate four nights a month of on-call time, in 
addition to their regular response, with many giving more time to cover the hours of 6:00 p.m. to 
7:00 a.m. seven nights a week. This assures that we have minimum staffing for the overnight, 
which is not covered by full time staff. They are required to be in town, ready to respond and only 
receive compensation for the hours when they do respond to emergencies. The dedication of the 
call staff saves the tax payers over $180,000 annually by covering those hours, which otherwise 
would require additional full time staff to cover. 
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     The Department continued its efforts to pursue grants and alternative funding during the year.  
For the second time in two years we were awarded a Student Awareness of Fire Education 
(S.A.F.E.) grant for the amount of $3,063 and a Senior SAFE grant for the amount of $2,295.  
These funds will be used to educate children and seniors alike on fire prevention, general home 
safety and how to be better prepared in the event of a fire. 
      I would like to thank all of the Town Officials, and members of the Police and Highway 
Departments; it has been a pleasure to work with them throughout the year.  I would also like to 
express my appreciation to the residents of the community for their support.  Finally, I would like 
to give a special thanks to the men and women of the Hubbardston Fire Department; they have 
done an excellent job serving their community and I am, as always, very proud to serve alongside 
them. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert F. Hayes Jr. 
Fire Chief 
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Hubbardston Fire Department-Personnel 
 
  Officers: 
  Robert Hayes  Chief   Paramedic 
  Troy Casey  Captain  Paramedic 
  James Dixson  Lieutenant  EMT-I 
  Erik Ares  Lieutenant  Paramedic 
   
 
  Fire/EMS Personnel: 
  Martin Scott  Firefighter  Paramedic (per-diem) 
  James Ares  Firefighter  EMT-B 
  Kyle Goehle  Firefighter  First Responder 
  John Demalia  Firefighter  EMT-B 
  Tina Dixson  Firefighter  EMT-I 
  Caleb Langer  Firefighter  Paramedic (per-diem) 
  Dennis Hamel  Firefighter  Paramedic 
 Michael Parker Firefighter       First Responder                                                         
Jeremy Goscila Firefighter         EMT-B 
Tom Power  Firefighter         First Responder                                                                                                           
Adam Wickstrom Firefighter  EMT-B 
  Mitchell Mabardy Firefighter  EMT-B 
  Anthony Ramsey Firefighter  First Responder 
 
  EMS Personnel: 
 Peter Laitinen  Paramedic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Corey Hallock       EMT-B 
 Taylor Wilkinson EMT-B 
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Hubbardston Fire Department – Apparatus Inventory 
 
 
Engine 1 1993 International Engine 
Engine 2 2001 KME Engine-Tanker 
Engine 3 2007 Spartan Rescue-Engine 
Ambulance 1 2016 Ford 550 Class I 
Ambulance 2 2005 Ford 450 Class I 
Truck 4 2003 5 Ton Military Brush 
Forestry 1 1986 Chevy Brush 
Car 1 2007 Ford Command Unit 
Car 2 2007 Ford Pickup 
Boat 1 2004 
Mercury 
Inflatable Boat 
Trailer 1999 AMC Haz-Mat 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 
 
  As the Police Chief for this department, I am pleased to submit the 2016 annual report for 
the Town of Hubbardston Police Department.   
    2016 marked a relatively stable year for the police department. Regarding personnel, 
officers worked down 1 full time officer as an officer was putting himself through the 
academy. In FY16 we were able to stay within budget as the officers worked together to provide 
the services the town has become accustomed to. 
   During the budget process and change in Town Administrator the department financing was 
cut an inordinate amount. This cut necessitated a special Town Meeting. The Town meeting 
was able to restore the funds needed to continue providing police service to the town. Thanks 
to the attendees this vote was overwhelmingly in favor of restoration. For this, I say thank you 
for the support.     
    2016 continues to challenge our officers with heroin overdoses and the proliferation of the 
drug trade. It will remain to be seen how the legalization of marijuana affects this drug issue. 
   The department continues to focus on quality of life issues, and helping the citizens through 
these. We have seen an increase in calls for service in 2016 (1.2%) as compared to 2015. We have 
been very proactive regarding patrol and enforcement. With a significant increase in motor 
vehicle stops and warnings we have seen decreases in motor vehicle accidents (-16%), 
Larceny/fraud (-52%), and breaking and enterings (-64%). The patrol, and proactive nature of 
these patrols, has gone a long way in the improvement of quality of life issues. 
    The department continues its exposure on social media sites Facebook and Twitter. In regards 
to town wide notification CodeRed continues to be extremely helpful during paving operations, 
road closures and winter weather. We have also used the message board at the recreation field 
on numerous occasions. The likes for the Hubbardston Police Facebook page has increased by 
20% and Twitter by 25%, and continues to grow. 
   The department continues its involvement with the North Worcester Drug Task Force, allowing 
us access to resources we would not normally have. We currently have 2 officers assigned to this 
unit on an as needed basis. This collaboration has allowed us to focus on drug issues plaguing our 
community and has resulted in numerous drugs arrests in 2016.  With the heroin epidemic this 
partnership has proven to be invaluable in the fight against these illicit and deadly drugs.  
   In November the Hubbardston Police Department received a $10,000 grant from our insurer 
(MIAA) for in car cameras. These cameras have been installed and are in use. 
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    Community policing has always been an important part of the Hubbardston Police 
Department. In 2016 the department maintained a presence at the annual Memorial Day parade 
as well as Field day. A grant, provided through the generosity of Bill Shea of Ruptured Duck, 
has allowed us to purchase bike helmets for field day as well as hosting a Halloween “ho-down”, 
which was a great success. In September the Center School honored the Hubbardston Police 
with an appreciation rally. This was a great honor to attend. 
   This office remains an active participant in the Comprehensive Emergency Management Team, 
The Article 2020 Committee, and the North Worcester County Drug Task Force. In addition, this 
office administrates funding for grants from the Executive Office of Public Safety and Homeland 
Security. 
   In closing I want to thank the hard working members of the Hubbardston Police Department for 
their dedication and vigilance. I feel that they represent the community of Hubbardston with 
pride and conviction. I would also like to thank the residents of Hubbardston for your support. 
Through budgetary vigilance we were again able to stay within budget and provide the services 
that you, the resident, deserve. 2017 will bring many of the same challenges to the Town of 
Hubbardston. Crime and drugs are a constant reminder of the society we live in and that no 
community is immune. Our goal is to be as vigilant as possible to secure your continued safety.  
I believe we are well prepared, and dedicated, to meet these challenges and serve the residents of 
Hubbardston. I am truly honored by the loyalty and dedication of the officers of The Hubbardston 
Police Department and the residents of this great town. I look forward to 2017 and the upcoming 
challenges that await us, I am confident that the men and woman of the Hubbardston Police 
Department are well equipped to handle any type of situation we are placed in. 
 
OUR MISSION STATEMENT 
 
The mission of the Hubbardston Police Department is to provide the highest quality of police 
service, in cooperation and partnership with the business and citizen community emphasizing 
integrity, fairness, and professionalism. It is our goal to have a positive impact on the quality of life 
for the residents and businesses in Hubbardston. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Chief Dennis G. Perron 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 
 
2016 Police Department Personnel 
 
 
 
Chief of Police 
Dennis G. Perron 
 
Police Clerk 
Christine Bolduc 
 
Full-Time Officers 
Sergeant Robert Forte 
Sergeant Ryan Couture 
Officer Scott Chatigny 
Officer Michael Amann 
Officer Christopher Bergeron 
**Vacant 
 
Part-Time Police Officers 
                            Ofc. Kevin Mailman          Ofc. Donald Blood 
         Ofc. James Halkola                    Ofc. Nicholas Garcia         
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             2014          2015        2016 
Total Calls for Service 14605 14586 14758 
Criminal Offenses  327 391 342 
Motor Vehicle Accidents 72 87 73 
Motor Vehicle Civil Citations 183 222 228 
Motor Vehicle Written Warnings 121 141 113 
Motor Vehicle Verbal Warnings 540 570 1310 
Stolen Motor Vehicles 2 2 0 
Larceny/Fraud 15 43 21 
Break & Entering 18 25 9 
Disturbances 54 48 43 
Domestic Disputes/Assaults 24 21 20 
Restraining/209A Orders 10 13 11 
Restraining Order Violations 4 3 5 
Vandalism 10 9 15 
Suspicious Activity 78 110 81 
Fire Arms Permits  139 73 73 
Narcotic Violations 52 63 141 
Animal Complaints 138 82 93 
Burglar Alarms 31 42 131 
Medical Emergencies 211 218 276 
Juvenile Runaways 2 1 1 
Juvenile Criminal Offenses 19 20  5 
Building/House Checks 7306 7736 6545 
Assist Other Police Departments 200 225 174 
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Burglary 12 11 5 
Missing Persons 7 4 5 
Investigations 338 352 410 
Warrants Served 8 22 32 
Summons Served 64 72 82 
Total Criminal Arrests/Complaints  136 137 108 
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POLICE & DISPATCH EQUIPMENT 
 
 
3 Desks      6 Training Room Tables      
Misc. Chairs      21 File Cabinets 
Misc. Office Furniture    1 Copy Machine                  
1 Fax/copy/scanner Machine                        3 Stop Sticks 
2 Conference Tables     1 VCR 
1 DVD/VCR      3 Mobile Data Terminals 
3 Lap Tops      9 Computers 
1 Server                                            Misc. Medical Supplies                                                      
1 Ammo Cabinet                               Gun Safe            
Paper Shredder     Leaps/NCIC Computer 
Breathalyzer      3 Portable Breath Tester 
2 Base Radios      4 Mobile Radios 
13 Portable Radios     2 Radio Repeater System 
Highway Base Radio     Fire Base Radio 
CB Radio      4 X26 Tasers with cartridges 
Telephone Recording System    Traffic Speed Monitor 
3 Mobile Radar Units     2 Handheld Radar Unit 
2013 Ford Taurus Police Interceptor   2011 Ford Crown Victoria Cruiser 
2007 Ford Explorer 4x4    2014 Ford Explorer 
2003 Polaris ATV     2003 Utility Trailer 
Misc. Cruiser Equipment/Supplies                  4 GPS handheld units 
3 Portable Defibrillator    4 Hand Held Weapon Detectors 
Misc. Flashlights     3 Mossberg 12ga shotguns 
17 Glock 45 Cal Handguns    4 Bushmaster AR-15 Rifles 
Electronic Weapon Cleaning System   Misc. Police Equipment  
35mm Camera     5-Digital Cameras 
1-Video Recorder     Misc. Lockers    
Misc. Crime Scene Equipment    Night Vision Goggles  
Infrared Camera     Undercover Body Wire System 
Power Point Projector                               2 Speed minders 
1 LCD training TV                                  1 Trail Camera 
1 Air Cleaner                                       DVR recording system                     
8 Security cameras                                  Speed Sign with Mount                                                                              
2 in-car video systems                              4 tablet computers 
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PLANNING 
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PLANNING BOARD ANNUAL REPORT 
2016 
 
 
 
The Planning Board is responsible for reviewing and approving land divisions and new 
subdivisions, and for processing special permit applications and site plans for a variety of uses and 
activities. The Board's operating guidelines are the Town of Hubbardston Zoning By-laws and 
Subdivision Rules and Regulations, the state Zoning Act (Chapter 40A) and the state Subdivision 
Control Law (Chapter 41 Sections 81A to 81GG). There are five members of the Board, and one 
alternate member each serving for a term of 5 years, with terms staggered so one seat is up for 
election each year. 
 
 
 ANR Plans Reviewed and Approved: 
 Tony Coppola, one parcel divided into two parcels on Healdville Road 
 Kellianne Iacaboni, one parcel divided into two parcels on Gardner Road 
 Francis D. Tattan, Jr, one parcel divided into two parcels on Kruse Road 
 Tomas Larson, portion of one lot divided and added to another on Old Princeton Road 
 
 Project Reviews 
 Plans for a proposed public dumpster leasing business at the 107 Gardner Road 
property were presented by Russell & Christina Soderman. The Planning Board denied 
the special permit application based on Zoning By-laws, Article 4 Use Regulation, 
Section 4.8, citing that type of business would be a change to the non-conforming use 
of that property. 
 A petition for the removal a red oak tree on a scenic road, Old Westminster Road, by 
the Highway Superintendent and Tree Warden was accepted by the Planning Board. 
 Jim Simpson, of Sterling Real Estate Development, Inc. spoke on the next planning 
stage for the Moosehorn Hill Development. Phase II will contain 12 units (4, 3-unit 
buildings). This project is a continuation of a special permit amendment granted by the 
Planning Board in December 2006. 
 Consent to remove a white pine tree at 90 New Templeton Road, a scenic road, was 
given by the Planning Board after a public hearing on the matter. 
 Permission was granted by the Planning Board for the removal of portions of a stone 
wall on Old Westminster Road, a scenic road, to install two permanent driveways, and 
one temporary driveway. 
 Public hearings were held for a special permit application for a proposed, indoor 
self-storage unit facility, consisting of 150-200 units (50-200 sq ft each) at 12 Old 
Westminster Road. The application was filed by Steve Lange. These hearings are 
continued to 2017. 
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 AH Committee 
 The Affordable Housing Committee is operating under the umbrella of the Planning 
Board. 
 In 2016, the Planning Board submitted an application to the Community Preservation 
Committee, on behalf of the Affordable Housing Committee, for funds of $50,000 
related to affordable housing in Hubbardston. The Affordable Housing Committee will 
continue to work with Richard Heaton, of H & H Associates, LLC, on various methods 
to utilize the funding in order to rehabilitate or develop properties in Hubbardston. 
 
 Housing Production Plan Update 
 The updated Housing Production Plan was approved by the Planning Board on Sep. 7, 
2016, and approved by the Selectboard on Oct. 17, 2016. The DHCD (Dept. of Housing and 
Community Development) has tentatively approved the Housing Production Plan, pending 
minimal changes. The  next step is to begin to implement the Housing Production Plan in 
2017 
. 
 Master Plan Rewrite 
 The Planning Board has enlisted the services of Richard Heaton to assist on a rewrite of the 
1988 Master Plan, consistent with Mass. General Laws, Chapter 41, Section 81D. In 2016, the 
Planning Board conducted a town-wide survey to include feedback into the specific chapters 
that will be written for the updated Master Plan by town departments and committees.  
 
 Amendment to the Town of Hubbardston Zoning By-Laws 
During 2016, the Planning Board brought forward an amendment to an article in the 
Hubbardston Zoning By-Laws, which was placed on the Town Meeting Warrant, as 
follows; 
• Article 6, Rate of Development 
Sect. 6.8 Periodic Review and Expiration, “This bylaw shall expire July 1, 
2021.” 
This article had a public hearing in May 2016. The Article 6 amendment was accepted 
and voted into place at the town meeting in June 2016. 
 
 Amendment to the Town of Hubbardston General By-Laws 
The Planning Board held a public hearing on a citizen’s petition for an addition to 
Hubbardston General By-Laws, which was placed on the Town Meeting Warrant, as 
follows; 
• Chapter XXVII, Importation of Material, Section 1 
This amendment had a public hearing in May 2016. Chapter XXVII was accepted and   
voted into place at the town meeting in June 2016 and added to the General By-Laws in 
October 2016. 
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 Borrego Solar Projects 
In July 2016, Borrego Solar was presented with a Cease & Desist letter from Bill 
Murray, of Places Associate’s, Inc. (the town’s project engineer, hired to oversee these 
solar projects). The letter stated that several of the conditions of the two special permits 
had not been met. He conducted several site inspections and worked with Borrego 
Solar until all the provisions of the special permits were rectified, and the Cease and 
Desist Order was lifted. The projects are expected to be completed in 2017. 
 
 Gravel Pit Subcommittee Report 
  The Planning Board reviewed the existing earth removal permits and reported the results to 
the Board of Selectmen. There are no active earth removal permits in town. Many of the 
existing earth removal operations with expired permits have not fulfilled their permit 
requirements to reclaim their land after permit expiring. The planning board requested 
clarification from Town Council as to who has jurisdiction over the earth removal operations 
in town. Town Council confirmed that the Planning Board has jurisdiction. Letters were sent 
out to earth removal operations to conform to their obligations under their expired permits.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by The Planning Board: 
Vincent Ritchie, Chairman      
Tom Robinson, appointed Feb. 2015   MaryAnn DiPinto, resigned May 2016 
Thomas Bratko, appointed Dec. 2015   
Kendall Daly, appointed Dec. 2015 
Scott Leblanc, appointed July 2016 
Associate, Mark Dymek    Clerk, Janet Baczewski   
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2016 REPORT OF THE BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
The Board of Appeals consists of 5 voting members and 1 associate member who may 
exercise full voting rights in the absence of any regular member. All members are appointed by the 
Board of Selectmen. The Hubbardston Zoning Bylaws, Article 12, Section 12.2, gives the Board 
the power to hear and decide on appeals and to hear and decide petitions for variances. They also 
serve as the review board for any Comprehensive Permits that come before the town. 
 Variances:  As an extraordinary remedy with respect to particular land or structures, the 
Board of Appeals has the power to grant a variance from the Hubbardston Zoning Bylaws. The 
petitioner must show a substantial hardship based on specific circumstances in order to be granted 
a variance. (M.G.L. Chapter 40A, Section 10) 
 Appeals:  Any person who feels they have been wrongfully denied a permit or has been 
served with an enforcement order may appeal that decision to the Board of Appeals. An appeal 
must be filed with the Town Clerk within 30 days from the date of denial or enforcement order. 
(M.G.L., Chapter 40A, Section 8) 
 For either an appeal or a variance, the petitioner must file an “Application for a Public 
Hearing Before the Board of Appeals” at the office of the Town Clerk with the required fee and 
additional documents as listed on the application. The application form and instructions are 
available from the Town Clerk or online at www.hubbardstonma.us. When a complete application 
package has been received, a public hearing is then held according to state laws. 
 
Year in Review  
Members: The Board welcomed 2 new members; Gail Orciuch and Albert Afonso.  
Officers remained the same as last year with Scott Janssens as Chairman, Andrew Baum as Vice 
Chair and William Homans as Clerk. 
Application Fee:  In January, the Board voted to increase the application fee from $150 to 
$200. The last time the fee was increased was in 2004. The fee covers the cost of the legal 
requirement to publish the notice of a public hearing twice in a local newspaper and the postage to 
notify the abutters of the public hearing. Prior to the increase, the cost of the legal ads was higher 
than the fee. 
 
Public Hearings and Meetings Held in 2016 
 One meeting and 2 public hearings were held in 2016 resulting in variances being granted 
for 2 properties in Hubbardston.  
 January 20:  A meeting was held to discuss possible new members, review Annual 
Report and FY17 budget submission, and it was voted to increase the application fee. 
April 6: A public hearing was held on a variance application filed by Craig Osowski and 
Valerie Ingman of 34 Morgan Road for proposed construction of an addition without the required 
side yard setback. During discussion it was found that there may be a need for a variance off the 
front yard setback as well. The Board voted to grant a 23’ variance off the side yard setback and a 
15’ variance off the front yard setback requirement. 
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July 28: A public hearing was held on a variance application filed by Robert and Diane 
Miller, 49 Geordie Lane, for proposed construction of an attached garage without the required side 
yard setback. A variance of 5’ off the side yard setback requirement was granted. 
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted for the Board by Joyce Green, Secretary 
 
Scott M. Janssens, Chairman   
Andrew R. Baum, Vice Chairman   
William J. Homans, Clerk 
Gail Orciuch 
Albert Afonso 
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QUABBIN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
2015-2016 
 
 
 As has always been the situation each year, the 2015-16 school year was one during which 
the school district embraced a number of new opportunities and survived significant financial 
challenges. While this report would generally highlight the educational opportunities that enhance 
the educational experiences of Quabbin students, this year this report will focus on perhaps the 
most significant challenge facing both the school district and the five towns struggling to 
economically support high quality educational programs and a level of municipal services 
necessary for their citizens. 
 
 Again in 2015-16, due to declining enrollments and an inadequate educational funding 
formula promulgated by the state, the state financial support dedicated to educating Quabbin 
students continued to decrease despite increased operational costs. The decrease in the state’s 
funding left local communities with the challenge of funding the increased operational costs 
especially in the areas of health insurance, special education, technology acquisition and 
operation, etc. As a result, concerns about the impact of declining enrollments, loss of state 
funding, and the increasing costs of charter schools, permeated the annual budget development 
process and, once again, pushed the district leadership to engage municipal officials and the 
broader school community in serious discussion about school consolidation and/or school 
closures.   
 
A districtwide Task Force, including school community, municipal officials, community 
members, and district administrators, began a comprehensive review of how the district might 
more cost effectively utilize school building space across the district. Clearly, the significant 
decline in student enrollment during the past decade (see graph below) required the Task Force to 
entertain some controversial possibilities that might include closing elementary schools in one or 
more of the five (5) Quabbin communities. 
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 In order to ensure that any decision regarding how best to address the probable need to 
change the current school space utilization patterns, the five (5) towns voted to engage the service 
of an outside consultant group using funding available through the state’s Community Compact 
Grant Program. The Collins Center was chosen by the state and Task Force membership to 
examine and evaluate the educational and community impact of my plan to save money by 
changing the current space utilization patterns within the school district.  Some of the possibilities 
under study would include, but would not be limited to:  school consolidation, sharing school 
space to fulfill municipal needs, and/or school closures.   
 
 Using this report to focus on how best to address the district’s future financial 
sustainability may seem unusual, as most often the end-of-the year report serves to highlight the 
extraordinary success of the students within the district. However, left unaddressed, current 
financial constraints threaten both the ability of the school district and the Quabbin communities to 
provide critical and necessary educational and municipal services to their citizens. 
 
 Finally, we must work together to address the financial challenges that confront the 
Quabbin communities. To do so effectively, we must not eliminate any possible solution to the 
problem of either declining school enrollment and/or the lack of appropriate state funding for 
schools and for local aid.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Maureen M. Marshall, Ed.D. 
Superintendent of Schools 
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QUABBIN REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL  
END OF YEAR REPORT 
2015-2016 
 
Quabbin Regional High School is a collaborative learning community where all students have 
opportunities to achieve personal excellence in a safe and accepting environment. The high 
school’s mission is to prepare students to become self-reliant, life-long learners who are 
responsible and resourceful citizens in a global society. 
 
On June 3, 2016, Quabbin Regional High School graduated 175 members of the Class of 2016. 
Among the graduates were International Baccalaureate Diploma students as well as AP students.   
 
The following is information from the 2015-2016 school year: 
 
Quabbin Regional High School has a smaller student body than the 2014-2015 school year with 
175 Seniors (2016), 161 Juniors (2017), 181 Sophomores (2018) and 174 Freshmen (2019). There 
were 132 School Choice students at QRHS. This spring, Quabbin will graduate International 
Baccalaureate Diploma recipients. Both IB program and Advanced Placement courses continue to 
be offered.  At the same time, the school has increased its honors course offerings in several 
subject areas. There really is something for everyone at QRHS.  
 
In April, a number of students traveled to the Netherlands to visit students through an exchange 
program. In the coming years, there are plans for students to visit the British Isles, France and 
Germany.  
 
In November 2015, the National Honor Society inducted its new members. The annual toy drive 
sponsored by the National Honor Society was again successful, raising over $3,000 for needy 
children in the district. The National Honor Society students were able to buy toys for many local 
students in need. 
 
In November, the NJROTC annual inspection took place. Once again, the Quabbin program was 
recognized as a Distinguished Unit for the overall excellence of its program.  
 
The Quabbin Regional High School has developed collaborative relationships with a number of 
community organizations. Among them are the Q-Drug Task Force, the Listening Wellness Center 
in Barre, the Senior Center in Barre and the Hardwick Youth Center. Students at the school also 
donated non-perishable food items to both the Barre and the Hardwick Community Food Banks. 
Students also had the opportunity to attend a “Credit for Life Program” sponsored by the Country 
Bank for Savings of Ware.  
 
The guidance department sponsored an annual college fair held in the fall that brought many 
college, vocational schools and military recruiters into our building in order to speak directly with 
students. This gives students the opportunity to research and ask questions directly connected to 
their post-secondary planning.  
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Quabbin Regional High School offers students many opportunities to participate in 
outside-standardized testing programs right on site, these include PSATs, SATs, AP exams, IB 
exams and ASVAB testing.  
 
All graduates complete a Capstone Experience that reflects achievement of the Quabbin Regional 
High School’s Learning Expectations. This is a student-centered experience; the students will 
decide how they will accomplish their Capstone. It may be independent of a class through 
extracurricular programs, by doing honors research, taking a college course, by engaging in an 
internship, or by taking a Capstone Seminar course. 
 
The students from Quabbin Regional High School contribute community service, as a graduation 
requirement, to many local organizations from the local fairs to municipal offices. All students are 
required to complete forty-five hours of community service. It is recommended that this be 
completed before the junior year.  
Quabbin has a proud athletic tradition, dating back to the opening of the school in 1967.  Quabbin 
is a member of the Midland-Wachusett League and a participating member of the Massachusetts 
Interscholastic Athletic Association (MIAA). Quabbin fields athletic teams in Baseball, Basketball 
(Boys & Girls), Cheering (Winter), Cross Country (Boys & Girls), Field Hockey, Football, Golf 
(Boys & Girls), Indoor and Outdoor Track (Boys & Girls), Soccer (Boys & Girls), Softball, Tennis 
(Girls), and Wrestling.  
Students also have many opportunities to participate in co-curricular activities and organizations, 
among which are: National Honor Society, International Club, Chinese club, Classics club, 
Yearbook, GSA, Envirothon Team, Composting and Gardening Club, Outdoors Club, Justice 
League (a human rights club), Quiet Minds club (yoga), Drama, LINK Crew, Principal’s Council, 
Lacrosse Club, Model Congress/UN and B-Sharps Glee Club and Volleyball Club. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Gregory J. Devine 
Principal 
Quabbin Regional High School 
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QUABBIN REGIONAL MIDDLE SCHOOL  
END OF YEAR REPORT 
2015-2016 
 
 
We said good-bye to long time faculty members Linda Petty, Michele DiMartino and Charlotte 
Dolan who retired this year. We welcomed Erin Joyce, and Nancee Roy and Ann McCrone 
transferred in from Ruggles Lane.   
   
To welcome students and parents to the Middle School, 7th and 8th grade orientation night was held 
on Tuesday, August 25, 2015. Student schedules were distributed and a mock schedule was 
followed so that parents and students could meet teachers and learn classroom expectations.  
Attendance was extremely high with 97% of seventh graders and 84% eight graders. Parents and 
students look forward to the orientation night, which seems to lessen the anxiety of a new school 
year. Information about the 8th grade Washington, D.C. trip was given during this night. 
 
On Wednesday, August 26, 2015, we welcomed 220 seventh graders and 212 eighth graders.  
This made the total Middle School student enrollment 432 on opening day. 
 
Middle School Extracurricular Activities 
 
The Middle School has continued its community involvement through donations of canned goods, 
collected at Middle School dances, to benefit local food banks. Our community service club, 
Quabbin Kids Care (QKC) meets weekly during the lunch block.   
 
Nathan Legare won the local Geography Bee held at Quabbin Regional Middle School in January 
2016. Although Nathan did not move on to the next level, we are extremely proud of his 
accomplishment.  
 
The arts are an important part of the curricula and co-curricula activities at the middle school.  
Rosangeline Fleming, Brynne Goodfield and Pierce Rhinhart displayed work at the Worcester Art 
Museum. Artwork from middle school students was entered into the Creative Arts Competition. 
The following students submitted pieces for this competition: Cedulie Benoit-Smith, Taylor 
Chambers, Sophie Kiley, Kara Orsini, Hannah Perron, Melanie Siefert and Madeline 
Snow.  Students who also participated in the Gardner News Art Show are Cassie Broberg, Ashley 
Girouard, Robert Leroux, Avery Oldakowski, Emmeline Riendeau and Lauren Wojcik.  Student 
art decorates the halls of the middle school.   
 
Several vocal and instrumental concerts were held throughout the year.  Middle School Central 
District Music Festival Auditions were held in February. Congratulations to Emma Doyle, Samuel 
Gagnon, and Margaret Riley who were selected to the Central District Chorus, and, Adam 
Helfenbein, Robert (Max) Leroux and Lindsey Lessore who were selected to the Central District 
Band. In February 17, middle school students participated in the Quabbin Valley Music Festival in 
Palmer. These students were chosen by their music directors and attended two rehearsals to 
prepare for this concert. This was an excellent opportunity for students to play or to sing with a 
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larger ensemble and to work with a new conductor without having to go through the audition 
process. 
 
May and June saw numerous awards and honors programs. The Honors Breakfast, on May 14th 
was prepared and served by staff, honoring 183 students who achieved honor roll status for two 
marking terms. This program included a brief awards presentation for outstanding grade seven and 
eight students. On June 16, the grade eight graduation program was held in the high school gym.  
This marked the passage of students from grade eight to grade nine.   
 
Eighth Grade Activities 
 
In October, five buses of eighth grade students rotated through five stations at the Quabbin 
Resevoir. Included in these stops were The Quabbin Cemetery, Windsor Dam, the fish hatchery, 
the Goodnough Dike, the tower, and visitors’ center. We were fortunate to have wonderful weather 
for this great outdoors trip. 
    
Project 351 - one 8th grade student representing our 5 district towns attended Gov. Charlie Baker’s 
program on January 16, 2016. The student ambassadors representing Quabbin were: Morgan 
Fleischer, Hubbardston, Connor Dowgielewicz, New Braintree, Melanie Siefert, Hardwick, 
Rosangeline Fleming, Oakham, and Croix Jenkins, Barre. 
 
On Monday, March 14, 2016, 62 students were inducted into the National Junior Society in a 
candle lighting ceremony. To be inducted students had to maintain a 90% average for six marking 
terms and show leadership, character, citizenship, and service. Diane McMorrow, High School 
Community Service Liaison, was the guest speaker. 
 
On Monday, April 11, 2016, 164 students and 20 chaperones traveled to Washington, D.C.  
Annual stops on the trip included the Smithsonian Museums, a tour of Arlington National 
Cemetery, the US Capital Building, a night bus tour of Washington, D.C. which included stops at 
the Jefferson, World War II, Lincoln, Vietnam Veteran, and Korean War memorials, and a visit to 
the National Zoo before departing for Massachusetts. Buses returned to Quabbin on Thursday, 
April 14. 
 
Seventh Grade Activities 
 
On Thursday, May 19, 2016 grade seven travelled to New York City for the day. The field trip 
included a visit The Bronx Zoo and harbor boat tour.   
 
MCAS TESTING 
 
On March 29, 30 and 31, students in seventh and eighth grade completed ELA MCAS tests. The 
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, DESE, has eliminated the long composition 
for students in grades 4, and 7 and added a  3rd timed ELA session for both grades 7 and 8.  
Testing resumed on May 10 through May 18. Grade seven completed the math test. Areas tested in 
grade eight were Mathematics and Science & Technology/Engineering.  
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To help with the transition from grade 6 to grade 7 “Step Up Day” was held on June 10th. During 
this event, students followed a mock schedule which included pictures and measurements in math, 
a tour of the building, and friendly competition in the middle school gym. August 29, 2016, was 
orientation night for both parents and students. 
 
The staff of the middle school would like to thank the Quabbin Regional School District 
community for the support that has been given to our students and our school. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Susanne R. Musnicki 
Principal  
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Principal’s Report 
Hubbardston Center School 
School Year Ending June 2016 
 
The Hubbardston Center School provides a supportive learning environment that encourages 
students to achieve high levels of academic performance at each grade level as defined by state and 
local standards. To achieve this, Hubbardston Center School faculty and staff work to implement 
challenging curriculum. Diverse teaching methods provide equal opportunities for all students to 
meet grade level expectations and encourage lifelong learning. We encourage communication and 
active involvement with parents, guardians, and community members. The school community 
demonstrates mutual respect for all members. To this end, students, staff and the administrator will 
strive to develop a sense of ownership and pride in their individual and collective achievements. 
 
The enrollment history at the close of the school year for the past nine years is as follows: 
 
Enrollment history  
 
 
2006-2007 472 students 
2007-2008 471 students 
2008-2009 450 students 
2009-2010 434 students 
2010-2011 400 students 
2012-2013 336 students 
2013-2014 325 students 
2014-2015 320 students 
2015-2016 313 students 
 
 
 
                                Average class size and grade configuration 
 
Average Class Sizes 2015 - 2016 
Grade # of sections Average number of students per section 
K 2 21 
1 2 23 
2 2 26 
3 2 21 
4 2 24 
5 2 24 
6 3 24 
Staffing 
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June of 2016 saw three retirements from Hubbardston Center School. Eileen Bohigian, Tracey 
McDonald, and Jan St. Jean. Hubbardston Center School staff wishes them a healthy and happy 
retirement.   
 
 
Hubbardston Center School Parent/Teacher Organization 
 
The Hubbardston Center School Parent/Teacher Organization, PTO, is the parent teacher 
organization for the Hubbardston Center School. They are a vital part of our school community, 
hosting monthly programs for students and community members such as a Halloween Dance, 
Scholastic Book Fair, Movie Night, Mother/Son Dance, and Father/Daughter Dance. The PTO 
organizes fundraising events to assist with field trips for students and other cultural programs. 
Meetings are noted on the HCS website and listed in the monthly school newsletter.  If you would 
like more information about the PTO please contact the school. 
 
Executive Board Members 
Chairperson- Rhonda MacAlister 
Secretary-Kirsten Ramsey 
Co-Secretary- Heather Dowd 
Treasurer-Joanne LeBlanc  
 
School Council 
 
Meetings are held four or more times per year as needed. Regular agenda items include discussions 
about budget issues, student assessment and the annual School Improvement Plan. Meetings are 
always open to the public. Agenda are posted at the town office, publicized in the weekly school 
news, and on the Hubbardston Center School calendar on the District website at www.qrsd.org.  
The school council was involved with the formulation of the 2015-2016 HCS budget. Program 
needs and building issues were reviewed and prioritized. Our special project this year was to look 
at establishing intergenerational programs at HCS. We combined the Senior Chorus with our 
school chorus for the fall concert. 
 
Members of the School Council 
Parent - Rhonda Zelnia 
Parent - Michael Goldsmith 
Community Member - Karen DiFranza 
Teacher - Kristen Coons 
Teacher - Kristine Beaudet 
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CAPS Program 
 
CAPS - Central Area Programs and Services - For the past three years, Hubbardston Center 
School has housed the Kelly Day School. The Kelly Day School is a part of CAPS Collaborative 
and provide public day school programs servicing students, age 3 – 16 with significant multiple 
disabilities, including sensory impairments and medical issues. Students are provided educational 
programming, based on the MA Curriculum Frameworks. The Kelly Day School Program 
Curriculum follows a Theme-based approach to learning that incorporates the content areas— 
English Language Arts, Math, History & Social Sciences and Science & Technology. All lessons 
are adapted to the level and needs of each child and instruction is delivered in small group settings, 
with each student receiving 1:1 support as needed. Besides academic work, a significant emphasis 
is also placed on functional living skills, including all activities of daily living and community 
skills, increasing independence across all environments and improved ability to communicate with 
others. Services available to all students are: physical therapy, occupational therapy, 
speech/language therapy, vision therapy, oral motor therapy and orientation & mobility services. 
Students with medical needs are monitored by an R.N. and an L.P.N. who service all classrooms. 
Additional L.P.N. services are provided in specific classrooms, as needed. We invited a pre-school 
and elementary class into our school in 2013 and added a Kindergarten class in 2014. Hubbardston 
Center School students have been amazing lining up to help the Kelly Day students at lunch and 
recess. Our older students have given up recess time to go to the classrooms to help. We love 
having these students as part of our school community and rejoice with them as they meet goals of 
walking and speaking.  
 
 
                            Extra-curricular Activities, Programs & Events 
 
Nature’s Classroom- In the month of October, forty-eight fifth graders attended Nature’s 
Classroom, which is a residential environmental education program in Charlton MA. Nature’s 
Classroom is an unforgettable learning experience for children and their teachers offering the very 
best in environmental education working closely with school teachers to create a learning 
partnership that lasts a lifetime. The strengthened peer cooperation and expanded student-teacher 
relationships have an influence on the cognitive growth of the students throughout the school year.  
Together, they return to the classroom united through this shared experience to achieve the 
common goal of the pursuit of knowledge. 
 
Music Classes The Hubbardston Center School Music Curriculum is grounded in the 
Massachusetts Arts Frameworks and is directed by Dr. Killough-Miller. An understanding of 
music is gained through sequential development of concepts based on the elements of music. 
These elements include rhythm, melody, harmony, timbre, form, expression, history and style and 
composition and performance. All children from grades K - 6 attended one 45-minute class of 
music instruction each week. Singing, rhythmic activities, note reading, music theory, folk 
dancing, music history and music appreciation were taught throughout the grade levels. All third 
grade students learned to play the recorder as a hands-on method of learning to read music. The 
Winter Concert highlighted the K – 2 students chorus, orchestra, and band. Grades K-6 held their 
own observation of Memorial Day by singing songs and reciting speeches. Our Chorus met once a 
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week for 45 minutes and included students from grades 3 - 6 under the direction of Dr. 
Killough-Miller. They participated in the Quabbin Choral, Band, and Orchestra Festival in March 
and in April we sponsored our own annual Quabbin Music Festival for local elementary Bands, 
Choruses and Orchestras. Our April Festival hosted 4 choruses, 4 orchestras and 4 bands and 
provided workshops and assessments from professional conductors along with an opportunity to 
hear their peers perform from other schools. The afternoon was spent as a social time at 
Roll-On-America. The Band and Orchestra, both directed by Dr. Killough-Miller, practiced each 
week for 45 minutes and presented concerts twice a year at our school as well as participating in 
the Quabbin Band and Orchestra Festivals held at the High School. 
 
Band and Orchestra - The band, chorus and orchestra lead by Dr.Russell Killough-Miller this 
year performed many concerts, competed in music festivals, and entertained us at assemblies and 
performances. Each group's performance is rated by professional adjudicators in the jazz field, a 
clinic is given, and individual soloing awards are bestowed on students. A number of advanced 
band and orchestra students are involved in many school activities outside the usual rehearsal 
schedule including strolling carol performances in December, a Memorial Day program in May, a 
String Fling in the spring which includes many adult community members, and the Recognition 
Program in June. We have over 50 students who take music instruments at the Hubbardston Center 
School and we are proud of their accomplishments. 
 
Physical Education - Students at Hubbardston Center School participate in two, 45-minute 
Physical Education classes a week. Mrs. Bristol, our physical education teacher, develops team 
building, social interaction skills and cognitive concepts linked to fitness, wellness skill 
development and social skills appropriate to each grade developmental level. At HCS we believe 
the acquisition of fundamental motor skills are essential to improving one’s overall fitness and key 
to leading an enjoyable active life style. We feel it is important to instill healthy living and fitness 
to our students at a young age   The Physical Education department introduces lacrosse, flag 
football, soccer and ultimate Frisbee during the fall months. By mid-year, basketball is introduced 
and practiced in grades 3 -6.  Our younger grades work on their individual gross motor skills and 
having fun with the parachute and cooperative games.   
 
Art - Under the direction of Lisa Topper our students develop abilities in art production and 
analysis using art elements, principles, media processes, subject matter, and themes. These skills 
will be used to express their own ideas and interpret images in our visual-oriented culture. Through 
the study of art students develop creative and critical thinking skills that will help them be effective 
problem solvers both in and out of school. Mrs. Topper implements the curriculum frameworks by 
providing opportunities for students to express themselves with two dimensional and three 
dimensional media, as well as through the study of historical aspects of art. Students are 
encouraged to think inventively and reflect as they work to understand the role of the creative 
process in their own and the work of others. 
 
Visiting Artist - During the 2015-2016 school year HCS welcomed Ruth Suyenaga as a visiting 
artist. Through a grant from the Mass Cultural Council STARS Program, students in grades two 
through five finished a five-week residency with the theme of Pond Life and Art- culminating in 
the creation of a tile mural at the school. The tile project was dedicated to Joan Paula on June 15, 
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2016. The framing of the project was crafted by Joe Paul Construction and funded by a QUEST 
grant.  
 
Extended Day - The Hubbardston Center School houses a year-round Extended Day program, 
opening at 6:30 am and closing at 6:00 pm, including school vacations. During the 2015-2016 
school year, this program served over 80 students. The program adopted a new name - Fun 
Frontier. The program is run by Kari Sacramone and provides a well-balanced stimulating 
environment for students. Throughout the school year, students are offered homework help and 
enrichment activities. The Extended Day program added STEM projects the past three years which 
combine science, technology, engineering, and math. During the summer months, weekly field 
trips are planned as well as other activities to keep students’ minds and bodies sharp and healthy. 
 
 
 
Media - Elementary students engage in curriculum-related computer activities designed by 
Kristine Beaudet, our media teacher. During the primary grades, students become engaged in a 
number of developmentally appropriate computer projects. Computers are used for 
problem-solving activities, creating simple publishing projects, painting and drawing, and slide 
show presentations. Every class comes to the library for a 45-minute computer lesson as well as a 
30 minutes of library time to take out books and read.  In the lower grades students are required to 
log into their computers and navigate the internet for enriching Math, Science and English 
Language Arts programs, as well as research.  In the upper grades, research, formulas, charts and 
graphs, drawing/painting and document set up are part of the curriculum. Students also use 
keyboarding software to learn to type. The Hubbardston Center School library currently has 1,303 
entered materials; including fiction, non-fiction, picture books, teacher and standard reference 
materials, videos and CD’s. The room houses a lab with 27 computers, smart board technology for 
instruction, and two portable lap top carts. 
 
Student Council- The student council is a group of Hubbardston Center School students in grades 
4, 5 and 6 who represent each homeroom in those grades. The council has elected officers; 
President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer and Sargent at Arms.  Meetings are held monthly 
from 7:30-8:10. The group currently has 32 students and four advisors, Mr. Newton, Mrs. Coons, 
Ms. Beaudet, and Mrs. Beaudry. Their mission is to promote school spirit in all grades, act as 
student representatives for community projects, and to investigate and contribute to organizations 
in need of assistance in any way possible.  
 
Homework Club - Hubbardston Center School offers a weekly homework club for students who 
need extra help with homework assignments. Students can take part in this program Monday 
through Thursday after school. 
 
Game Design Club - Andrew Afonso and Patrick Arakalian taught students from grades four 
and up the base concepts of game design in this after school club. This included both the coding 
aspects, and the 3D Visualization aspects, split into three levels. 
 
Volunteers - Hubbardston Center School is fortunate to have over 25 faithful volunteers who 
assist students and teachers in a variety of ways.  Volunteers can be seen listening to students 
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read, practicing math facts, working on projects, or assisting with special crafts. We are fortunate 
to have such a strong group of parents who are always willing to lend a hand in the activities of our 
school. We hold a special volunteer breakfast each year to show our deep appreciation for our 
volunteers. 
 
The Hubbardston Center School Composting and Organic Gardening Program - 
Approximately forty student volunteers in grades 3-6 collect leftovers each day from four lunches 
and take this organic material out to the composting bins. There they mix the leftovers with dead 
leaves from the school grounds or wood shavings to create the perfect balance for microbes who 
will feast on the pile. The outcome of this feast is the world’s best garden fertilizer. Since 2005, 
over six tons of leftovers a year are composted from the school’s lunches and recycled into rich 
compost used in the school’s garden. The composting program is lucky to have Karen DiFranza to 
direct the program along with several other supportive community volunteers who come into the 
school to oversee the students as they perform their composting duties. Maureen Blasco is our 
garden club coordinator and continues to keep our garden thriving with the help of our HCS 
students.  
 
We were thrilled to receive a Green Difference Award. Kyle Holgerson, Arabella Lovewell, 
and Elia Maysonet went to Boston with Karen Difranza to receive the award. 
 
Ski Club - Each year Hubbardston Center School teams up with Wachusett Mountain to have a ski 
club. We have about 30 students who participate in the program for six weeks. The club is 
organized by Joanne Welch.   
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Cherie McComb 
Principal 
Hubbardston Center School 
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2016 REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK 
  
The Town Clerk is responsible for conducting all elections in the Town of Hubbardston.  
The office has custody of many public records and most of the Town Clerk’s duties are established 
by Massachusetts General Law. The position of Town Clerk in Hubbardston is an appointed 
position and is supported by one part-time assistant. 
A variety of services are provided for the public including voter registration, Notary 
Public, dog licenses, fishing and hunting licenses, marriage licenses, business certificates, and 
certified copies of vital records (births, marriages, deaths).  Some items are available to order 
online at www.hubbardstonma.us. 
Office hours are Monday 2pm-8pm and Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 8am-4pm. We are 
located in the basement of the library at 7 Main Street.   
 
TOWN MEETINGS 
Town Meetings Held in 2016 
 DATE   TYPE       VOTER TURNOUT  
June 7   Special   150 (5%) 
 June 7   ANNUAL   207 (6%) 
 August 23  Special   116 (4%) 
 
ELECTIONS  
Elections Held in 2016 
DATE TYPE VOTER TURNOUT Cost 
March 1 Presidential Primary 1503 (46%) $2,637.40 
June 14 Annual Town 666 (20%) $3,736.61 
September 8 Special Town (Override) 249 (8%) $771.60 
September 8 State Primary 286 (9%) $2,220.21 
November 8 Presidential  (with Early Voting) 2765 (82%) $2,927.94 
 
 This busy and contentious election year started early with the Presidential Primary in 
March.  Hubbardston voters who chose to vote Democratic preferred Bernie Sanders over Hilary 
Clinton (460-263) and those voting Republican chose Donald Trump (378) over Ted Cruz (153), 
Marco Rubio (96), John Kasich (76), and Ben Carson (44).  
The Annual Town Election in June included a Capital Exclusion ballot question for the 
purchase of a new ambulance and a Proposition 2-1/2 Override question in the amount of $280,158 
to fund operations of the Quabbin Regional School District for FY2017.  The ambulance was 
approved 349-315 and the QRSD override was voted down 221-442. 
A Special Election was held the same day as the State Primary in September once again 
asking for an override to fund the operations of the Quabbin Regional School District for FY2017. 
This time the amount of the override requested was $27,892.  Prior to the date of the Election, the 
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School Committee approved a revised budget making the override unnecessary.  This, along with 
the uncontested races on the State Primary ballot, was a contributing factor to the low turnout at 
this Election. 
The Presidential Election brought the first Early Voting in Massachusetts.  Processing the 
“EV” ballots required extra poll workers who worked exclusively with the early voted ballots; 
checking-in, checking-out, opening, and putting them through the voting machines to be tallied 
with all other ballots.  We had 2 new 4-person voting booths allowing more voter access and 
utilized 2 voting machines to count the ballots which kept voters moving quickly through the polls. 
Turnout was predictably high but our election workers were prepared and did an excellent job. 
  
YEAR IN REVIEW 
 Assistant Town Clerk: In July, Genevieve Daniels began working as the Assistant Town 
Clerk following the resignation of Margaret Greenlee in May. Genny works in the office 4 hours a 
week and also works in the Assessor’s office. 
Early Voting: The November 8 Presidential Election saw the debut of Early Voting in 
Massachusetts.  Regulations came out in the fall and clerks across the state quickly geared up to 
handle this new task.  For the 2 weeks leading up to Election Day, any voter could walk into the 
office and vote on the spot.  We also held special early voting hours at the Senior Center on 
Saturday morning and handled almost 100 voters in 3 hours! 
The procedure is similar to absentee voting in that you mark your ballot and then seal it in 
an envelope to be opened and processed at the polls on Election Day.  A total of 671 voters took 
advantage of the opportunity to vote early in Hubbardston.  Most expressed their pleasure at being 
able to avoid going to the polls on Election Day; however there was some skepticism about the 
process.  Overall, it was hugely successful and even though it created additional work on Election 
Day, it reduced the amount of waiting time and the number of voters at the polls. 
 Public Records: In preparation for a new Public Records Law effective January 1, 2017, 
the Town Clerk was appointed as Lead Records Access Officer for the Town of Hubbardston. The 
new law carries more stringent timelines for providing records, penalties for non-compliance and 
encourages records to be sent electronically.   You can find a Public Records Request Form on 
the town website as well as information about the new law. 
Rabies Clinic:  Gardner Animal Care Clinic held a rabies clinic at the Fire Station in 
March and the Town Clerk was there to provide dog licenses to Hubbardston dog owners. Free 
micro-chipping was also available. 
Worcester County City & Town Clerks Association: At the Annual Meeting in August, 
I was re-elected President of the Association for a second term. The group meets twice a year and 
provides valuable support and educational workshops for clerks in the county. 
 
LICENSES 
Business Certificates (DBA’s) 
 Any person conducting business under a name other than their own is required by state law 
to register with the Town.  In 2016, 24 new businesses were registered in this office and 22 
certificates were renewed.  Business Certificates are valid for 4 years.   
Dog Licenses 
 Massachusetts General Laws require that all dogs over the age of 6 months must be 
licensed each year and have a current rabies vaccination. There were no new Special Permits 
granted for kennels. The total dog licenses issued in 2016 were: 
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• 987 Dog Licenses 
• 9 kennel licenses for 4 dogs or less (personal kennel) 
• 1 breeder kennel license for 4 dogs only 
• 2 kennel licenses for no more than 6 dogs 
• 3 kennel licenses for 10 dogs or less 
• 4 kennel licenses for more than 10 dogs 
• 71 Failure to License citations were written by Animal Control 
• 16 Complaints to Gardner District Court for Failure to License by Animal Control 
 
Hunting/Fishing Licenses 
 All hunting and fishing licenses are available online at Department of Fisheries and 
Wildlife www.mass.gov.   We continue to offer licenses as a service to our residents. Licenses 
sold during 2016 were: 
• 2 Fishing 
• 0 Minor Fishing 
• 8 Fishing, over 70 
• 1 Fishing, age 65-69 
• 1 Hunting 
• 0 Minor Hunting 
• 0 Non-Res Hunting, small game 
• 2 Sporting (Hunting & Fishing) 
• 7 Sporting, over 70 
• 4 Archery stamps 
• 0 Waterfowl stamps 
• 5 Primitive Firearms stamps 
• 2 Bear Permits 
• 1 Turkey Permits 
• 0 Doe Permits 
• 3 Rec Saltwater Fishing, over 60 
   
VITAL STATISTICS 
 The names of those who were born to Hubbardston residents, whose death occurred in 
Hubbardston or whose marriage intentions are taken out in Hubbardston are no longer published in 
the Town Report due to privacy laws.  These are the number of vital records recorded in 2016: 
 27 Births   
 37 Deaths   
 12 Marriages  
  4  Brought to Town for Burial   
 
Please call the office anytime with questions or concerns.  Thank you for your support. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Joyce E. Green 
Hubbardston Town Clerk 
Certified Massachusetts Municipal Clerk  
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LIST OF BYLAWS APPROVED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IN 2016 
 
 
Meeting 
Date 
 
TM 
Warrant 
Article # 
 
General 
or Zoning 
 
Bylaw Ch/Sec 
 
Subject/ Comments 
Date of 
AG 
Approval 
Letter 
 
Eff. Date 
6/7/2016 
ATM 31 Zoning 
Re-adopt Art 6 
“Rate of 
Development,” 
Sec 6.8 
Change date of 
expiration of the bylaw to 
July 1, 2021 
9/14/16 6/7/16 
6/7/2016 
ATM 33 General 
Adopt Chap 
XXVII 
Importation of 
Materials 
Filed by Citizen Petition 10/13/16 10/20/16 
 
 
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL LAWS/ACTS & RESOLVES/SPECIAL LEGISLATION 
ACCEPTED BY HUBBARDSTON IN 2016 
 
Date Method of Acceptance MGL/Act or Bill No. Subject/ Comments 
  NONE  
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
 
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING         June 7, 2016 ● 7:15 p.m.  CENTER SCHOOL 
 
Worcester, ss.  To either of the Constables of the Town of Hubbardston in the County of Worcester: 
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby directed to notify and warn the 
inhabitants of the Town of Hubbardston, qualified to vote in elections and Town affairs, to meet at the 
Center School in said Hubbardston on Tuesday, June 7, 2016, at 7:15 o’clock in the evening, then 
and there to act on the following articles:  
               
ARTICLE 1.  To see if the Town will vote to amend appropriations for the fiscal year 2016,  
ARTICLE 20, June 02, 2015 Annual Town Meeting to read,  based on final local assessments …… 
Appropriations: 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Committee Administrative Expenses (5%) $3,199.50 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Historic Resources Reserve (10%)              $6,399.00 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Community Housing Reserve (10%)           $6,399.00 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Open Space Reserve (10%)                         $6,399.00 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Budgeted Reserve (65%)                             $41,593.50 
or act or transact anything in relation thereto.” 
(Submitted by Community Preservation Committee)                 (FinCom Takes No 
Action) 
 
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to lease certain real 
property, and the improvements thereon, being Unit F1 within the shopping center located at 48 Gardner 
Road, Hubbardston, containing 3,000 square feet, more or less, and the common areas associated 
therewith, for such period of years and upon such terms and conditions as the Board of Selectmen shall 
determine to be appropriate; and further to raise and appropriate, transfer from available funds, or 
borrow, the sum of Eighteen Thousand Six Hundred ($18,600) Dollars for the rent for the initial year of 
said lease; and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to execute any and all documents necessary 
to effectuate this Article; or take any other action relative thereto. 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
 
MINUTES - SPECIAL TOWN MEETING         June 7, 2016HUBBARDSTON CENTER SCHOOL 
 
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant, the voters of the Town of Hubbardston assembled at the Center 
School gymnasium to act on the articles in said warrant.  Present were Moderator Edward Leonard; 
Board of Selectmen members Daniel Galante (Chair), Michael Stauder, Jeffrey Williams and Patrick 
Girouard; Town Clerk Joyce Green; Finance Committee members Susan Rayne (Chair), Richard 
Haddad, Timothy Hart and Jeffrey Anderson; Interim Town Administrator Raeanne Siegel; and 
representative for Town Counsel, Joel Bard.   
A total of 150 registered voters were checked in by Marcia Howlett and Shonna Larson. A quorum of 50 
voters was present throughout the meeting.  
 
Moderator Leonard called the meeting to order at 7:18pm. The following actions were taken on the 
articles presented in the aforesaid warrant: 
               
ARTICLE 1.  Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to amend appropriations for the fiscal year 
2016,  ARTICLE 20, June 02, 2015 Annual Town Meeting to read,  based on final local assessments 
…… 
 
Appropriations: 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Committee Administrative Expenses (5%) $3,199.50 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Historic Resources Reserve (10%)              $6,399.00 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Community Housing Reserve (10%)           $6,399.00 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Open Space Reserve (10%)                         $6,399.00 
From FY16  estimated revenues for Budgeted Reserve (65%)                             $41,593.50 
Second: Jeffrey Williams     Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority 
Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 2.  Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to 
lease certain real property, and the improvements thereon, being Unit F1 within the shopping center 
located at 48 Gardner Road, Hubbardston, containing 3,000 square feet, more or less, and the common 
areas associated therewith, for such period of years and upon such terms and conditions as the Board of 
Selectmen shall determine to be appropriate; and further to raise and appropriate, the sum of Eighteen 
Thousand Six Hundred ($18,600) Dollars for the rent for the initial year of said lease; and further to 
authorize the Board of Selectmen to execute any and all documents necessary to effectuate this Article. 
Second: Jeffrey Williams     Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority 
Affirmative Vote 
 
The Moderator declared adjournment at 7:22pm and stated the Annual Town Meeting will begin 
promptly at 7:30pm. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Joyce E. Green, Town Clerk          (Town Seal)  
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          COMMONWEALTH OFMASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
 
 
 
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING        Tuesday,   June 7, 2016 ● 7:30 p.m.        
CENTER SCHOOL 
 
STABILIZATION: $223,103.35                     MUNICIPAL CAPITAL 
STABILIZATION: $351,121.81 
 
FREE CASH: $427,853.00                                             AMBULANCE 
RETAINED EARNING: $24,399 
 
Worcester, ss.  To either of the Constables of the Town of Hubbardston in the County of 
Worcester: 
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby directed to notify and warn 
the inhabitants of the Town of Hubbardston qualified to vote in elections and Town affairs to meet 
at the Center School in said Hubbardston on Tuesday, June 7, 2016 at 7:30 o’clock in the 
evening, then and there to act on the following articles:  
 
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary officers. 
 
ARTICLE 2. To hear the reports of the Town Officers and Committees and act thereon. 
 
ARTICLE 3.  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into 
agreements with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Transportation for the 
construction and maintenance of public highways for the twelve month period beginning July 1, 
2016; or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)       (Fin Com Recommends)  
               
ARTICLE 4.  To see if the Town will vote to accept educational grants and aid for Fiscal Year 
2017, to be expended for authorized purposes by the Montachusett Regional Vocational Technical 
School and the Quabbin Regional School District; or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)  (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the continuation of the following Holden 
Hospital Account #220-512-5580-0000 for Fiscal Year 2017; or take any other action relative 
thereto: 
 
The Holden Hospital Account is funded by monies received from the establishment of a 
$2,500,000 trust fund under a settlement between the Medical Center of Central Massachusetts 
(MCCM) and the eleven communities formerly served by Holden Hospital. Any purchases to be 
presented for payment from this account shall be authorized by appropriate board, and only be 
used for the following: 
 
a. Vehicle Replacement Assistance - This fund would be used to assist in funding the replacement 
of a RESCUE VEHICLE for the Town of Hubbardston.  Fund would accumulate, and would 
supplement any town funds utilized for the purchase.  Any purchases to be presented for payment 
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from this Account shall be preauthorized by the Board of Selectmen with voucher authorized by 
the Town Administrator. 
  
b.  Education and Training - This fund would be used to reimburse Hubbardston residents for 
successfully completing EMT training only after one full year of active service with the 
Hubbardston EMS Division of the Fire Department.  Fund would also be used to reimburse EMTs 
for successfully completing advanced training in the same manner.  Any purchases to be 
presented for payment from this Account shall be preauthorized by the Board of Selectmen with 
voucher authorized by the Town Administrator.   
 
c.   Health Related - This fund would be utilized for other Health related programs within the 
Town of Hubbardston, under the direction of the Board of Health, or other health related agencies.  
Funds to be withdrawn by voucher submitted by the Board of Health or other Town Health related 
agencies.          
 
d.  Excess Investment Surplus  - Any return on investment above 8% will be placed in this 
account which will accumulate and can be used for any special project or acquisition associated 
with any of the above three categories of distribution, or any other health related projects deemed 
compatible with the fund’s design, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen. Funds may be 
withdrawn by voucher submitted by the Town Administrator. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                         (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 6.    To see if the Town will vote to authorize the following Revolving Accounts for 
Fiscal 2017 under MGL Ch. 44 §53E ½, as shown on the following chart, with amendments to 
particular funds noted in bold italicized or strikethrough text; or take any other action relative 
thereto.  
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)  (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
Fund Authorization By Revenue Source Use of Fund 
FY2017 
Spending 
Limit 
Wiring Fund Wiring Inspector Electrical Permit Fees and Applications 
Pay inspector for inspection 
services and clerical wages 
   
$50,000 
Gas Fund Gas Inspector Gas Permit Fees and Applications 
Pay inspector for inspection 
services $3,000 
Plumbing Fund Plumbing Inspector 
Plumbing Permit Fees 
and Applications 
Pay inspector for inspection 
services  $6,000 
Recycling Fund  Board of Health 
Fees collected for use 
of center and drop-off 
of recyclables 
Costs associated with programs 
and facilities needed to recycle 
materials, including employee 
wages 
$5,000 
Grave Fund Cemetery Commissioners 
Payments for grave 
openings 
Payment to party hired to open 
grave $5,000 
Haz Mat Fund   Fire Chief 
Service charges for 
clean-up and disposal 
of hazardous materials 
Expenditures related to 
clean-up and disposal of 
hazardous materials 
$3,000 
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Septic Fund Board of Health 
Fees for septic system 
plan review, agent 
inspections, and perc 
tests 
Payments to septic system plan 
review engineers and to agents 
witnessing perc tests or 
performing inspections  
$20,000 
Vaccine 
Administration 
Account 
Board of Health 
Fees, health insurance 
reimbursements and 
receipts for vaccine 
related services 
Payments for vaccine, supplies, 
and services deemed necessary 
by the Board of Health 
$5,000 
Con Com Fund  Conservation Commission 
Receipts from fees for 
site inspections and 
plan review 
Payment to member 
performing site inspection and 
expenses relating to such 
inspections or plan review  
$3,000 
Open Burn Fund Fire Chief Receipts for fees for open burning 
Payment of expenses related to 
fighting brush fires in town, 
including payment of part-time 
wages, forest firefighting 
equipment and other costs of 
fighting such fires 
$11,000 
Late fee Dog 
License Fund 
 
 
 
Town Clerk 
 
 
 
 
Fees for late licensing 
of dogs and kennels 
 
 
 
 
Payment of costs associated 
with the regulation of dogs, 
including ACO capital 
expense. 
 
 
$10,000 
 
 
MART 
Transportation 
Management 
Fund 
COA Director 
 
MART 
Reimbursement 
 
Payment of costs associated  
with the supervision and 
operation of the MART 
Transportation 
 
$35,000 
 
Hubbardston 
250th 
Anniversary 
Fund 
250th Anniversary 
Committee 
Donations, sale of 
promotional items and 
other sources 
Payment of the costs associated 
with the 250th Anniversary 
Celebration of Hubbardston’s 
Founding 
 
 
 
$50,000 
 
 
 
 
Hazardous 
Building 
Demolition Fund 
Board of Health 
and the Building 
Department 
Reimbursement from 
property owners for 
demolition of 
hazardous buildings 
Payment of expenses 
associated with the demolition 
of hazardous buildings and 
related clean-up of underlying 
property 
$20,000 
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Planning Board 
Fund Planning Board 
Site Plan Review, Site 
Inspection Fees, 
Special Permit & 
Subdivision and 
Application fees. 
Expenses related to Site Plan 
Review, Special permit, 
Subdivision Applications and 
Zoning Bylaw & Subdivision 
Regulations revisions, 
Training, Consultants, and 
Administrative support. 
$10,000 
   Total of all Revolving Funds:  $236,000 
LIMIT OF FY17 REVOLVING FUND TOTAL 
= 10% of FY17 Tax Levy 
$6,423,693 which = $642,369 
LIMIT FOR EACH REVOLVING FUND 
** Single department authorization may 
not exceed 1% of Tax Levy which = 
$64,236 
 
ARTICLE 7.   To see if the Town will vote to accept M.G.L. c. 44, § 53F¾, which establishes a 
special revenue fund to be known as the Public Educational Governmental (PEG) Access and 
Cable-Related Fund, the fund to begin operation for Fiscal Year 2017, which begins July 1, 2016, 
into which shall be deposited cable television license proceeds, which funds may be appropriated 
by Town Meeting for cable-related purposes; or take any other action relative thereto. 
   
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                                   (Fin Com Takes No Action) 
 
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to accept M.G.L. c. 60, § 15B, which that allows the 
Town of Hubbardston to establish a tax title collection revolving fund for the Treasurer-Collector 
and to establish a spending limit of $4,000 for FY 2017, provided, however, that the Board of 
Selectmen, with the approval of the Finance Committee, may increase such limit at the request of 
the Treasurer-Collector; or take any other action relative thereto.     
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)         (Fin Com Recommends)  
 
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to pursuant to M.G.L. c. 44, § 53E ½, to establish a 
temporary driveway permit revolving fee fund for the DPW, with the fund being credited with 
certain charges, and fees collected by the DPW upon payment of permit fees for temporary 
driveway applicants, said monies in the fund may be spent, without appropriation, by the DPW to 
pay out of pocket expenses associated with road repairs made necessary by the temporary 
driveway installation, and may be used in addition to any monies appropriated in the annual 
departmental budget for the DPW for these expenses; or take any other action relative thereto  
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                            (Fin Com Recommends) 
ARTICLE 10.  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available 
funds a sum of money for the purpose of funding collective bargaining agreements between the 
Town and the Hubbardston Professional Firefighters Local 4957 IAFF, effective July 1, 2016, or 
take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                                    (Fin Com Recommends)                                                             
BUDGET  
 
ARTICLE 11.    To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate from taxation,  transfer 
from available funds, or otherwise provide the following sums of money to meet the salaries and 
compensation of Town Employees, and Town Officers, as provided by MGL Ch. 41 §108, 
expense, and outlays of the Town Departments, and other sundry and miscellaneous, but regular, 
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expenditures necessary for the operation of the Town for Fiscal Year 2017 (July 1, 2016 through 
June 30, 2017), and further, to accept and expend Federal and State Funds to offset certain salaries 
or expenses and outlay;        
 
       General Government $577,427 
       Public Safety $982,504 
       Education $4,944,759 
       Public Works $758,875 
       Human Services, Culture and Recreation $136,302 
       Unclassified $812,957 
       TOTAL GENERAL FUND OPERATING BUDGET EXPENSES $8,212,824 
 
or take any other action relative thereto.  
 
Note:  The detailed FY17 Operating Budget included with this warrant is only a guide and 
non-binding as to the raise and appropriate vote of the category totals shown above.  
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                                     (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, or transfer from available 
funds a sum of money to operate the Ambulance Enterprise as follows: 
 
That the following sums be appropriated for the Ambulance Enterprise. 
       Salaries     $171,868 
       Expenses   $75,150 
       Total         $247,018 
 
And that the $ to be raised as follows: 
       Department Receipts   $145,000  
       Retained Earnings       $24,399    
       Ambulance Subsidy from Free Cash   $77,619               
       Total          $247,018         
or take any other action relative thereto.  
(Submitted by the Board of Selectmen)        (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 13.  To see if the Town will vote to transfer from available funds the sum of $15,000 
(Fifteen Thousand Dollars and 00/100 Dollars) to fund the Senior Citizen Work-off Tax 
Abatement Program Account # 001-141-5120-0000 for Fiscal Year 2017; or take any action 
relative thereto. 
(Submitted by the Board of Selectmen)       (Fin Com Recommends)   
 
ARTICLE 14.  To see if the Town will vote to transfer from available funds the sum of 
$20,000.00 (Twenty Thousand and 00/100 Dollars) for the purpose of funding a preliminary 
design for the reconstruction and related improvements for the Main Street section of Route 68 in 
Hubbardston’s Town Center; or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Town Center Committee)   (Fin Com Recommends)    
 
ARTICLE 15.  To see if the Town will vote to transfer from available funds the sum of 
$10,000.00 (Ten Thousand and 00/100 Dollars) for the purpose of updating the Town’s 1988 
Master Plan; or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by the Planning Board)   (Fin Com Does Not Recommend)   
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ARTICLE 16.  To see if the Town will vote to transfer from available funds the sum of $7,500.00 
(Seven Thousand, Five Hundred and 00/100 Dollars) for the purpose of funding the fireworks 
display for the Town’s 250th Anniversary Celebration on June 17, 2017; or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
(Submitted by 250 Anniversary Committee)   (Fin Com Recommends)   
  
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate and 
enter into an agreement for Payment-In-Lieu-Of-Taxes (PILOT) pursuant to the provisions of G.L. 
c.59, §38H(b), and Chapter 164, Section 1, or any other enabling legislation, between the Town 
and Borrego Solar, or its successors or assigns,  for real and/or personal property attributable to 
two solar photovoltaic facilities to be installed, owned and operated by Borrego Solar, or its 
successors or assigns, on land located on  232 Gardner Road and 240 Gardner Road and further 
identified as Assessors Map 3 Parcel 110, and Assessors Map3 Parcel 106, for a term of up to 20 
years and on such terms and conditions as the Board of Selectmen deems in the best interests of the 
Town, and further to authorize the Select Board to take such action as may be necessary 
convenient, or appropriate to implement,  administer, and carry out the vote taken hereunder; or 
take any other action in relation thereto.  
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                        (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 18  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to solicit, 
negotiate and enter into one or more renewable energy power purchase and/or net metering credit 
purchase agreements, including an agreement for power and net metering credits generated by a 
solar photovoltaic facility,  each for a term of 20 years, upon such terms and conditions as the 
Board of Selectmen deems to be in the best interests of the Town, and to take all actions necessary 
to implement and administer such agreements; or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                        (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 19.  To see if the Town will vote to transfer from the following accounts those sums 
as noted below, with those sums being the remaining balances from prior spending authorizations 
from the general fund or Free Cash approved on the dates noted, to the General Stabilization 
Account #250-000-5961-0000, as follows. 
 
 
or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)      2/3 Vote Required   (Fin Com Recommends)   
 
ARTICLE 20.  To see if the Town will vote to transfer from the following accounts those sums 
as noted below, with those sums  being the remaining balances from prior capital projects 
approved on the dates noted,  to the Municipal Capital Stabilization Account # 
251-000-5961-0000, as follows: 
 
                Transferring Remaining Account Balances Back Into the General Stabilization Account #250-000-5961-0000
Authorized Project 
Date of 
Vote
Article #
$ Amt to Transfer 
Back 
Current Account # 
A Road Debt 6/7/11 15 $165,000.00 001-710-5910-0003
B Building Needs Study 6/5/12 15 $5,400.00 001-192-5300-0000
C Road Project Debt 6/4/13 17 $26,403.56 001-752-5925-2013
D Treasurer Financial Software 6/3/14 13 $237.50 001-145-5380-0000
Total: $197,041.06
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or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)      2/3 Vote Required   (Fin Com Recommends)  
  
ARTICLE 21.  To see if the Town will vote to transfer from available funds, the following sums 
to pay for the following FY17 cash capital expenses: 
 
or take any other action relative thereto.  
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                   (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
            Transferring Remaining Account Balances Back Into the MCSA Acct # 251-000-5961-0000  
Authorized Project 
Date of 
Vote
Article #
$ Amt to 
Transfer 
Back 
Current Account # 
A Rehab Engine 4 6/4/13 17 $4,200.00 001-220-5870-0001
B Engine 3 Borrowing Payment 6/4/13 17 $3,511.22 001-752-5925-0002
C Engine 3 Borrowing Payment 6/3/14 20 $4,063.22 001-710-5910-0002
D Police Cruiser Lease 6/3/14 20 $271.90 001-210-5270-0000
E Tax Collector Software 6/2/15 24 $3,340.00 001-145-5380-0001
F Rte 68 Debt 6/2/15 15 $6,143.66 001-752-5925-0001
G DPW HD Vehicle Lift 6/2/15 15 $479.52 001-422-5850-2016
Total: $22,009.52
FY17 Capital Article Table 
Item $ Amt Funding Mechanism
New Obligations
A
To pay Phase 2 of the Hubbardston Center School Fire 
Alarm Panel replacement, including all costs incidental 
and related thereto
25,000$   Free Cash Allocation 
B
To pay the final year principal and interest costs of the 
Rt. 68 Engineering bond.  
45,900$   Free Cash Allocation 
C
To fund the purchase of a police cruiser , and any 
related equipment, for the Police Department, 
including all costs incidental and related thereto, and 
to authorize disposal of, by sale or otherwise, any 
related excess equipment. 
35,788$   Free Cash Allocation 
D
To fund the purchase of an administrative police 
cruiser , and any related equipment, for the Police 
Department, including all costs incidental and related 
thereto, and to authorize disposal of, by sale or 
otherwise, any related excess equipment. 
25,000$   Free Cash Allocation 
E
To fund the repair of the Slade Building roof,  including 
all costs incidental and related thereto.
10,000$   Free Cash Allocation 
New Obligations Total 141,688$ 
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ARTICLE 22.  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of  $250,000.00 
(Two Hundred Fifty Thousand and 00/100 Dollars),  by taxation, by transfer from available 
funds, by borrowing or any combination thereof, to purchase a new ambulance, and any related 
equipment, including all costs incidental and related thereto, for the Fire Department; and that to 
meet said appropriation the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, is authorized to borrow 
the full amount of such appropriation under General Laws Chapter 44 or any other general or 
special law, and to issue bonds or notes of the Town in connection therewith; provided, however, 
that the vote taken hereunder shall be expressly contingent upon approval by the voters of a ballot 
question to exclude the amounts required to pay for the expenditures for such projects from the 
provisions of Proposition 2 ½, so called; or take any other action relative thereto.    
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)           2/3 Vote Required (Fin Com Does Not Recommend) 
 
Explanation:   This proposed Capital Outlay Expenditure would allow a one time/one year 
taxation of $250,000 beyond the limits of Proposition 2 ½ for FY17 only. This must also be 
passed on the election ballot. If approved, this capital exclusion will increase real estate tax bills 
by approximately $0.63 per thousand.  Example:  $226,000 assessed home would see a tax 
increase of $142.38 for FY17 only.   
 
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an additional sum of $ 
280,158 (Two Hundred Eighty Thousand, One Hundred Fifty Eight and 00/100 Dollars), to 
additionally fund the operations of the Quabbin Regional School District for Fiscal Year 2017, 
provided however that the appropriation of the supplemental amount of $280,158 shall be 
contingent upon successful passage of a Proposition 2 ½ override by the voters of the Town in 
accordance with General Laws c. 59, sec. 21C(g);or to take any action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                            (Fin Com Does Not 
Recommend) 
Explanation: This proposed override would allow a taxation of $280,158 beyond the limits of 
Proposition 2 ½ for FY 17. This must also be passed on the election ballot. If approved, this 
override will increase real estate tax bills by approximately $.73 per thousand. Example: 
$226,000 assessed home would see a tax increase of $164.98 for FY 17.    
ARTICLE 24.  To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $50,000.00 (Fifty Thousand and 
00/100 Dollars) from the Community Preservation Housing Reserve to help establish an 
Affordable Housing Program under the auspices of the Planning Board to assist the Town in 
meeting the State goal of creating a minimum of 10% of the Town’s total housing units, pursuant 
to M.G.L. c. 40B, § 20, eligible for inclusion on the DHCD Subsidized Housing Inventory (SHI), 
or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Community Preservation Committee)                 (Fin Com Takes No Action) 
 
ARTICLE 25.  To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $5,000.00 (Five Thousand and 00/100 
Dollars) from the Community Preservation Historic Reserve to help create a Long Range Plan for 
the Hubbardston Public Library to assist the Library in applying for future grant funding to 
preserve, rehabilitate and restore the Library, or act or transact anything in relation thereto. 
(Submitted by Community Preservation Committee)     (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 26.  To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $10,100.00 (Ten Thousand One 
Hundred and 00/100 Dollars) from the Community Preservation Budgeted Reserve to cover the 
final year of the borrowing associated with the Hubbardston Center School Playground Committee 
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Project approved at the Special Town Meeting of April 23, 2013, or take any other action relative 
thereto. 
(Submitted by Community Preservation Committee)                   (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 27.  To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $25,500.00 (Twenty Five Thousand 
Five Hundred  and 00/100 Dollars) from the Community Preservation Budgeted Reserve to cover 
the final year of borrowing associated with the Hubbardston Parks Committee Project approved at 
the Annual Town Meeting of June 4, 2013, or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Community Preservation Committee)                   (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 28.  To see if the Town will vote to appropriate or reserve from the Community 
Preservation annual revenues in the amounts recommended by the Community Preservation 
Committee for committee administrative expenses, community preservation projects and other 
expenses in Fiscal Year 2017, with each item to be considered a separate appropriation: 
 
Appropriations: 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Committee Administrative Expenses (5%) $3,199.50 
 
Reserves: 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Historic Resources Reserve (10%)              $6,399.00 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Community Housing Reserve (10%)           $6,399.00 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Open Space Reserve (10%)                          
$6,399.00 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Budgeted Reserve (65%)                            
$41,593.50 
 
or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Community Preservation Committee)         (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 29. To see if they Town will vote to rescind Article 22 of the June 2, 2015 Annual 
Town Meeting under which the Town voted to authorize the acquisition certain parcels of land 
located on Mt. Jefferson Road and Malone Road, adjacent to the existing Malone Road 
Conservation Area, and appropriated the sum of $467,000 for said purchase, or take any other 
action relative thereto.  2/3 Vote Required 
(Submitted by Community Preservation Committee)               (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 30.   To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 
268A, Section 21A, to authorize the Board of Health to appoint Hayden Duggan, a member of the 
Board of Health, to the position of Kitchen Inspector; or take any other action relative thereto.  
(Submitted by Board of Health)              
 
ARTICLE 31.   To see if the Town will vote to re-adopt Article 6 “Rate of Development” of the 
Hubbardston Zoning Bylaws in its entirety and to amend Section 6.8 Periodic Review & 
Expiration by removing “This bylaw shall expire January 18, 2015” and replacing it with “This 
bylaw shall expire July 1, 2021”.    
(Submitted by Planning Board)       2/3 Vote Required     (Fin Com Does Not Recommend)  
 
ARTICLE 32.   To see if the Town will vote to approve the following earth-filling bylaw as 
Article 21 of the Town of Hubbardston Zoning Bylaws: ARTICLE 21 EARTH FILLING 
21.1 Purpose 
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The purpose of this bylaw is to regulate filling operations for the protection of human health, 
public 
safety, welfare, and the integrity of the natural resources of the Town of Hubbardston. 
21.2 Applicability 
T he filling of any lot or lots as part of a single project or series of related projects with greater than 
500 cubic yards in total of topsoil, borrow, rock, sod, loam, peat, humus, clay, sand or gravel 
(“earth material”) within any 24 month period shall be done only in accordance with this bylaw. 
Filling includes transporting earth material from one location (inside or outside of the Town) and 
depositing the material in another location in the Town. Filling does not include redistributing 
material within a single site. No solid or hazardous waste, refuse, junk, industrial waste, volatile, 
explosive or flammable materials, garbage, building materials, construction and demolition debris, 
glass, metal, toxic, infectious, radioactive, corrosive, or reactive material or waste may be used as 
fill in the Town. 
21.3 Exemptions 
A. Five hundred cubic yards or less. Filling of any lot or lots with 500 cubic yards or less of earth 
material within any twenty four month period is permitted without an earth fill permit (but is 
subject to other requirements of law and other Town bylaws and regulations).  
B. Five hundred cubic yards to two thousand cubic yards. Filling of any lot or lots with more than 
500 cubic yards and less than 2000 cubic yards in total within any twenty four month period is 
permitted without an earth fill permit ( but is subject to other requirements of law and other Town 
bylaws and regulations), If such filling is directly related and entirely incidental to: 
 
(1) Work done in accordance with a valid order of conditions or other approval issued by the Town 
Conservation Commission or the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). 
(2) The construction of a building or structure for which a valid building permit has been issued 
and filling is directly related and entirely incidental to the construction, provided that site 
preparation filling prior to issuance of a building permit is not exempt. 
(3) The construction of ways within subdivisions that have been approved by the Planning Board, 
provided that other site preparation feeling within subdivisions is not exempt. 
(4) The construction or reconstruction of a septic system the design of which has been approved by 
the Board of Health. 
(5) Utility construction in private and public ways or incidental to municipal operations and 
activities. 
(6) The routine landscaping (not including significant changes in topography) of a lot with a one or 
Two family residence thereon by the resident owner thereof so long as the existing topography in 
no location exceeds a 15% grade. 
21.4 Permit Requirements 
A. Permits. The permit granting authority shall be either the Town Building Inspector or the 
Planning Board according to the volume of fill for which a permit is sought. All nonexempt filling 
between 500 cubic yards and 2000 cubic yards shall require a small project filling permit from the 
Building Inspector. Filling in excess of 2000 cubic yards shall require a large project filling permit 
from the Planning Board. 
B. Small project filling permit. Any person planning any feeling activities requiring a small project 
filling permit from the building inspector shall submit an application, on a form to be provided by 
the building inspector. where deemed necessary by the Building Inspector when considering 
issuance of a small project filling permit, an applicant may be required to submit a site plan 
showing the area to be filled. If the Building Inspector requires submission of a site plan, the 
application shall not be deemed complete until the site plan is submitted to the Building Inspector. 
C. Large project filling permit. Any person planning any filling activity requiring a large project 
filling permit from the Planning Board shall submit an application on a form approved by the 
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Planning Board, a soil management plan satisfying the requirements of this bylaw, and a site plan 
prepared and certified by a registered land surveyor or engineer. 
D. Application submission. The applicant shall submit three copies of the application, any required 
soil management plan and any required site plan to the permit granting authority and shall at the 
same time submit one copy to each of the Building Inspector, the DPW Director, the Conservation 
Commission, and the Health Officer, for their records. Each of them may forward to the permit 
granting authority their comments, observations and recommendations. To allow other Town 
officials time to comment on applications, the permit granting authority shall wait at least 20 days 
after submission of a complete application 
before issuing a permit . 
E. Site plan requirements. Where a site plan is required it shall meet the requirements of 21. 5B 
of this bylaw. 
F. Performance bonds. Where deemed necessary by the permit granting authority a performance 
bond in the amount determined and on the terms specified by the permit granting authority shall be 
posted in the name of the Town assuring satisfactory performance in the fulfillment of the 
requirements of this bylaw and such other conditions as the permit granting authority may impose 
as conditions to the issuance of the filling permit or any subsequent changes to such conditions. No 
such bond shall be released, nor shall the applicant be deemed to have complied with the 
conditions provided for herein, until the applicant has filed with the permit granting authority a 
written certification from the Massachusetts licensed site professional who approved the original 
soil management plan that said conditions and the soil management plan have been complied with 
and a final, engineered record site plan showing the finished site as required under 21. 6J of this 
bylaw and the permit granting authority issues a letter authorizing release of the bond. The permit 
granting authority shall act on a requested release of bond within 65 days after the applicant 
submits a written request for such release. 
G. Hearings. Before granting or materially modifying a large project filling permit, the Planning 
Board shall hold a public hearing within 30 days after receipt of a completed application and shall 
give due consideration to the location of the proposed earth filling, to the general character of the 
neighborhood surrounding such location, to the protection of water supplies and aquifers, to the 
safety of the public on the public ways in the vicinity, and to the recommendations of the Building 
Inspector, the DPW Director, the Conservation Commission, and the Health Officer. At least 
seven days prior to said hearing, the applicant shall publish notice of the hearing in a local daily 
newspaper and notify all owners of land abutting or within 300 feet of the property line of the land 
where the earth filling is proposed (including, but not limited to, owners of land directly opposite 
said land on any public or private street or way, and in another municipality or across a body of 
water) by certified mail or certificate of mailing as to the time, place and purpose of the hearing. 
The notification shall be at the applicant's expense. The applicant shall provide the Board of 
Selectmen with proof of such publication and notification prior to the hearing. 
H. Other approvals. If any proposed earth filling for which a permit is required under this bylaw 
also requires an order of conditions from the Conservation Commission and/or a site plan review 
by the Planning Board and/or any approval by any other Town board or official, the permit 
granting authority may grant a permit that is conditional on receipt of the other required 
approval(s). 
I. General permit terms. If the applicant is not the owner of the property to be filled, the owner of 
the property shall also sign the application as an applicant and shall guarantee performance of the 
other applicant(s). Permits for earth filling under this bylaw shall be transferable only to a person 
who agrees in writing to assume all of the obligations of the permit holder and who is approved as 
an assignee by the permit granting authority. Permits shall be issued for a term not to exceed two 
years. A permit may be renewed upon 
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reapplication. The public hearing may be waived by the permit granting authority for large project 
filling permit renewals. 
J. Approval deadlines. The Building Inspector shall act on completed applications for small project 
filling permits within 45 days after the date of submission of a complete application, including any 
required site plan. If the Building Inspector fails to act within such forty five day period, the 
application shall be deemed to be approved. The Planning Board shall act on completed 
applications for large project filling permits within 45 days after the closing of the public hearing 
on the application. If the Planning Board fails to act within such forty five day period, the 
application shall be deemed to be approved. 
 
21.5 Large project filling permit application requirements 
Each copy of an application for a large project filling permit to the Planning Board shall be 
accompanied by a written statement describing the proposed regulated activity, together with the 
following information: 
 
A. Soil management plan.  
(1) The soil management plan shall be signed by a Massachusetts licensed site professional (LSP). 
The LSP shall specifically state that "The subject plan meets the requirements of Hubbardston's 
Earth Filling Bylaw and any other applicable federal or state law or regulation pertaining to the 
transport, use and/or disposal of earth and other materials for fill. 
(2) The soil management plan must contain sufficient detail to document that the requirements of 
this Earth Filling Bylaw will be met. The plan shall specifically require that bills of lading in the 
form specified by the Planning Board and procedures approved by the Planning Board will be 
exclusively used for the transport and acceptance of earth materials for fill (3) The soil 
management plan shall include the following at a minimum and shall include any other 
information required by the Planning Board: 
(a) Complete descriptions of prefill environmental conditions and findings and sample locations; 
(b) Procedures for verification of fill material origin and acceptance; 
(c) Recordkeeping practices; 
(d) Site security, fill operation inspection and site control; 
(e) Transport routes, times and days of operation, locations of equipment parking and storage and 
duration of fill activities 
(f) Qualifications of applicant personnel responsible for adhering to the soil management plan and 
this bylaw; 
(g) Erosion, dust, and stormwater controls and inspection and maintenance thereof; 
(h) Effects of the filling on groundwater recharge; 
(i) Quality assurance/quality control procedures; 
(j) Emergency response and notification procedures, including telephone numbers and contact 
individuals/firms 
(k) Total proposed earth material fill volume; 
(l) Daily personnel procedures and operation management procedures, including types, numbers, 
locations and hours of operation of any processing equipment on site; 
(m) Environmental monitoring plan to maintain protection of human health, 
public safety, welfare and the environment during and following fill operations; and 
(n) Cover material, revegetation, erosion and pollution control, and monitoring and maintenance 
plan 
 
B. Site plan. If filling involves more than 2,000 cubic yards of fill, a registered land surveyor or 
engineer shall prepare the site plan. The site plan shall depict the following information: 
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(1) Existing conditions, including grades, manmade features, elevations, property boundaries, 
dimensions, owners of land who are entitled to notice under 21. 4G of this bylaw, access points, 
waterbodies and watercourses, wetlands, and environmental sample locations; 
(2) Process diagrams indicating fill sequence, transport routes, and security measures; 
(3) Drainage, water flow and sedimentation control before and after the proposed filling and 
stormwater and erosion control and groundwater recharge structures and features to be utilized 
during fill operations; 
(4) Final grade plans depicting proposed finish fill elevations, slopes, permanent stormwater and 
erosion control and groundwater recharge structures and features, the methods of final 
stabilization of fill material and the proposed cover material and cover vegetation; 
(5) Unless otherwise determined by the permit granting authority, map scales shall be no more 
than 60 feet to the inch and elevation contour intervals shall not exceed two feet. Elevation 
contours are required only for areas of fill, 100 feet beyond the perimeter of the fill areas and along 
abutting property lines. Appropriate permanent benchmarks with elevations marked thereon and 
referenced to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) shall be placed in the field and 
shown on the plans. 
 
21.6 Standards for filling 
A. Permitted fill materials. All fill materials shall include only clean sand, gravel, clay, stone, 
quarried rock or other subsurface products free from solid waste, with an aggregate size of six 
inches or less, and have no solid waste, refuse, junk, industrial waste, or volatile, explosive or 
flammable materials. The fill material shall have no concentration of oil or hazardous material, 
toxic substance or infectious biological material greater that federal, state or local reportable or 
action criteria or materially greater than prefill conditions prevailing in the area to be filled. The fill 
material shall also be free from organic material such as trees, stumps, garbage, building materials, 
and construction and demolition debris and shall contain 15% or less of total organic carbon by lab 
analysis. 
B. Site preparation. The area to be filled shall be cleared of stockpiled or otherwise disposed of 
organic and inorganic materials, such as fallen trees and brush, tree stumps, rubbish, junk, 
building/construction/demolition materials, and any other accumulated debris. Topsoil shall also 
be removed from the area to be filled prior to filling. The area to be filled corresponds to the 
horizontal limits of the fill activity as represented on a plan view drawing. 
C. Fencing and gates. Temporary fencing, where deemed appropriate by the permit granting 
authority for the protection of the general public during fill operations, shall be at least six feet high 
with suitable gates to exclude unauthorized persons from the site. 
D. Groundwater recharge and drainage. Provision shall be made for promoting groundwater 
recharge, for preventing increased runoff from the site and for safe drainage of water, for 
preventing excessive water accumulation, and for preventing wind or water erosion from carrying 
material onto adjoining properties. 
E. Cleaning of vehicles, roads and streets; covering of loads. Provisions shall be made for the 
cleaning of all vehicles before they leave the site and for daily cleaning of all public roadways in 
the vicinity of the site that have been affected by vehicles engaged in filling activity. Provisions 
also shall be made for covering loads in vehicles traveling on public roadways. 
F. Dust control. Dust shall be controlled through watering or other appropriate means. 
G. Buffer strips. The permit granting authority may require that a twenty foot buffer strip shall be 
maintained at all boundaries and not disturbed. 
H. Screening of processing equipment. The visibility, sound, and airborne particulates from 
processing equipment shall be screened from adjacent premises through the design and location of 
such equipment and through use of natural vegetation, planting, overburden piles, and surge piles 
as screening. 
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I. Final cover. All filling shall require coverage with a minimum of four inches of organic topsoil 
and shall be seeded and mulched to stabilize the fill material. Where filling is incidental to 
facilitate parking of vehicles, the fill material shall be covered by a suitable binding material to 
prevent airborne dust and erosion. 
J. Finish elevations and grading. The permit granting authority may specify finished grades, 
elevations and contour intervals which filling will conform to. Final fill material grades shall 
conform in contour, slope, and elevation to the natural topography of the surrounding area or 
preexisting contours as evidenced by historical maps or photographs. Final grading shall 
incorporate stabilization measures and slopes of no more than 15% to prevent erosion, structural 
failure of fill materials, ponding of water, or excessive stormwater drainage onto abutting 
properties. 
K. Additional conditions. The permit granting authority may set reasonable conditions in addition 
to the above, including but not limited to duration of the permit, hours of the day during which 
filling may take place, maximum load sizes, truck routes to be used to access the site, and grasses, 
shrubs and trees to be planted. 
L. Permit terms; inspection; suspension and revocation. No permit shall be issued under the 
provisions of this bylaw to extend for a term of more than two years. Prior to filling and at any time 
during a permitted filling activity, inspection of the premises may be made by the permit granting 
authority or its agents on reasonable advance notice to determine whether or not the provisions of 
the Town bylaws and any permit are being complied with. If the permit granting authority 
determines that the provisions of the bylaw or the provisions of any permit are being violated, the 
permit granting authority may issue a temporary cease and desist order, which shall remain in 
effect until terminated in writing by the permit granting authority. If, after notice to the permit 
holder(s) and a public hearing, the permit granting authority determines that the conditions of any 
large or small project filling permit are not being complied with, the permit granting authority may 
revoke the permit, after which the operation shall be discontinued and the area restored in 
accordance with the orders of the permit granting authority. 
M. Inspections, certifications, reports and tests. While considering an application and/or as a 
condition of issuing a permit, the permit granting authority may require such borings and test pits, 
inspections, monitoring, certifications, reports and tests by licensed site professionals, engineers, 
laboratories and/or other qualified persons as are deemed by the permit granting authority to be 
needed to evaluate the application and/or to monitor performance under a permit and/or to 
establish compliance with the conditions of a permit 
and this bylaw. It shall be a condition of all permits that the applicant pay for all such borings and 
test pits, inspections, monitoring, certifications, reports and tests and that they be conducted by 
persons selected by and responsible to the permit granting authority. Payments received from 
applicants for such borings and test pits, inspections, monitoring, certifications, reports and tests 
shall be deposited into a revolving fund authorized annually by Town Meeting pursuant to MGL c. 
44, § 53E 1/2. Failure of any applicant or permit holder to make timely payment of any application 
fee or of any fees for any borings and test pits, inspection, certification, monitoring, report or test 
or to carry out any step or to submit any information required by the permit granting authority shall 
be grounds for denial of a permit and/or for issuance of a cease and desist order and/or for 
revocation of the permit. 
 
21.7 Documentation Requirements 
A. Permit required to commence filling operations. No fill operations are to commence until a 
letter indicating the granting of a permit and, if required, receipt and acceptance of the soil 
management plan and the site plan has been issued to the applicant by the permit granting 
authority. 
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B. Bills of lading and LSP letters. Each permit holder shall file a bill of lading with the Building 
Inspector for each load of fill placed within the Town. Each bill of lading document shall be 
accompanied by a signed and dated letter from an LSP which specifies: 
(1) The point of origin of the material and the receiving location for the material; 
(2) That the material is not otherwise prohibited from use as fill material in accordance with this 
bylaw or other applicable federal or state laws, regulations, standards or guidelines;  
(3) That the LSP has compared analytical results of testing of the fill materials to the existing, 
prefill conditions at the fill location and determined: 
(a) That the concentration of the substances in the materials intended for use as fill are not 
significantly greater than existing, prefill conditions for that location; and 
(b) That the fill material complies with the requirements of 21.6A of this bylaw. 
 
C. Weekly documentation requirements. Copies of bill of lading documents and required 
LSP letters covering all fill placed during each week of filling operations are to be provided to 
the Building Inspector by the end of business on the fifth business day following each week of 
active operation. Failure to provide these records on a weekly basis will result in suspension 
of fill activities. 
 
21. 8. Enforcement; violations and penalties; fees. 
A. Enforcement action. The Building Inspector of the Town is hereby designated as the officer 
charged with the enforcement of this bylaw. The Building Inspector, upon a written complaint of 
any Town citizen or property owner or upon such officer's own initiative (in either case after 
consultation with the Planning Board), shall institute any appropriate action or proceedings in the 
name of the Town to prevent, correct, restrain or abate violation of this bylaw. In the case where 
the Building Inspector is requested in writing to enforce this bylaw against any person allegedly in 
violation of the same and the Building Inspector declines to act, the officer shall notify, in writing, 
the party requesting such enforcement of any action or refusal to act and the reasons therefor. 
 
B. Fines. Violation of this bylaw shall be punishable by a fine of $300 for each offense. Each day 
that such violation continues shall constitute a separate offense. Fines shall be recovered by 
indictment or on complaint before the district court initiated by the Town Administrator, or, as an 
alternative to initiating criminal proceedings, the Town Administrator may give the offender a 
written notice to appear before the clerk of the district court not later than 21 days after the date of 
such notice for a noncriminal disposition in accordance with MGL c. 40, § 21D. 
 
C. Other laws or regulations. This bylaw shall not be construed to authorize the use of any land or 
structure for any purpose that is prohibited by any other provision of the General Laws or by any 
other bylaw, rule or regulation of the Town, nor shall compliance with any such provision 
authorize the use of any land in any manner inconsistent with this bylaw, except as required by the 
General Laws. 
D. Validity and severability. The invalidity of one or more sections, subsections, clauses or 
provisions of this bylaw shall not invalidate or impair the bylaw as a whole or any other part 
thereof. 
 
E. Fees. The following fees shall apply to applications under this bylaw: 
(1) For permits allowing filling of from 500 to 2,000 cubic yards in any Twenty four month period, 
the application fee shall be established by the Planning Board. 
(2) For permits allowing filling over 2,000 cubic yards, the application fee shall be established by 
the Planning Board. 
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21. 9 Transitional rules. 
All earth filling that takes place after the effective date of this bylaw shall be subject to the 
requirements of this bylaw. All persons engaged in nonexempt earth filling of any lot in the Town 
when this bylaw becomes effective shall file an application for a permit under this bylaw within 30 
days thereafter. If the Planning Board determines in its reasonable discretion that such a person has 
not filed a required application on time, the Building Inspector may issue a temporary order to 
suspend or limit such operations. Any such temporary order shall remain in effect until terminated 
or modified by the Planning Board or a permit is granted by the Planning Board. Any fill placed in 
the Town pending the granting of a permit under this bylaw shall be subject to the documentation 
requirements of 21.7 B and C of this bylaw and to the fees provided for under 21.8 E., or take any 
other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Citizens Petition)        2/3 Vote Required 
 
 ARTICLE 33.   To see if the Town will vote to approve the following importation of material 
bylaw as Chapter XXVII of the Hubbardston General Bylaws: 
 
CHAPTER XXVII 
IMPORTATION OF MATERIAL 
 
SECTION 1 – No person shall import or deposit within the Town of Hubbardston any hazardous 
wastes or contaminated soils taken from without the Town limits, including but not limited to, 
those wastes or contaminates or soils as defined in DEP Policy # COMM-97-001, DEP Policy 
COMM-94-007, DEP Policy COMM-15-01 Soils defined in 310 CMR 40.000., or take any other 
action relative thereto. (Submitted by Citizens Petition)        
 
ARTICLE 34.   To see if the Town will amend the Hubbardston Town Charter by adding the 
following section: All Prop 2 ½ Ballot Question(s) (MGL 59, Section 21C) to be presented for 
voter approval shall be permitted only once per fiscal year. The question(s) shall appear on the 
annual town election ballot and shall not appear on any special election ballot.  The section shall 
be added to only one section of the Town Charter as advised by Town Counsel:   
Article 2 Legislative Branch, Section 5: Prop 2 ½ Ballot Questions (2-5-1) 
Article 5 Financial Provisions and Procedures, Section 1: Annual Budget (5-1-13) 
Article 5 Financial Provisions and Procedures, Section 5: Prop 2 ½ Ballot Questions (5-5-1) 
or take any other action relative thereto.   2/3 Vote Required 
(Submitted by Citizens Petition)       
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          COMMONWEALTH OFMASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
 
 
 
MINUTES ANNUAL TOWN MEETING    Tuesday, June 7, 2016    CENTER 
SCHOOL 
 
STABILIZATION: $223,103.35         
MUNICIPAL CAPITAL STABILIZATION: $351,121.81 
 
FREE CASH: $427,853.00                         AMBULANCE RETAINED 
EARNING: $24,399 
 
 Pursuant to the foregoing warrant, the voters of the Town of Hubbardston assembled at the 
Center School gymnasium to act on the articles in said warrant.  Present were Moderator Edward 
Leonard; Board of Selectmen members Daniel Galante (Chair), Michael Stauder, Jeffrey Williams 
and Patrick Girouard; Town Clerk Joyce Green; Finance Committee members Susan Rayne 
(Chair), Richard Haddad, Timothy Hart and Jeffrey Anderson; Interim Town Administrator 
Raeanne Siegel; and representative for Town Counsel, Joel Bard.   
A total of 207 registered voters were checked in by Marcia Howlett and Shonna Larson. A 
quorum of 50 voters was present throughout the meeting.  
Moderator Leonard called the meeting to order at 7:31pm. Opening remarks were made by 
Chairman of the Board of Selectman, Daniel Galante. Mr. Galante highlighted DPW projects from 
the past year including the paving of Burnshirt Road, the near completion of Healdville Road 
bridge replacement, and a $1 million STRAP grant received to repave Old Westminster and Depot 
Roads. He thanked our Interim Town Administrator Raeanne Siegel and our former Town 
Administrator Anita Scheipers good work. 
Other ongoing projects and accomplishments Mr. Galante noted were the signing of the 
Massachusetts Community Compact Program, an update on the Senior Center building project, 
progress on the Town Center Committee and the 250th Anniversary Committee, and the formation 
of a Task Force to develop a 5-year forecasting plan for the Quabbin Regional School District 
budget.  
 
The following actions were taken on the articles presented in the aforesaid warrant: 
 
ARTICLE 1.  Officers will be chosen by the voters on Tuesday, June 14, 2016 at the Annual 
Town Election. 
 
ARTICLE 2. The reports of Town Officers and Committees have been printed in the Annual 
Town Report. 
 
ARTICLE 3.  Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen 
to enter into agreements with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Transportation 
for the construction and maintenance of public highways for the twelve month period beginning 
July 1, 2016. 
Second: Michael Stauder       Vote: Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote     
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ARTICLE 4.  Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to accept educational grants and aid 
for Fiscal Year 2017, to be expended for authorized purposes by the Montachusett Regional 
Vocational Technical School and the Quabbin Regional School District. 
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote    
          
ARTICLE 5. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to authorize the continuation of the 
following Holden Hospital Account #220-512-5580-0000 for Fiscal Year 2017; or take any other 
action relative thereto: 
 
The Holden Hospital Account is funded by monies received from the establishment of a 
$2,500,000 trust fund under a settlement between the Medical Center of Central Massachusetts 
(MCCM) and the eleven communities formerly served by Holden Hospital. Any purchases to be 
presented for payment from this account shall be authorized by appropriate board, and only be 
used for the following: 
a. Vehicle Replacement Assistance - This fund would be used to assist in funding the replacement 
of a RESCUE VEHICLE for the Town of Hubbardston.  Fund would accumulate, and would 
supplement any town funds utilized for the purchase.  Any purchases to be presented for payment 
from this Account shall be preauthorized by the Board of Selectmen with voucher authorized by 
the Town Administrator.  
b.  Education and Training - This fund would be used to reimburse Hubbardston residents for 
successfully completing EMT training only after one full year of active service with the 
Hubbardston EMS Division of the Fire Department.  Fund would also be used to reimburse EMTs 
for successfully completing advanced training in the same manner.  Any purchases to be 
presented for payment from this Account shall be preauthorized by the Board of Selectmen with 
voucher authorized by the Town Administrator.   
c. Health Related - This fund would be utilized for other Health related programs within the Town 
of Hubbardston, under the direction of the Board of Health, or other health related agencies.  
Funds to be withdrawn by voucher submitted by the Board of Health or other Town Health related 
agencies.          
d.  Excess Investment Surplus  - Any return on investment above 8% will be placed in this 
account which will accumulate and can be used for any special project or acquisition associated 
with any of the above three categories of distribution, or any other health related projects deemed 
compatible with the fund’s design, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen. Funds may be 
withdrawn by voucher submitted by the Town Administrator. 
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
             
ARTICLE 6.    Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to authorize the following 
Revolving Accounts for Fiscal 2017 under MGL Ch. 44 §53E ½, as shown on the following chart, 
with amendments to particular funds noted in bold italicized or strikethrough text: 
  
Fund Authorization By Revenue Source Use of Fund 
FY2017 
Spending 
Limit 
Wiring Fund Wiring Inspector Electrical Permit Fees and Applications 
Pay inspector for inspection 
services and clerical wages 
   
$50,000 
Gas Fund Gas Inspector Gas Permit Fees and Applications 
Pay inspector for inspection 
services $3,000 
Plumbing Fund Plumbing Inspector 
Plumbing Permit Fees 
and Applications 
Pay inspector for inspection 
services  $6,000 
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Recycling Fund  Board of Health 
Fees collected for use 
of center and drop-off 
of recyclables 
Costs associated with programs 
and facilities needed to recycle 
materials, including employee 
wages 
$5,000 
Grave Fund Cemetery Commissioners 
Payments for grave 
openings 
Payment to party hired to open 
grave $5,000 
Haz Mat Fund   Fire Chief 
Service charges for 
clean-up and disposal 
of hazardous materials 
Expenditures related to 
clean-up and disposal of 
hazardous materials 
$3,000 
Septic Fund Board of Health 
Fees for septic system 
plan review, agent 
inspections, and perc 
tests 
Payments to septic system plan 
review engineers and to agents 
witnessing perc tests or 
performing inspections  
$20,000 
Vaccine 
Administration 
Account 
Board of Health 
Fees, health insurance 
reimbursements and 
receipts for vaccine 
related services 
Payments for vaccine, supplies, 
and services deemed necessary 
by the Board of Health 
$5,000 
Con Com Fund  Conservation Commission 
Receipts from fees for 
site inspections and 
plan review 
Payment to member 
performing site inspection and 
expenses relating to such 
inspections or plan review  
$3,000 
Open Burn Fund Fire Chief Receipts for fees for open burning 
Payment of expenses related to 
fighting brush fires in town, 
including payment of part-time 
wages, forest firefighting 
equipment and other costs of 
fighting such fires 
$11,000 
Late fee Dog 
License Fund Town Clerk 
Fees for late licensing 
of dogs and kennels 
Payment of costs associated 
with the regulation of dogs, 
including ACO capital 
expense. 
$10,000 
 
 
MART 
Transportation 
Management 
Fund 
COA Director 
 
MART 
Reimbursement 
 
Payment of costs associated  
with the supervision and 
operation of the MART 
Transportation 
 
$35,000 
 
Hubbardston 
250th 
Anniversary 
Fund 
250th Anniversary 
Committee 
Donations, sale of 
promotional items and 
other sources 
Payment of the costs associated 
with the 250th Anniversary 
Celebration of Hubbardston’s 
Founding 
$50,000 
Hazardous 
Building 
Demolition Fund 
Board of Health 
and the Building 
Department 
Reimbursement from 
property owners for 
demolition of 
hazardous buildings 
Payment of expenses 
associated with the demolition 
of hazardous buildings and 
related clean-up of underlying 
property 
$20,000 
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Planning Board 
Fund Planning Board 
Site Plan Review, Site 
Inspection Fees, 
Special Permit & 
Subdivision and 
Application fees. 
Expenses related to Site Plan 
Review, Special permit, 
Subdivision Applications and 
Zoning Bylaw & Subdivision 
Regulations revisions, 
Training, Consultants, and 
Administrative support. 
$10,000 
   Total of all Revolving Funds:  $236,000 
LIMIT OF FY17 REVOLVING FUND TOTAL 
= 10% of FY17 Tax Levy 
$6,423,693 which = $642,369 
LIMIT FOR EACH REVOLVING FUND 
** Single department authorization may 
not exceed 1% of Tax Levy which = 
$64,236 
Second: Patrick Girouard Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 7. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to accept M.G.L. c. 44, § 53F¾, which 
establishes a special revenue fund to be known as the Public Educational Governmental (PEG) 
Access and Cable-Related Fund, the fund to begin operation for Fiscal Year 2017, which begins 
July 1, 2016, into which shall be deposited cable television license proceeds, which funds may be 
appropriated by Town Meeting for cable-related purposes.    
Second: Jeffrey Williams Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 8. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to accept M.G.L. c. 60, § 15B, which 
that allows the Town of Hubbardston to establish a tax title collection revolving fund for the 
Treasurer-Collector and to establish a spending limit of $4,000 for FY 2017, provided, however, 
that the Board of Selectmen, with the approval of the Finance Committee, may increase such limit 
at the request of the Treasurer-Collector.   
Second: Jeffrey Williams Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 9. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to pursuant to M.G.L. c. 44, § 53E ½, 
to establish a temporary driveway permit revolving fee fund for the DPW, with the fund being 
credited with certain charges, and fees collected by the DPW upon payment of permit fees for 
temporary driveway applicants, said monies in the fund may be spent, without appropriation, by 
the DPW to pay out of pocket expenses associated with road repairs made necessary by the 
temporary driveway installation, and may be used in addition to any monies appropriated in the 
annual departmental budget for the DPW for these expenses. 
Second: Jeffrey Williams Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 10. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to raise and appropriate a sum of 
money for the purpose of funding collective bargaining agreements between the Town and the 
Hubbardston Professional Firefighters Local 4957 IAFF, effective July 1, 2016. 
Second: Daniel Galante Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
BUDGET  
ARTICLE 11.  Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to raise and appropriate from 
taxation the following sums of money to meet the salaries and compensation of Town Employees 
and Town Officers, as provided by MGL Ch. 41 §108, expense and outlays of the Town 
Departments and other sundry and miscellaneous, but regular, expenditures necessary for the 
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operation of the Town for Fiscal Year 2017 (July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017), and further, to 
accept and expend Federal and State Funds to offset certain salaries or expenses and outlay;        
[The Moderator read through each line item with opportunity given for discussion on any given 
line item as requested by voters. The total for each section as noted below was voted separately. 
No changes were made on the floor.] 
Second: Michael Stauder 
  
 Vote for total General Government $577,427 carries by Majority Affirmative Vote. 
        Vote for total Public Safety $982,504 carries by Majority Affirmative Vote. 
        Vote for total Education $4,944,759 carries by Majority Affirmative Vote. 
Motion:   Faye Zukowski, to reinstate all board and committee stipends for a total of 
approximately $15,000. Second: Ronald Ruston.                        
 Vote to reinstate stipends: Motion Fails, Majority Negative Vote   
Vote for total Public Works $758,875 carries by Majority Affirmative Vote. 
Vote for total Human Services, Culture and Recreation $136,302 carries by Majority Affirmative 
Vote. 
Vote for total Unclassified $812,957 carries by Majority Affirmative Vote. 
 
Vote on TOTAL GENERAL FUND OPERATING BUDGET EXPENSES $8,212,824 
 Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 12. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to raise and appropriate, and transfer 
from available funds a sum of money to operate the Ambulance Enterprise as follows: 
 
That the following sums be appropriated for the Ambulance Enterprise. 
       Salaries     $171,868 
       Expenses   $75,150 
       Total         $247,018 
 
And that the $ to be raised as follows: 
       Department Receipts   $145,000  
       Retained Earnings       $24,399    
       Ambulance Subsidy from Free Cash   $77,619               
       Total          $247,018         
Second: Daniel Galante Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 13. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to transfer from available funds the 
sum of $15,000 (Fifteen Thousand Dollars and 00/100 Dollars) to fund the Senior Citizen 
Work-off Tax Abatement Program Account # 001-141-5120-0000 for Fiscal Year 2017. 
Second: Jeffrey Williams Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 14. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to transfer from available funds the 
sum of $20,000.00 (Twenty Thousand and 00/100 Dollars) for the purpose of funding a 
preliminary design for the reconstruction and related improvements for the Main Street section of 
Route 68 in Hubbardston’s Town Center. 
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 15. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to transfer from available funds the 
sum of $10,000.00 (Ten Thousand and 00/100 Dollars) for the purpose of updating the Town’s 
1988 Master Plan. 
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Second: Jeffrey Williams  
Motion: Vincent Ritchie, to amend the amount to $5,000 (Five Thousand and 00/100 Dollars). 
Friendly motion was accepted by the maker and second of the original motion and so amended.    
Vote [on $5,000]:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 16. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to transfer from available funds the 
sum of $7,500.00 (Seven Thousand, Five Hundred and 00/100 Dollars) for the purpose of funding 
the fireworks display for the Town’s 250th Anniversary Celebration on June 17, 2017. 
Second: Daniel Galante Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
  
ARTICLE 17.  Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to authorize the Board of 
Selectmen to negotiate and enter into an agreement for Payment-In-Lieu-Of-Taxes (PILOT) 
pursuant to the provisions of G.L. c.59, §38H(b), and Chapter 164, Section 1, or any other enabling 
legislation, between the Town and Borrego Solar, or its successors or assigns,  for real and/or 
personal property attributable to two solar photovoltaic facilities to be installed, owned and 
operated by Borrego Solar, or its successors or assigns, on land located on  232 Gardner Road and 
240 Gardner Road and further identified as Assessors Map 3 Parcel 110, and Assessors Map3 
Parcel 106, for a term of up to 20 years and on such terms and conditions as the Board of 
Selectmen deems in the best interests of the Town, and further to authorize the Select Board to take 
such action as may be necessary convenient, or appropriate to implement,  administer, and carry 
out the vote taken hereunder.  
Second: Daniel Galante Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 18.  Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to authorize the Board of 
Selectmen to solicit, negotiate and enter into one or more renewable energy power purchase and/or 
net metering credit purchase agreements, including an agreement for power and net metering 
credits generated by a solar photovoltaic facility,  each for a term of 20 years, upon such terms and 
conditions as the Board of Selectmen deems to be in the best interests of the Town, and to take all 
actions necessary to implement and administer such agreements. 
Second: Daniel Galante Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 19. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to transfer from the following 
accounts those sums as noted below, with those sums being the remaining balances from prior 
spending authorizations from the general fund or Free Cash approved on the dates noted, to the 
General Stabilization Account #250-000-5961-0000, as follows: 
 
 
2/3 Vote Required 
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Unanimous in Favor 
 
ARTICLE 20. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to transfer from the following 
accounts those sums as noted below, with those sums  being the remaining balances from prior 
                Transferring Remaining Account Balances Back Into the General Stabilization Account #250-000-5961-0000
Authorized Project 
Date of 
Vote
Article #
$ Amt to Transfer 
Back 
Current Account # 
A Road Debt 6/7/11 15 $165,000.00 001-710-5910-0003
B Building Needs Study 6/5/12 15 $5,400.00 001-192-5300-0000
C Road Project Debt 6/4/13 17 $26,403.56 001-752-5925-2013
D Treasurer Financial Software 6/3/14 13 $237.50 001-145-5380-0000
Total: $197,041.06
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capital projects approved on the dates noted,  to the Municipal Capital Stabilization Account # 
251-000-5961-0000, as follows: 
 
 
 2/3 Vote Required   
 Second: Daniel Galante Vote:  Motion Carries; Unanimous in Favor 
 
ARTICLE 21.  Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to transfer from available funds, 
the following sums to pay for the following FY17 cash capital expenses: 
 
Second: Daniel Galante Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
            Transferring Remaining Account Balances Back Into the MCSA Acct # 251-000-5961-0000  
Authorized Project 
Date of 
Vote
Article #
$ Amt to 
Transfer 
Back 
Current Account # 
A Rehab Engine 4 6/4/13 17 $4,200.00 001-220-5870-0001
B Engine 3 Borrowing Payment 6/4/13 17 $3,511.22 001-752-5925-0002
C Engine 3 Borrowing Payment 6/3/14 20 $4,063.22 001-710-5910-0002
D Police Cruiser Lease 6/3/14 20 $271.90 001-210-5270-0000
E Tax Collector Software 6/2/15 24 $3,340.00 001-145-5380-0001
F Rte 68 Debt 6/2/15 15 $6,143.66 001-752-5925-0001
G DPW HD Vehicle Lift 6/2/15 15 $479.52 001-422-5850-2016
Total: $22,009.52
FY17 Capital Article Table 
Item $ Amt Funding Mechanism
New Obligations
A
To pay Phase 2 of the Hubbardston Center School Fire 
Alarm Panel replacement, including all costs incidental 
and related thereto
25,000$   Free Cash Allocation 
B
To pay the final year principal and interest costs of the 
Rt. 68 Engineering bond.  
45,900$   Free Cash Allocation 
C
To fund the purchase of a police cruiser , and any 
related equipment, for the Police Department, 
including all costs incidental and related thereto, and 
to authorize disposal of, by sale or otherwise, any 
related excess equipment. 
35,788$   Free Cash Allocation 
D
To fund the purchase of an administrative police 
cruiser , and any related equipment, for the Police 
Department, including all costs incidental and related 
thereto, and to authorize disposal of, by sale or 
otherwise, any related excess equipment. 
25,000$   Free Cash Allocation 
E
To fund the repair of the Slade Building roof,  including 
all costs incidental and related thereto.
10,000$   Free Cash Allocation 
New Obligations Total 141,688$ 
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ARTICLE 22. Motion, Michael Stauder, that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of  
$250,000.00 (Two Hundred Fifty Thousand and 00/100 Dollars), by taxation, by transfer from 
available funds, by borrowing or any combination thereof, to purchase a new ambulance, and any 
related equipment, including all costs incidental and related thereto, for the Fire Department; and 
that to meet said appropriation the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, is authorized to 
borrow the full amount of such appropriation under General Laws Chapter 44 or any other general 
or special law, and to issue bonds or notes of the Town in connection therewith; provided, 
however, that the vote taken hereunder shall be expressly contingent upon approval by the voters 
of a ballot question to exclude the amounts required to pay for the expenditures for such projects 
from the provisions of Proposition 2 ½, so called.    
2/3 Vote Required 
Explanation:   This proposed Capital Outlay Expenditure would allow a one time/one year 
taxation of $250,000 beyond the limits of Proposition 2 ½ for FY17 only. This must also be 
passed on the election ballot. If approved, this capital exclusion will increase real estate tax bills 
by approximately $0.63 per thousand.  Example:  $226,000 assessed home would see a tax 
increase of $142.38 for FY17 only.   
Second: Daniel Galante Vote:  Motion Carries; Yes-194, No-12, Abstain-0 
 
ARTICLE 23.  Motion, Jeffrey Williams, that the Town vote to raise and appropriate an 
additional sum of $ 280,158 (Two Hundred Eighty Thousand, One Hundred Fifty Eight and 
00/100 Dollars), to additionally fund the operations of the Quabbin Regional School District for 
Fiscal Year 2017, provided however that the appropriation of the supplemental amount of 
$280,158 shall be contingent upon successful passage of a Proposition 2 ½ override by the voters 
of the Town in accordance with General Laws c. 59, sec. 21C(g). 
Explanation: This proposed override would allow a taxation of $280,158 beyond the limits of 
Proposition 2 ½ for FY 17. This must also be passed on the election ballot. If approved, this 
override will increase real estate tax bills by approximately $.73 per thousand. Example: 
$226,000 assessed home would see a tax increase of $164.98 for FY 17.  
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Yes-84, No-80, Abstain-42 
   
ARTICLE 24. Motion, Thomas Bratko, that the Town vote to appropriate $50,000.00 (Fifty 
Thousand and 00/100 Dollars) from the Community Preservation Housing Reserve to help 
establish an Affordable Housing Program under the auspices of the Planning Board to assist the 
Town in meeting the State goal of creating a minimum of 10% of the Town’s total housing units, 
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 40B, § 20, eligible for inclusion on the DHCD Subsidized Housing 
Inventory (SHI). 
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 25. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to appropriate $5,000.00 (Five 
Thousand and 00/100 Dollars) from the Community Preservation Historic Reserve to help create a 
Long Range Plan for the Hubbardston Public Library to assist the Library in applying for future 
grant funding to preserve, rehabilitate and restore the Library. 
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 26. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to appropriate $10,100.00 (Ten 
Thousand One Hundred and 00/100 Dollars) from the Community Preservation Budgeted Reserve 
to cover the final year of the borrowing associated with the Hubbardston Center School 
Playground Committee Project approved at the Special Town Meeting of April 23, 2013. 
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Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 27. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to appropriate $25,500.00 (Twenty 
Five Thousand Five Hundred and 00/100 Dollars) from the Community Preservation Budgeted 
Reserve to cover the final year of borrowing associated with the Hubbardston Parks Committee 
Project approved at the Annual Town Meeting of June 4, 2013. 
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 28. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to appropriate or reserve from the 
Community Preservation annual revenues in the amounts recommended by the Community 
Preservation Committee for committee administrative expenses, community preservation projects 
and other expenses in Fiscal Year 2017, with each item to be considered a separate appropriation: 
Appropriations: 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Committee Administrative Expenses (5%) $3,199.50 
 
Reserves: 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Historic Resources Reserve (10%)              $6,399.00 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Community Housing Reserve (10%)           $6,399.00 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Open Space Reserve (10%)                          
$6,399.00 
From FY 2017 estimated revenues for Budgeted Reserve (65%)                            
$41,593.50 
 
Second: Jeffrey Williams Vote:  Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
ARTICLE 29. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to rescind Article 22 of 
the June 2, 2015 Annual Town Meeting under which the Town voted to authorize the 
acquisition of certain parcels of land located on Mt. Jefferson Road and Malone 
Road, adjacent to the existing Malone Road Conservation Area, and appropriated the 
sum of $467,000 for said purchase. 
2/3 Vote Required 
Second: Michael Stauder Vote:  Motion Carries; Yes-176, No-8, Abstain-0 
 
ARTICLE 30. No motion made on this Article.  [To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to 
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 268A, Section 21A, to authorize the Board of Health to 
appoint Hayden Duggan, a member of the Board of Health, to the position of Kitchen Inspector.]  
  
ARTICLE 31. Motion, Vincent Ritchie, that the Town vote to re-adopt Article 6 “Rate of 
Development” of the Hubbardston Zoning Bylaws in its entirety and to amend Section 6.8 
Periodic Review & Expiration by removing “This bylaw shall expire January 18, 2015” and 
replacing it with “This bylaw shall expire July 1, 2021”.    2/3 Vote Required 
Second: Daniel Galante  
Vincent Ritchie, Chairman of the Planning Board, read the Planning Board’s written report that 
strongly supports and recommends the re-adoption of this bylaw. 
 Vote:  Motion Carries; Yes-174, No-8, Abstain-2 
 
ARTICLE 32.  Motion, Mary Ann DiPinto, that the Town vote to approve the following 
earth-filling bylaw as Article 21 of the Town of Hubbardston Zoning Bylaws:  
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ARTICLE 21 EARTH FILLING 
 
21.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this bylaw is to regulate filling operations for the protection of human health, 
public 
safety, welfare, and the integrity of the natural resources of the Town of Hubbardston. 
 
21.2 Applicability 
The filling of any lot or lots as part of a single project or series of related projects with greater than 
500 cubic yards in total of topsoil, borrow, rock, sod, loam, peat, humus, clay, sand or gravel 
(“earth material”) within any 24 month period shall be done only in accordance with this bylaw. 
Filling includes transporting earth material from one location (inside or outside of the Town) and 
depositing the material in another location in the Town. Filling does not include redistributing 
material within a single site. No solid or hazardous waste, refuse, junk, industrial waste, volatile, 
explosive or flammable materials, garbage, building materials, construction and demolition debris, 
glass, metal, toxic, infectious, radioactive, corrosive, or reactive material or waste may be used as 
fill in the Town. 
 
21.3 Exemptions 
A. Five hundred cubic yards or less. Filling of any lot or lots with 500 cubic yards or less of earth 
material within any twenty four month period is permitted without an earth fill permit (but is 
subject to other requirements of law and other Town bylaws and regulations).  
B. Five hundred cubic yards to two thousand cubic yards. Filling of any lot or lots with more than 
500 cubic yards and less than 2000 cubic yards in total within any twenty four month period is 
permitted without an earth fill permit ( but is subject to other requirements of law and other Town 
bylaws and regulations), If such filling is directly related and entirely incidental to: 
 
(1) Work done in accordance with a valid order of conditions or other approval issued by the Town 
Conservation Commission or the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). 
(2) The construction of a building or structure for which a valid building permit has been issued 
and filling is directly related and entirely incidental to the construction, provided that site 
preparation filling prior to issuance of a building permit is not exempt. 
(3) The construction of ways within subdivisions that have been approved by the Planning Board, 
provided that other site preparation feeling within subdivisions is not exempt. 
(4) The construction or reconstruction of a septic system the design of which has been approved by 
the Board of Health. 
(5) Utility construction in private and public ways or incidental to municipal operations and 
activities. 
(6) The routine landscaping (not including significant changes in topography) of a lot with a one or 
Two family residence thereon by the resident owner thereof so long as the existing topography in 
no location exceeds a 15% grade. 
 
21.4 Permit Requirements 
A. Permits. The permit granting authority shall be either the Town Building Inspector or the 
Planning Board according to the volume of fill for which a permit is sought. All nonexempt filling 
between 500 cubic yards and 2000 cubic yards shall require a small project filling permit from the 
Building Inspector. Filling in excess of 2000 cubic yards shall require a large project filling permit 
from the Planning Board. 
B. Small project filling permit. Any person planning any feeling activities requiring a small project 
filling permit from the building inspector shall submit an application, on a form to be provided by 
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the building inspector. where deemed necessary by the Building Inspector when considering 
issuance of a small project filling permit, an applicant may be required to submit a site plan 
showing the area to be filled. If the Building Inspector requires submission of a site plan, the 
application shall not be deemed complete until the site plan is submitted to the Building Inspector. 
C. Large project filling permit. Any person planning any filling activity requiring a large project 
filling permit from the Planning Board shall submit an application on a form approved by the 
Planning Board, a soil management plan satisfying the requirements of this bylaw, and a site plan 
prepared and certified by a registered land surveyor or engineer. 
D. Application submission. The applicant shall submit three copies of the application, any required 
soil management plan and any required site plan to the permit granting authority and shall at the 
same time submit one copy to each of the Building Inspector, the DPW Director, the Conservation 
Commission, and the Health Officer, for their records. Each of them may forward to the permit 
granting authority their comments, observations and recommendations. To allow other Town 
officials time to comment on applications, the permit granting authority shall wait at least 20 days 
after submission of a complete application 
before issuing a permit . 
E. Site plan requirements. Where a site plan is required it shall meet the requirements of 21. 5B 
of this bylaw. 
F. Performance bonds. Where deemed necessary by the permit granting authority a performance 
bond in the amount determined and on the terms specified by the permit granting authority shall be 
posted in the name of the Town assuring satisfactory performance in the fulfillment of the 
requirements of this bylaw and such other conditions as the permit granting authority may impose 
as conditions to the issuance of the filling permit or any subsequent changes to such conditions. No 
such bond shall be released, nor shall the applicant be deemed to have complied with the 
conditions provided for herein, until the applicant has filed with the permit granting authority a 
written certification from the Massachusetts licensed site professional who approved the original 
soil management plan that said conditions and the soil management plan have been complied with 
and a final, engineered record site plan showing the finished site as required under 21. 6J of this 
bylaw and the permit granting authority issues a letter authorizing release of the bond. The permit 
granting authority shall act on a requested release of bond within 65 days after the applicant 
submits a written request for such release. 
G. Hearings. Before granting or materially modifying a large project filling permit, the Planning 
Board shall hold a public hearing within 30 days after receipt of a completed application and shall 
give due consideration to the location of the proposed earth filling, to the general character of the 
neighborhood surrounding such location, to the protection of water supplies and aquifers, to the 
safety of the public on the public ways in the vicinity, and to the recommendations of the Building 
Inspector, the DPW Director, the Conservation Commission, and the Health Officer. At least 
seven days prior to said hearing, the applicant shall publish notice of the hearing in a local daily 
newspaper and notify all owners of land abutting or within 300 feet of the property line of the land 
where the earth filling is proposed (including, but not limited to, owners of land directly opposite 
said land on any public or private street or way, and in another municipality or across a body of 
water) by certified mail or certificate of mailing as to the time, place and purpose of the hearing. 
The notification shall be at the applicant's expense. The applicant shall provide the Board of 
Selectmen with proof of such publication and notification prior to the hearing. 
H. Other approvals. If any proposed earth filling for which a permit is required under this bylaw 
also requires an order of conditions from the Conservation Commission and/or a site plan review 
by the Planning Board and/or any approval by any other Town board or official, the permit 
granting authority may grant a permit that is conditional on receipt of the other required 
approval(s). 
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I. General permit terms. If the applicant is not the owner of the property to be filled, the owner of 
the property shall also sign the application as an applicant and shall guarantee performance of the 
other applicant(s). Permits for earth filling under this bylaw shall be transferable only to a person 
who agrees in writing to assume all of the obligations of the permit holder and who is approved as 
an assignee by the permit granting authority. Permits shall be issued for a term not to exceed two 
years. A permit may be renewed upon reapplication. The public hearing may be waived by the 
permit granting authority for large project filling permit renewals. 
J. Approval deadlines. The Building Inspector shall act on completed applications for small project 
filling permits within 45 days after the date of submission of a complete application, including any 
required site plan. If the Building Inspector fails to act within such forty five day period, the 
application shall be deemed to be approved. The Planning Board shall act on completed 
applications for large project filling permits within 45 days after the closing of the public hearing 
on the application. If the Planning Board fails to act within such forty five day period, the 
application shall be deemed to be approved. 
 
21.5 Large project filling permit application requirements 
Each copy of an application for a large project filling permit to the Planning Board shall be 
accompanied by a written statement describing the proposed regulated activity, together with the 
following information: 
 
A. Soil management plan.  
(1) The soil management plan shall be signed by a Massachusetts licensed site professional (LSP). 
The LSP shall specifically state that "The subject plan meets the requirements of Hubbardston's 
Earth Filling Bylaw and any other applicable federal or state law or regulation pertaining to the 
transport, use and/or disposal of earth and other materials for fill. 
(2) The soil management plan must contain sufficient detail to document that the requirements of 
this Earth Filling Bylaw will be met. The plan shall specifically require that bills of lading in the 
form specified by the Planning Board and procedures approved by the Planning Board will be 
exclusively used for the transport and acceptance of earth materials for fill (3) The soil 
management plan shall include the following at a minimum and shall include any other 
information required by the Planning Board: 
(a) Complete descriptions of prefill environmental conditions and findings and sample locations; 
(b) Procedures for verification of fill material origin and acceptance; 
(c) Recordkeeping practices; 
(d) Site security, fill operation inspection and site control; 
(e) Transport routes, times and days of operation, locations of equipment parking and storage and 
duration of fill activities 
(f) Qualifications of applicant personnel responsible for adhering to the soil management plan and 
this bylaw; 
(g) Erosion, dust, and stormwater controls and inspection and maintenance thereof; 
(h) Effects of the filling on groundwater recharge; 
(i) Quality assurance/quality control procedures; 
(j) Emergency response and notification procedures, including telephone numbers and contact 
individuals/firms 
(k) Total proposed earth material fill volume; 
(l) Daily personnel procedures and operation management procedures, including types, numbers, 
locations and hours of operation of any processing equipment on site; 
(m) Environmental monitoring plan to maintain protection of human health, public safety, welfare 
and the environment during and following fill operations; and 
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(n) Cover material, revegetation, erosion and pollution control, and monitoring and maintenance 
plan 
 
B. Site plan. If filling involves more than 2,000 cubic yards of fill, a registered land surveyor or 
engineer shall prepare the site plan. The site plan shall depict the following information: 
(1) Existing conditions, including grades, manmade features, elevations, property boundaries, 
dimensions, owners of land who are entitled to notice under 21. 4G of this bylaw, access points, 
waterbodies and watercourses, wetlands, and environmental sample locations; 
(2) Process diagrams indicating fill sequence, transport routes, and security measures; 
(3) Drainage, water flow and sedimentation control before and after the proposed filling and 
stormwater and erosion control and groundwater recharge structures and features to be utilized 
during fill operations; 
(4) Final grade plans depicting proposed finish fill elevations, slopes, permanent stormwater and 
erosion control and groundwater recharge structures and features, the methods of final 
stabilization of fill material and the proposed cover material and cover vegetation; 
(5) Unless otherwise determined by the permit granting authority, map scales shall be no more 
than 60 feet to the inch and elevation contour intervals shall not exceed two feet. Elevation 
contours are required only for areas of fill, 100 feet beyond the perimeter of the fill areas and along 
abutting property lines. Appropriate permanent benchmarks with elevations marked thereon and 
referenced to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) shall be placed in the field and 
shown on the plans. 
 
21.6 Standards for filling 
A. Permitted fill materials. All fill materials shall include only clean sand, gravel, clay, stone, 
quarried rock or other subsurface products free from solid waste, with an aggregate size of six 
inches or less, and have no solid waste, refuse, junk, industrial waste, or volatile, explosive or 
flammable materials. The fill material shall have no concentration of oil or hazardous material, 
toxic substance or infectious biological material greater that federal, state or local reportable or 
action criteria or materially greater than prefill conditions prevailing in the area to be filled. The fill 
material shall also be free from organic material such as trees, stumps, garbage, building materials, 
and construction and demolition debris and shall contain 15% or less of total organic carbon by lab 
analysis. 
B. Site preparation. The area to be filled shall be cleared of stockpiled or otherwise disposed of 
organic and inorganic materials, such as fallen trees and brush, tree stumps, rubbish, junk, 
building/construction/demolition materials, and any other accumulated debris. Topsoil shall also 
be removed from the area to be filled prior to filling. The area to be filled corresponds to the 
horizontal limits of the fill activity as represented on a plan view drawing. 
C. Fencing and gates. Temporary fencing, where deemed appropriate by the permit granting 
authority for the protection of the general public during fill operations, shall be at least six feet high 
with suitable gates to exclude unauthorized persons from the site. 
D. Groundwater recharge and drainage. Provision shall be made for promoting groundwater 
recharge, for preventing increased runoff from the site and for safe drainage of water, for 
preventing excessive water accumulation, and for preventing wind or water erosion from carrying 
material onto adjoining properties. 
E. Cleaning of vehicles, roads and streets; covering of loads. Provisions shall be made for the 
cleaning of all vehicles before they leave the site and for daily cleaning of all public roadways in 
the vicinity of the site that have been affected by vehicles engaged in filling activity. Provisions 
also shall be made for covering loads in vehicles traveling on public roadways. 
F. Dust control. Dust shall be controlled through watering or other appropriate means. 
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G. Buffer strips. The permit granting authority may require that a twenty foot buffer strip shall be 
maintained at all boundaries and not disturbed. 
H. Screening of processing equipment. The visibility, sound, and airborne particulates from 
processing equipment shall be screened from adjacent premises through the design and location of 
such equipment and through use of natural vegetation, planting, overburden piles, and surge piles 
as screening. 
I. Final cover. All filling shall require coverage with a minimum of four inches of organic topsoil 
and shall be seeded and mulched to stabilize the fill material. Where filling is incidental to 
facilitate parking of vehicles, the fill material shall be covered by a suitable binding material to 
prevent airborne dust and erosion. 
J. Finish elevations and grading. The permit granting authority may specify finished grades, 
elevations and contour intervals which filling will conform to. Final fill material grades shall 
conform in contour, slope, and elevation to the natural topography of the surrounding area or 
preexisting contours as evidenced by historical maps or photographs. Final grading shall 
incorporate stabilization measures and slopes of no more than 15% to prevent erosion, structural 
failure of fill materials, ponding of water, or excessive stormwater drainage onto abutting 
properties. 
K. Additional conditions. The permit granting authority may set reasonable conditions in addition 
to the above, including but not limited to duration of the permit, hours of the day during which 
filling may take place, maximum load sizes, truck routes to be used to access the site, and grasses, 
shrubs and trees to be planted. 
L. Permit terms; inspection; suspension and revocation. No permit shall be issued under the 
provisions of this bylaw to extend for a term of more than two years. Prior to filling and at any time 
during a permitted filling activity, inspection of the premises may be made by the permit granting 
authority or its agents on reasonable advance notice to determine whether or not the provisions of 
the Town bylaws and any permit are being complied with. If the permit granting authority 
determines that the provisions of the bylaw or the provisions of any permit are being violated, the 
permit granting authority may issue a temporary cease and desist order, which shall remain in 
effect until terminated in writing by the permit granting authority. If, after notice to the permit 
holder(s) and a public hearing, the permit granting authority determines that the conditions of any 
large or small project filling permit are not being complied with, the permit granting authority may 
revoke the permit, after which the operation shall be discontinued and the area restored in 
accordance with the orders of the permit granting authority. 
M. Inspections, certifications, reports and tests. While considering an application and/or as a 
condition of issuing a permit, the permit granting authority may require such borings and test pits, 
inspections, monitoring, certifications, reports and tests by licensed site professionals, engineers, 
laboratories and/or other qualified persons as are deemed by the permit granting authority to be 
needed to evaluate the application and/or to monitor performance under a permit and/or to 
establish compliance with the conditions of a permit 
and this bylaw. It shall be a condition of all permits that the applicant pay for all such borings and 
test pits, inspections, monitoring, certifications, reports and tests and that they be conducted by 
persons selected by and responsible to the permit granting authority. Payments received from 
applicants for such borings and test pits, inspections, monitoring, certifications, reports and tests 
shall be deposited into a revolving fund authorized annually by Town Meeting pursuant to MGL c. 
44, § 53E 1/2. Failure of any applicant or permit holder to make timely payment of any application 
fee or of any fees for any borings and test pits, inspection, certification, monitoring, report or test 
or to carry out any step or to submit any information required by the permit granting authority shall 
be grounds for denial of a permit and/or for issuance of a cease and desist order and/or for 
revocation of the permit. 
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21.7 Documentation Requirements 
A. Permit required to commence filling operations. No fill operations are to commence until a 
letter indicating the granting of a permit and, if required, receipt and acceptance of the soil 
management plan and the site plan has been issued to the applicant by the permit granting 
authority. 
 
B. Bills of lading and LSP letters. Each permit holder shall file a bill of lading with the Building 
Inspector for each load of fill placed within the Town. Each bill of lading document shall be 
accompanied by a signed and dated letter from an LSP which specifies: 
(1) The point of origin of the material and the receiving location for the material; 
(2) That the material is not otherwise prohibited from use as fill material in accordance with this 
bylaw or other applicable federal or state laws, regulations, standards or guidelines;  
(3) That the LSP has compared analytical results of testing of the fill materials to the existing, 
prefill conditions at the fill location and determined: 
(a) That the concentration of the substances in the materials intended for use as fill are not 
significantly greater than existing, prefill conditions for that location; and 
(b) That the fill material complies with the requirements of 21.6A of this bylaw. 
 
C. Weekly documentation requirements. Copies of bill of lading documents and required LSP 
letters covering all fill placed during each week of filling operations are to be provided to the 
Building Inspector by the end of business on the fifth business day following each week of active 
operation. Failure to provide these records on a weekly basis will result in suspension of fill 
activities. 
 
21.8. Enforcement; violations and penalties; fees. 
A. Enforcement action. The Building Inspector of the Town is hereby designated as the officer 
charged with the enforcement of this bylaw. The Building Inspector, upon a written complaint of 
any Town citizen or property owner or upon such officer's own initiative (in either case after 
consultation with the Planning Board), shall institute any appropriate action or proceedings in the 
name of the Town to prevent, correct, restrain or abate violation of this bylaw. In the case where 
the Building Inspector is requested in writing to enforce this bylaw against any person allegedly in 
violation of the same and the Building Inspector declines to act, the officer shall notify, in writing, 
the party requesting such enforcement of any action or refusal to act and the reasons therefor. 
 
B. Fines. Violation of this bylaw shall be punishable by a fine of $300 for each offense. Each day 
that such violation continues shall constitute a separate offense. Fines shall be recovered by 
indictment or on complaint before the district court initiated by the Town Administrator, or, as an 
alternative to initiating criminal proceedings, the Town Administrator may give the offender a 
written notice to appear before the clerk of the district court not later than 21 days after the date of 
such notice for a noncriminal disposition in accordance with MGL c. 40, § 21D. 
C. Other laws or regulations. This bylaw shall not be construed to authorize the use of any land or 
structure for any purpose that is prohibited by any other provision of the General Laws or by any 
other bylaw, rule or regulation of the Town, nor shall compliance with any such provision 
authorize the use of any land in any manner inconsistent with this bylaw, except as required by the 
General Laws. 
D. Validity and severability. The invalidity of one or more sections, subsections, clauses or 
provisions of this bylaw shall not invalidate or impair the bylaw as a whole or any other part 
thereof. 
E. Fees. The following fees shall apply to applications under this bylaw: 
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(1) For permits allowing filling of from 500 to 2,000 cubic yards in any Twenty four month period, 
the application fee shall be established by the Planning Board. 
(2) For permits allowing filling over 2,000 cubic yards, the application fee shall be established by 
the Planning Board. 
 
21.9 Transitional rules. 
All earth filling that takes place after the effective date of this bylaw shall be subject to the 
requirements of this bylaw. All persons engaged in nonexempt earth filling of any lot in the Town 
when this bylaw becomes effective shall file an application for a permit under this bylaw within 30 
days thereafter. If the Planning Board determines in its reasonable discretion that such a person has 
not filed a required application on time, the Building Inspector may issue a temporary order to 
suspend or limit such operations. Any such temporary order shall remain in effect until terminated 
or modified by the Planning Board or a permit is granted by the Planning Board. Any fill placed in 
the Town pending the granting of a permit under this bylaw shall be subject to the documentation 
requirements of 21.7 B and C of this bylaw and to the fees provided for under 21.8 E.   
 2/3 Vote Required (Submitted by Citizens Petition)        
Second: Jeffrey Williams 
 
Discussion:  Mary Ann DiPinto who initiated the Citizen’s Petition for this article, stated there 
were 2 typos that needed to be corrected. In 2 places, Sections 21.3.B (3) and 21.4 (B), the word 
“feeling” should be changed to “filling”.  
Vincent Ritchie, Chairman of the Planning Board, read the Planning Board’s written report 
recommending that this bylaw be Passed Over.  
Motion: Vincent Ritchie, to Pass Over Article 32.  
Second: Thomas Bratko.  
Vote to Pass Over Article 32: Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
 
 ARTICLE 33. Motion, Mark Dymek, that the Town vote to approve the following importation 
of material bylaw as Chapter XXVII of the Hubbardston General Bylaws: 
 
CHAPTER XXVII IMPORTATION OF MATERIAL 
SECTION 1 – No person shall import or deposit within the Town of Hubbardston any hazardous 
wastes or contaminated soils taken from without the Town limits, including but not limited to, 
those wastes or contaminates or soils as defined in DEP Policy # COMM-97-001, DEP Policy 
COMM-94-007, DEP Policy COMM-15-01 Soils defined in 310 CMR 40.000. 
(Submitted by Citizens Petition) 
Second: Vincent Ritchie 
   Vincent Ritchie, Chairman of the Planning Board, read the Planning Board’s written report that 
strongly recommends this amendment to the General Bylaws be adopted. 
Vote: Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative Vote 
    
ARTICLE 34.  Motion, Ronald Ruston, that the Town amend the Hubbardston Town Charter by 
adding the following section: All Prop 2 ½ Ballot Question(s) (MGL 59, Section 21C) to be 
presented for voter approval shall be permitted only once per fiscal year. The question(s) shall 
appear on the annual town election ballot and shall not appear on any special election ballot.  The 
section shall be added to only one section of the Town Charter as advised by Town Counsel:   
Article 2 Legislative Branch, Section 5: Prop 2 ½ Ballot Questions (2-5-1) 
Article 5 Financial Provisions and Procedures, Section 1: Annual Budget (5-1-13) 
Article 5 Financial Provisions and Procedures, Section 5: Prop 2 ½ Ballot Questions (5-5-1) 
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 (Submitted by Citizens Petition)       2/3 Vote Required 
Second: Andrew Ruston Vote: MOTION FAILS; Yes-18, No-111, Abstain-0 
 
Seeing no further business before the meeting, the Moderator adjourned the meeting at 10:10pm. 
Respectfully Submitted,  
Joyce E. Green, Town Clerk   (Town Seal)  
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          COMMONWEALTH OFMASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
 
 
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING         August 23, 2016 ● 7:00 p.m.  CENTER SCHOOL 
 
Worcester, ss.   To either of the Constables of the Town of Hubbardston in the County of Worcester: 
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby directed to notify and warn the 
inhabitants of the Town of Hubbardston, qualified to vote in elections and Town affairs, to meet at the 
Center School in said Hubbardston on Tuesday, August 23, 2016, at 7:00 o’clock in the evening, 
then and there to act on the following articles: 
 
ARTICLE 1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an additional sum of $ 27,892 
(Twenty Seven Thousand, Eight Hundred Ninety Two and 00/100 Dollars), to additionally fund 
the operations of the Quabbin Regional School District for Fiscal Year 2017, provided however 
that the appropriation of the supplemental amount of $27,892 shall be contingent upon successful 
passage of a Proposition 2 ½ override by the voters of the Town in accordance with General 
Laws c. 59, sec. 21C(g);or to take any action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                             (Fin Com Recommends) 
Explanation: This proposed general override would allow a taxation of $27,892 beyond the limits 
of Proposition 2 ½ for FY 17. This must also be passed on the election ballot. If approved, this 
override will increase real estate tax bills by approximately $.07 per thousand. Example: 
$214,110 assessed home would see a tax increase of $15 for FY 17.  
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate by taxation, by transfer 
from available funds, or otherwise, the sum of $17,278, to be added to the existing amount 
already appropriated at the 2016 Annual Town Meeting, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
2017, for the purpose of funding the hiring of a full time police officer; under Police 
Department Wages, 001-210-5110-0002, or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                             (Fin Com Recommends) 
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate by taxation, by transfer 
from available funds, or otherwise, the sum of $17,278, to be added to the existing amount 
already appropriated at the 2016 Annual Town Meeting, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
2017, for the purpose of funding additional police coverage; under Police Department Wages, 
001-210-5110-0002, or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen)                             (Fin Com Recommends) 
 
ARTICLE 4.  To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote under Article 2 of the June 7, 2016 
Special Town Meeting, in its entirety, and vote, in its stead:  To see if the Town will vote to 
authorize the Board of Selectmen to lease certain real property, and the improvements thereon, 
being Unit F1 within the shopping center located at 48 Gardner Road, Hubbardston, containing 
3,000 square feet, more or less, and the common areas associated therewith, for such period of 
years and upon such terms and conditions as the Board of Selectmen shall determine to be 
appropriate; and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to execute any and all documents 
necessary to effectuate this Article; or take any other action relative thereto. 
(Submitted by Board of Selectmen   (Fin Com recommendation to be given at meeting) 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
 
MINUTES - SPECIAL TOWN MEETING         August 23, 2016      CENTER 
SCHOOL 
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant, the voters of the Town of Hubbardston assembled at the 
Center School gymnasium to act on the articles in said warrant.  Present were Board of Selectmen 
Chairman Daniel Galante, members Jeffrey Williams and Richard Haddad; Town Clerk Joyce 
Green; Finance Committee Chair Susan Rayne and member Timothy Hart; Interim Town 
Administrator Raeanne Siegel; and representative for Town Counsel, Carolyn Murray.  Absent 
were Moderator Edward Leonard, Selectmen Michael Stauder and Patrick Girouard, and Finance 
Committee member Jeffrey Anderson. 
A total of 116 registered voters were checked in by Marcia Howlett. A quorum of 50 voters 
was present throughout the meeting.   
Town Clerk Joyce Green called the meeting to order at 7:13pm and stated that the meeting 
was being digitally recorded. Due to the absence of Moderator Ed Leonard, nominations for a 
temporary Moderator were called for. Motion made by Daniel Galante and seconded by Jeffrey 
Williams to nominate Dennis O’Donnell as Moderator.  No other nominations were made. 
Motion to close the nominations was made by Jeffrey Williams and seconded by Daniel Galante.   
Vote to have Dennis O’Donnell serve as temporary Moderator: Motion carries; majority 
affirmative vote.  The Town Clerk cast one ballot to elect Dennis O’Donnell as temporary 
Moderator and declared him the winner.  Mr. O’Donnell was then sworn in. 
Moderator Dennis O’Donnell proceeded with Town Meeting and the following actions 
were taken on the articles presented in the aforesaid warrant: 
 
ARTICLE 1.  Motion, Daniel Galante, to pass over Article 1 because earlier tonight at the 
Quabbin Regional School District Committee meeting, the new assessment voted on by the 
School Committee reduced Hubbardston’s assessment to an amount lower than what has already 
been appropriated at Annual Town Meeting and therefore this article is no longer needed.  
Second:  Jeffrey Williams Vote to Pass Over: Motion Carries, Majority Affirmative Vote 
[Article 1: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an additional sum of $ 27,892 
(Twenty Seven Thousand, Eight Hundred Ninety Two and 00/100 Dollars), to additionally fund the 
operations of the Quabbin Regional School District for Fiscal Year 2017, provided however that 
the appropriation of the supplemental amount of $27,892 shall be contingent upon successful 
passage of a Proposition 2 ½ override by the voters of the Town in accordance with General Laws 
c. 59, sec. 21C(g).] 
ARTICLE 2. Motion, Daniel Galante, that the Town vote to transfer from General 
Stabilization Account #250-000-5961-0000, the sum of $17,278, to be added to the existing 
amount already appropriated at the 2016 Annual Town Meeting, for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 2017, for the purpose of funding the hiring of a full time police officer; under Police 
Department Wages, 001-210-5110-0002.  2/3 Vote Required 
Second: Richard Haddad     Vote: Motion Carries; 111-5-0 
 
ARTICLE 3. Motion, Jeffrey Williams, that the Town vote to transfer from General 
Stabilization Account #250-000-5961-0000, the sum of $17,278, to be added to the existing 
amount already appropriated at the 2016 Annual Town Meeting, for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 2017, for the purpose of funding additional police coverage; under Police Department 
Wages, 001-210-5110-0002.    2/3 Vote Required 
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Second: Richard Haddad     Vote: Motion Carries; 111-5-0 
 
ARTICLE 4.  Motion, Jeffrey Williams, that the Town vote to rescind the vote under Article 2 
of the June 7, 2016 Special Town Meeting, in its entirety, and vote to authorize the Board of 
Selectmen to lease certain real property, and the improvements thereon, being Unit F1 within the 
shopping center located at 48 Gardner Road, Hubbardston, containing 3,000 square feet, more or 
less, and the common areas associated therewith, for such period of years and upon such terms and 
conditions as the Board of Selectmen shall determine to be appropriate; and further to authorize the 
Board of Selectmen to execute any and all documents necessary to effectuate this Article. 
 Finance Committee Recommended passage of this article on the floor. 
Second: Richard Haddad   Vote: Motion Carries; Majority Affirmative vote 
 
Motion made and seconded to adjourn at 7:25pm. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Joyce E. Green, Town Clerk       (Town Seal) 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
WILLIAM FRANCIS GALVIN 
SECRETARY OF THE COMMONWEALTH 
 
WARRANT   PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY   MARCH 1, 2016 
Worcester, SS. 
To either of the Constables of the Town of Hubbardston: 
GREETING: 
In the name of the Commonwealth, you are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of said 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON who are qualified to vote in Primaries to vote at 
 
HUBBARDSTON CENTER SCHOOL GYMNASIUM 
on 
 TUESDAY, THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH, 2016,  
from 
  7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.  
for the following purpose: 
 
To cast their votes in the Presidential Primary for the candidates of political parties for the following offices: 
 
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   FOR THIS 
COMMONWEALTH 
STATE COMMITTEE MAN  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . . . . .WORCESTER, HAMPDEN, HAMPSHIRE, 
       & MIDDLESEX SENATORIAL DISTRICT 
STATE COMMITTEE WOMAN…............................WORCESTER, HAMPDEN, HAMPSHIRE,  
      & MIDDLESEX SENATORIAL DISTRICT 
TOWN COMMITTEES………………….……………………..……TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
 
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon at the time and place of said voting. You 
are hereby directed to serve this warrant by posting attested copies thereof at:  Hubbardston Center School, Town 
Office, U.S. Post Office, and Mr. Mike’s Convenience Store at least seven (7) days before the time of said election. 
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TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON – OFFICIAL Election Results 
Presidential Primary, March 1, 2016 
Total Registered Voters as of February 10, 2016 Deadline: 3258 
Number of Votes Cast in This Election: 1503 (46%)  
Votes Cast in this Election: Democratic 730, Republican 767, Green-Rainbow 2, United Ind 4 
 
DEMOCRATIC BALLOT 
 
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE 
Bernie SANDERS  460 
Martin O’MALLEY  1 
Hillary CLINTON  263 
Roque “Rocky” DE LA FUENTE   0  
No Preference   5 
Write-Ins    1 
 
STATE COMMITTEE MAN 
William R. SHEMETH, III  501 
Write-Ins   1 
 
STATE COMMITTEE WOMAN 
Laura L. JETTE  506 
Write-Ins   0 
 
TOWN COMMITTEE (write-ins) 
Barbara E. Hubbard  13 
Peter Jefts   14 
Linda L. Lamontagne  11  
Other Write-Ins  16 
 
GREEN-RAINBOW BALLOT 
 
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE 
S.K.C.M. CURRY 0 
Jill STEIN  1 
William P. KREML 0 
Kent MESPLAY  0 
Darryl CHERNEY 0 
No Preference  0 
Write-Ins  1 
 
STATE COMMITTEE MAN 
Write-Ins  0 
 
STATE COMMITTEE WOMAN 
Write-Ins  0 
 
TOWN COMMITTEE 
Write-Ins  0 
 
 
 
 
REPUBLICAN BALLOT 
 
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE 
Jim GILMORE  3 
Donald J. TRUMP 378 
Ted CRUZ  153 
George PATAKI 0 
Ben CARSON  44 
Mike HUCKABEE 2 
Rand PAUL  2  
Carly FIORINA  1 
Rick SANTORUM 0 
Chris CHRISTIE 3  
Marco RUBIO  96 
Jeb BUSH  6  
John R. KASICH 76  
No Preference    2 
Write-Ins  1  
 
STATE COMMITTEE MAN 
William J. GILLMEISTER 300 
Reed V. HILLMAN  338 
Write-Ins     0 
 
STATE COMMITTEE WOMAN 
Ronna K. PRUNIER  285 
Lindsay A. VALANZOLA 324 
Write-Ins     0 
 
TOWN COMMITTEE  
Write-Ins  9 
 
 
UNITED IND. PARTY 
 
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE 
No Preference  0 
Write-Ins  2 
 
STATE COMMITTEE MAN 
Write-Ins  1 
STATE COMMITTEE WOMAN 
Write-Ins  1 
TOWN COMMITTEE 
Write-Ins  0
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
CLERK’S REPORT     WARD 0/PRECINCT 1 
 
Date of Election: March 1, 2016  Type of Election:  PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY 
Number of Registered Voters as of Deadline February 10 = 3258 
Time Polls Opened: 7:00am Time Polls Closed: 8:00pm 
Ballots Del'd: 6:30am - Dem 600   Rep 550   Green-Rainbow 15 United Ind Party 15 
  4:00pm – Dem 200 Rep 200 6:10pm Rep 100 
Absentee Ballots Delivered : Dem 30   Rep 23   G-R 0  United Ind Party 0 
Total Ballots Delivered: Dem 830, Rep 873, Green-Rainbow 15  UIP  15 
          Number on Public Display at Opening of Polls: 0 At Close of Polls: 1501 
Number of Hand-Counted Ballots (due to malfunctions, etc):  2 
Number of Provisional Ballots Distributed: 3 Number Provisional Ballots Counted: 0 
Final Number of Voters: 1503   No Challenged Voters recorded.  
The following election workers were present during the day: Town Clerk/Warden Joyce Green; 
Andrea Colyer, Shonna Larson,  B.J. Begin, Ann Gushue, Liz Estabrook, Kathy Vincent, Marcia 
Howlett, Pati Burke, Carol Whitney, and Lynn Wilkinson.  Police Officer/Constable on duty: 
Bella Kaldera, Paul F. Sweeney, and Pamela Henning. 
 
Election Notes  
6:20am – Arrived late due to Brigham St being closed by tree and wires down.  Ballot box 
opened; no ballots within. Using Machine #1, Seal #54210   
7:00am – Polls opened with 12 voters in line. Workers are tracking # of voters each half hour. 
8:05am – Began processing 48 absentees.  
12:10pm – 1 absentee ballot was rejected by machine (overvoted); placed in front compartment to 
be hand-counted because machine was counting an erasure as a vote 
12:30pm – finished processing 48 absentees; 2 total were rejected; will be hand-counted 
1:10pm – checked P.O. and drop box for any absentees; 2 received in U.S. Mail  
2:20pm – PV #301-1, first Provisional Ballot; resident claims registration at AAA Office in West 
Springfield but not on list (Lisa Mingolla, 17 Twin Hill Rd, new resident) 
3:45pm – Affirmation completed by Stefanie (Perry) Anderson; name changed but continues to 
reside at 37 Williamsville Rd 
4:00pm – first disgruntled voter registered in United Independent Party; he wanted to vote for 
“anyone he wanted” but was content to write names in on the UIP ballot; could not make him 
understand that UIP was a political party (Robert Sibya, Ed Clark Rd) 
4:05pm - one absentee ballot brought to Town Clerk by family member; processed 
4:08pm – Attempted to verify PV Ballot #301-1; voter is currently registered in Longmeadow; no 
evidence of RMV registration in Hubbardston; called & left message that she may be able to vote 
in Longmeadow (not sure if correct phone number) 
4:20pm – 2 absentee ballots brought to polls by voter; processed 
4:30pm – Resident completed voter registration; chose not to vote provisional; Tim McAleavey 
had moved to town in 2014 and “probably did not register” 
5:05pm – PV #301-2 Kathy Garland on list as Democrat; claims Unenrolled & voted Republican 
via provisional ballot 
6:30pm – Gia Pavone not on list; opted not to vote provisional; completed registration 
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7:59pm – PV 301-3 Megan Kelton, 44 Morgan Rd, not on list and claims registered when moved 
to town in 2014 
8:00pm – Polls closed; provisional voter allowed to vote; no other voters in polls.  1501 ballots 
shown on Eagle Optech machine. 
 
All ballots were removed from machine and reviewed for possible write-ins.  Two absentees were 
hand-counted (1 Democrat, 1-Republican) and write-ins tally was completed by 9:30pm. 
Polling place cleaned up and all materials returned to Town Clerk’s office by 9:45pm. 
Total Cost for Election Workers: $733.50; Constables: $139.13 
   
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Joyce E. Green, Town Clerk     (seal) 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
 TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON  
WARRANT     ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION   JUNE 14, 
2016 
 
Worcester, ss. 
To either of the Constables of the Town of Hubbardston: 
 
GREETING: 
In the name of the Commonwealth, you are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of  
the Town of Hubbardston who are eligible to vote in elections, to vote at the  
 
HUBBARDSTON CENTER SCHOOL GYMNASIUM 
on TUESDAY, the 14th of JUNE 2016, 
from 7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. for the following purpose: 
 
To cast their votes in the ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION on the foregoing questions and to choose the 
following officers: 
Two Positions  BOARD OF SELECTMEN    3-Year Terms 
One Position  BOARD OF SELECTMEN    1-Year Term 
One Position  BOARD OF ASSESSORS    3-Year Term 
One Position  PLANNING BOARD     5-Year Term 
One Position  PLANNING BOARD     4-Year Term 
One Position  PLANNING BOARD     1-Year Term 
Two Positions  BOARD OF HEALTH    3-Year Terms 
One Position     QUABBIN REG SCHOOL DISTRICT COMM   3-Year Term 
One Position  MODERATOR     3-Year Term 
Two Positions  FINANCE COMMITTEE    3-Year Terms 
One Position  FINANCE COMMITTEE    2-Year Term 
One Position  FINANCE COMMITTEE    1-Year Term 
One Position  CEMETERY COMMISSION   3-Year Term 
One Position  CEMETERY COMMISSION   2-Year Term 
Two Positions  TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY  3-Year Terms 
One Position  HOUSING AUTHORITY    5-Year Term 
One Position  HOUSING AUTHORITY    4-Year Term 
One Position  HOUSING AUTHORITY    2-Year Term 
Two Positions  PARKS COMMISSIONER    3-Year Terms 
 
Question #1 
Shall the Town of Hubbardston be allowed to exempt  from the provisions of proposition two 
and  one-half, so-called, the  amounts  required  to  pay for  the  bond issued in order  to  
purchase a  new ambulance, and any related equipment, including all costs incidental and 
related thereto?       Yes____ No____ 
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Question #2 
Shall the Town of Hubbardston be allowed to assess an additional $280,158 (Two hundred, 
eighty thousand, one hundred fifty eight dollars and zero cents) in real estate and personal 
property taxes for the purposes of funding the operations of the Quabbin Regional School 
District for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016?   Yes____ No____ 
 
You are hereby directed to serve this warrant by posting attested copies thereof at Hubbardston  
Center School, Town Office, U.S. Post Office, and Mr. Mike’s Convenience Store at least fourteen  
(14) days prior to said election. 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON  
Annual Town Election, June 14, 2016 
OFFICIAL Election Results 
Total # Registered Voters = 3265  TOTAL VOTES CAST TODAY: 666 (20%) * = Elected 
 
BOARD OF SELECTMEN, 3-Year Term (2 positions) 
 *Daniel S. Galante 418 
*Michael S. Stauder 443 
 Write-Ins  3 
 
BOARD OF SELECTMEN, 1-Year Term (1 position) 
 *Richard J. Haddad 309 
Randy J. Mizereck 224 
 Write-Ins   1  
 
BOARD OF ASSESSORS, 3-Year Term (1 position) 
 *John K. Prentiss 496 
 Write-Ins  0 
    
PLANNING BOARD, 5-Year Term (1 position) 
 *Kendall B. Daly 4  
Other Write-Ins  18  
   
PLANNING BOARD,4-Year Term (1 position) 
 *Thomas W. Bratko 415 
 Write-Ins  1 
 
PLANNING BOARD, 1-Year Term (1 position) 
 Kendall B. Daly   175 
 *Scott Joseph LeBlanc 284 
Write-Ins   0   
  
BOARD OF HEALTH, 3-Year Term (2 positions) 
 *Randy J. Mizereck  354 
 *Catherine A. Hansgate 385 
 Write-Ins    0  
 
QUABBIN REG SCH COMM, 3-Year Term (1 position)  
*Mark T. Wigler 470 
Write-Ins  0 
 
MODERATOR, 3-Year Term (1 position) 
 *Edward F. Leonard 473  
Write-Ins  2  
FINANCE COMMITTEE, 3-Year Term (2 positions) 
 *Susan Rayne  443 
Write-Ins  4  
 
FINANCE COMMITTEE, 2-Year Term (1 position) 
 *Timothy James Hart 440 
 Write-Ins   0 
        
FINANCE COMMITTEE, 1-Year Term (1 position) 
 *Jeffrey Karl Anderson 3 (write-in) 
Other Write-Ins   8 
 
CEMETERY COMMISSION, 3-Year Term (1 position) 
 *Paul F. Sweeney 475 
Write-Ins  5 
   
CEMETERY COMMISSION, 2-Year Term (1 position) 
*Pamela H. Henning 18 (write-in) 
Other Write-Ins  5  
 
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY, 3-Year Term (2 pos) 
*Johanna C. Henning  438 
 *Judith L. McArthur  426 
 Write-Ins   0 
 
HOUSING AUTHORITY, 5-Yr Term (1 position) 
 Write-Ins 1 Failure to Elect 
  
HOUSING AUTHORITY, 4-Year Term (1 position) 
 Write-Ins 0 Failure to Elect  
  
HOUSING AUTHORITY, 2-Year Term (1 position)  
Write-Ins 2 Failure to Elect 
  
PARK COMMISSIONER, 3-Year Term (2 positions) 
*Jason T. Guertin 480 
*Brian R. Matheson  11 (write-in) 
Other Write-Ins  4 
 
Question #1 New Ambulance 
*Yes-349 No-315 
 
Question #2 Quabbin School Budget 
Yes-221 *No-442 
 
A True Copy Attest: 
 
Joyce E. Green, Town Clerk       (Town Seal)  
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON  
ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION 
 June 14, 2016 
 
FINAL REPORT 
The polls opened at 7:00a.m. with these election workers:  Town Clerk/Warden, Joyce Green; 
Ann Gushue; Lynn Wilkinson; Shonna Larson; Betty Jane Begin; Marcia Howlett; Kathleen 
Vincent; Patricia Burke; Carol Whitney; Elizabeth Estabrook. 
Police Officer/Constable on duty: Constables Bella Kaldera and Pamela Henning 
Official Ballots Received:  1000    Absentees delivered: 13  Seal #54208 
Number of Registered Voters as of Registration Deadline (May 25):  3265 
Number of Ballots Cast: 666 (20%) 
 
6:00a.m. – Arrived at polling place 
6:30 allowed for inspection of voting machine. Ballot box empty. 
7:00a.m. – Polls opened with zero ballots cast and 7 voters waiting. 
7:05a.m. – First spoiled ballot  
8:00a.m. – Began processing 11 absentee ballots. 
8:25a.m. – Finished processing absentees. 
11:00 a.m. – One absentee from drop box processed; none in USMail 
12:00pm – Low turnout to this point; only 229 voters 
5:10p.m. – One absentee ballot delivered by family member and processed. 
8:00p.m. – Polls closed; 1 voter in booth; no line; 666 votes on tabulator.   
Number of names on the check in and check out lists were confirmed at 666. 
8:10p.m. – Unofficial results (based on machine counts) were read to Town Administrator and 2 
reporters. All ballots removed from machine and checked for write-ins. 
9:20p.m. – Left polling place after completion of final tally. Materials returned to Town Clerk’s 
office. 
10:00pm – Called successful write-in candidates to ask if they will accept position; 2 accepted, 3 
will respond next week.  Sent out unofficial results to all departments and newspapers as 
requested; put on website.    
No provisional ballots were given out during this election. 
7:00am – 0 voters 
7:30am – 31 voters 
8:00am – 43 voters 
8:30am-66 (with 11 abs) 
9:00am-100 voters  
9:30am- 121 voters  
10:00am-140 voters  
10:30am – 160 voters 
11:00am-178 voters 
11:30am-201 voters  
12:00pm-226 voters  
12:30pm-232 voters  
1:00pm-250 voters 
1:30pm-265 voters  
2:00pm-286 voters  
2:30pm-306 voters  
3:00pm-327 voters 
3:30pm-353 voters  
4:00pm-378 voters  
4:30pm-408 voters  
5:00pm-450 voters 
5:30pm-486 voters  
6:00pm-538 voters  
6:30pm-573 voters  
7:00pm-614 voters 
7:30pm-646 voters 
8:00pm-666 voters 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Joyce E. Green, Town Clerk    (seal) 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
 
Worcester, ss. 
GREETINGS: To either of the Constables in the Town of Hubbardston in the County of Worcester.  In 
the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby required to notify and warn the 
inhabitants of the Town of Hubbardston who are qualified to vote in  
Special Town Elections  
to meet at the 
HUBBARDSTON CENTER SCHOOL 
on  
Thursday, September 8, 2016 
from 
7:00 AM - 8:00 PM 
then and there to vote by official ballot in accordance with law, on the foregoing Question: 
 
Question 1:  
Shall the Town of Hubbardston be allowed to assess an additional $27,892 in real estate and personal 
property taxes for the purposes of additionally funding the operations of the Quabbin Regional School 
District for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016?  
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TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON 
September 8, 2016      Special Local Override Election   OFFICIAL RESULTS 
 
 
 
# of Registered Voters as of Aug 19 Deadline = 3295 
# of Votes Cast in this Election = 249 Voter Turnout = 7.6% 
 
Note:  On August 23, 2016, the Quabbin Regional School District notified the Town of a revised 
assessment for the upcoming 2016 – 2017 school year, making the town’s assessment at a level lower than 
what was voted at Annual Town Meeting in June. Therefore, while the Town was required to call for a 
ballot vote for the assessment presented on July 18th, this additional funding is no longer needed.  
Due to the timing of the revised assessment, this election could not be cancelled however the outcome will 
have no effect on Hubbardston’s tax rate or the QRSD assessment for the Town. 
 
 
SPECIAL LOCAL ELECTION 
 
Question 1: School Budget 
Shall the Town of Hubbardston be allowed to assess an additional $27,892 (Twenty Seven Thousand, 
Eight Hundred Ninety Two dollars and zero cents) in real estate and personal property taxes for the 
purposes of additionally funding the operations of the Quabbin Regional School District for the fiscal year 
beginning July 1, 2016?  
YES-85 NO-162 Blank-2 
 
A True Copy Attest: 
 
Joyce E. Green 
Town Clerk     (Town Seal) 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
WILLIAM FRANCIS GALVIN 
SECRETARY OF THE COMMONWEALTH 
 
WARRANT FOR 2016 STATE PRIMARY  
SS. 
To the Constables of the Town of Hubbardston: 
  
GREETINGS: 
In the name of the Commonwealth, you are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town of 
Hubbardston who are qualified to vote in Primaries to vote at: 
 
HUBBARDSTON CENTER SCHOOL 
On 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 2016 
from 
7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
 
To cast their votes in the State Primaries for the candidates of political parties for the following offices: 
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS………………….. SECOND DISTRICT 
COUNCILLOR…………………………………………..SEVENTH DISTRICT 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT……………………..WORCESTER, HAMPDEN,    
  HAMPSHIRE & MIDDLESEX DISTRICT 
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT…………..FIFTH WORCESTER DISTRICT 
SHERIFF………………………………………………….WORCESTER COUNTY 
 
You are hereby directed to serve this warrant by posting attested copies thereof at:  Hubbardston Center School, 
Town Office, U.S. Post Office, and Mr. Mike’s Convenience Store at least fourteen (14) days before the time of said 
election. Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon at the time and place of said 
voting. 
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   Town of Hubbardston 
September 8, 2016      State Primary Election   OFFICIAL RESULTS 
 
# of Registered Voters as of Aug 19 Deadline = 3295 
# of Votes Cast in this Election = 286 (Dem-120, Rep-166, GR-0, UIP-0) 
Voter Turnout = 8.7% 
 
DEMOCRATIC BALLOT 
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 
James P. McGOVERN 109  
Write-Ins      2 
Blanks    9 
 
COUNCILLOR 
Matthew CJ VANCE  94 
Write-Ins   1 
Blanks    25 
 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
Anne M. GOBI 112 
Write-Ins  0 
Blanks   8 
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL 
COURT 
Write-Ins 1  
Blanks  119  
 
SHERIFF 
Write-Ins 3 
Blanks  117   
 
 
 
 
 
 
REPUBLICAN BALLOT 
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS  
Write-Ins 6    
Blanks  160   
 
COUNCILLOR 
Jennie L. CAISSIE 131 
Write-In  0 
Blank   35 
 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
James P. EHRHARD  131  
Write-Ins   0 
Blanks    35 
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL 
COURT 
Donald R. BERTHIAUME, Jr. 139 
Write-Ins    0 
Blanks     27 
 
SHERIFF 
Lewis G. EVANGELIDIS 157 
Write-Ins   0 
Blanks    9 
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Town of Hubbardston 
September 8, 2016      State Primary Election   OFFICIAL RESULTS 
 
GREEN-RAINBOW BALLOT 
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS  
Write-Ins 0    
Blanks  0   
 
COUNCILLOR 
Write-Ins 0  
Blanks  0  
 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
Write-Ins 0   
Blanks  0   
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL 
COURT  
Write-Ins 0   
Blanks  0   
 
SHERIFF 
Write-Ins 0  
Blanks  0  
 
 
 
 
 
UNITED INDEPENDENT PARTY BALLOT 
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS  
Write-Ins 0    
Blanks  0   
 
COUNCILLOR 
Write-Ins 0  
Blanks  0  
 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
Write-Ins 0   
Blanks  0   
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL 
COURT  
Write-Ins 0   
Blanks  0   
 
SHERIFF 
Write-Ins 0  
Blanks  0  
 
A True Copy Attest: 
 
 
 
Joyce E. Green 
Town Clerk      (Town Seal) 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON  
STATE PRIMARY and SPECIAL TOWN ELECTION 
 September 8, 2016 
 
FINAL REPORT 
The polls opened at 7:00a.m. with these election workers:  Town Clerk/Warden, Joyce Green; Lynn 
Wilkinson; Shonna Larson; Betty Jane Begin; Kathy Vincent; Marcia Howlett; Lucinda Oates; Charlie 
Johnson; Carol Whitney. 
Police Officer/Constable on duty: Constables Bella Kaldera and Paul F. Sweeney. 
  
Number of Registered Voters as of Registration Deadline (Aug 19):  3295 
Number of Ballots Cast: 249 (7.6%)        Seal #54204 
Number of Ballots Delivered to Polling Place: Local-300, Dem-200, Rep-200, Green-Rainbow-48, UIP-49 
Absentee Ballots delivered: Local-16, Dem-5, Rep-9, GR-0, UIP-0 
Number of Ballots Cast Today: Local-249; State 286 (Dem-120, Rep-166, GR-0, UIP-0) 
Number on Public Display at Opening of Polls: 0 At Close of Polls: 535  
Final Number of Voters on:  Check-In List: 518   Check-Out List: 535 
Number of Spoiled Ballots:  Local-1, Democratic-2, Republican-3 
Number of Hand-Counted Ballots (due to malfunctions, etc):  0 
Number of Provisional Ballots Counted: 0 
No Challenged Voters recorded.  
 
6:00a.m. – Arrived at polling place 
6:30 am – Briefed workers on dual election; 2 voting lists in book with pink used for local 
Allowed for inspection of voting machine. Ballot box empty. 
7:00a.m. – Polls opened with zero ballots cast and zero voters waiting. 
7:06 a.m. – First vote cast.  Weather cloudy and warm. 
8:30a.m. – Began processing 29 absentee ballots. 
9:30a.m. – Finished processing absentees. 
11:30 a.m. – Checked mail and drop box; 1 absentee found in US Mail and processed. 
12:36p.m. – First spoiled ballot  
8:00p.m. – Polls closed; no voters present; 535 votes on machine (dual election with State Primary)   
Number of names on the check in and check out lists could not be matched up. 
All ballots removed from machine and checked for write-ins. Write-in counts for each office were 
tallied and proved. 
8:45p.m. – Left polling place after completion of final tally. Materials returned to Town Clerk’s office. 
No provisional ballots were given out during this election. 
 
Count on machine each half hour:
7:00am – 0 voters 
7:30am – 8 voters 
8:00am – 20 voters 
8:30am- 32 voters 
9:00am-51 voters  
9:30am- 99  ( with 29 abs) 
10:00am-114 voters  
10:30am – 138 voters 
11:00am-157 voters 
11:30am-172 voters  
12:00pm-212 voters  
12:30pm-221 voters  
1:00pm-233 voters 
1:30pm-250 voters  
2:00pm-254 voters  
2:30pm-264 voters  
3:00pm-284 voters 
3:30pm-318 voters  
4:00pm-339 voters  
4:30pm-376 voters  
5:00pm-396 voters 
5:30pm-440 voters  
6:00pm-469 voters  
6:30pm-490 voters  
7:00pm-510 voters 
7:30pm-522 voters 
8:00pm-535 voters 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Joyce E. Green, Town Clerk    (seal)  
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
WILLIAM FRANCIS GALVIN 
SECRETARY OF THE COMMONWEALTH 
 
STATE ELECTION WARRANT  
SS. 
To the Constables of the Town of Hubbardston 
 GREETINGS: 
In the name of the Commonwealth, you are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of 
said Town of Hubbardston who are qualified to vote in the State Election to vote at 
 
HUBBARDSTON CENTER SCHOOL GYMNASIUM 
8 ELM ST 
on 
TUESDAY, THE 8th DAY OF NOVEMBER 2016 
7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
for the following purpose: 
 
To cast their votes in the State Election for the candidates for the following offices and questions: 
 
 ELECTORS OF PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT. . . .  . .FOR THIS 
COMMONWEALTH 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS.  . . . .  .  . .  .  . .  .  . . . . .  SECOND DISTRICT 
COUNCILLOR . . .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . .  .  .  .  .  . . .  .  . .  .  . .  .  . . . . SEVENTH 
DISTRICT 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT . . .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . .  .  .  .  .   WORCESTER, 
HAMPDEN, HAMPSHIRE & MIDDLESEX DISTRICT 
 REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . FIFTH 
WORCESTER DISTRICT 
 SHERIFF.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . 
WORCESTER COUNTY 
  
QUESTION 1: LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION 
Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no vote was taken by the Senate or the 
House of Representatives on or before May 3, 2016? 
SUMMARY 
This proposed law would allow the state Gaming Commission to issue one additional category 2 
license, which would permit operation of a gaming establishment with no table games and not 
more than 1,250 slot machines. 
The proposed law would authorize the Commission to request applications for the additional 
license to be granted to a gaming establishment located on property that is (i) at least four acres in 
size; (ii) adjacent to and within 1,500 feet of a race track, including the track's additional facilities, 
such as the track, grounds, paddocks, barns, auditorium, amphitheatre, and bleachers; (iii) where a 
horse racing meeting may physically be held; (iv) where a horse racing meeting shall have been 
hosted; and (v) not separated from the race track by a highway or railway. 
A YES VOTE would permit the state Gaming Commission to license one additional slot-machine 
gaming establishment at a location that meets certain conditions specified in the law. 
A NO VOTE would make no change in current laws regarding gaming. 
QUESTION 2: LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION 
Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no vote was taken by the Senate or the 
House of Representatives on or before May 3, 2016? 
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SUMMARY 
This proposed law would allow the state Board of Elementary and Secondary Education to 
approve up to 12 new charter schools or enrollment expansions in existing charter schools each 
year. Approvals under this law could expand statewide charter school enrollment by up to 1% of 
the total statewide public school enrollment each year. New charters and enrollment expansions 
approved under this law would be exempt from existing limits on the number of charter schools, 
the number of students enrolled in them, and the amount of local school districts' spending 
allocated to them. 
If the Board received more than 12 applications in a single year from qualified applicants, then the 
proposed law would require it to give priority to proposed charter schools or enrollment 
expansions in districts where student performance on statewide assessments is in the bottom 25% 
of all districts in the previous two years and where demonstrated parent demand for additional 
public school options is greatest. 
New charter schools and enrollment expansions approved under this proposed law would be 
subject to the same approval standards as other charter schools, and to recruitment, retention, and 
multilingual outreach requirements that currently apply to some charter schools. Schools 
authorized under this law would be subject to annual performance reviews according to standards 
established by the Board. 
The proposed law would take effect on January 1, 2017. 
A YES VOTE would allow for up to 12 approvals each year of either new charter schools or 
expanded enrollments in existing charter schools, but not to exceed 1% of the statewide public 
school enrollment. 
A NO VOTE would make no change in current laws relative to charter schools. 
QUESTION 3: LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION 
Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no vote was taken by the Senate or the 
House of Representatives on or before May 3, 2016? 
SUMMARY 
This proposed law would prohibit any farm owner or operator from knowingly confining any 
breeding pig, calf raised for veal, or egg-laying hen in a way that prevents the animal from lying 
down, standing up, fully extending its limbs, or turning around freely. The proposed law would 
also prohibit any business owner or operator in Massachusetts from selling whole eggs intended 
for human consumption or any uncooked cut of veal or pork if the business owner or operator 
knows or should know that the hen, breeding pig, or veal calf that produced these products was 
confined in a manner prohibited by the proposed law. The proposed law would exempt sales of 
food products that combine veal or pork with other products, including soups, sandwiches, pizzas, 
hotdogs, or similar processed or prepared food items. 
The proposed law's confinement prohibitions would not apply during transportation; state and 
county fair exhibitions; 4-H programs; slaughter in compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations; medical research; veterinary exams, testing, treatment and operation if performed 
under the direct supervision of a licensed veterinarian; five days prior to a pregnant pig's expected 
date of giving birth; any day that pig is nursing piglets; and for temporary periods for animal 
husbandry purposes not to exceed six hours in any twenty-four hour period. 
The proposed law would create a civil penalty of up to $1,000 for each violation and would give 
the Attorney General the exclusive authority to enforce the law, and to issue regulations to 
implement it. As a defense to enforcement proceedings, the proposed law would allow a business 
owner or operator to rely in good faith upon a written certification or guarantee of compliance by a 
supplier. 
The proposed law would be in addition to any other animal welfare laws and would not prohibit 
stricter local laws. 
The proposed law would take effect on January 1, 2022. The proposed law states that if any of its 
parts were declared invalid, the other parts would stay in effect. 
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A YES VOTE would prohibit any confinement of pigs, calves, and hens that prevents them from 
lying down, standing up, fully extending their limbs, or turning around freely. 
A NO VOTE would make no change in current laws relative to the keeping of farm animals. 
 
QUESTION 4: LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION 
Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no vote was taken by the Senate or the 
House of Representatives on or before May 3, 2016? 
SUMMARY 
The proposed law would permit the possession, use, distribution, and cultivation of marijuana in 
limited amounts by persons age 21 and older and would remove criminal penalties for such 
activities. It would provide for the regulation of commerce in marijuana, marijuana accessories, 
and marijuana products and for the taxation of proceeds from sales of these items. 
The proposed law would authorize persons at least 21 years old to possess up to one ounce of 
marijuana outside of their residences; possess up to ten ounces of marijuana inside their 
residences; grow up to six marijuana plants in their residences; give one ounce or less of marijuana 
to a person at least 21 years old without payment; possess, produce or transfer hemp; or make or 
transfer items related to marijuana use, storage, cultivation, or processing. 
The measure would create a Cannabis Control Commission of three members appointed by the 
state Treasurer which would generally administer the law governing marijuana use and 
distribution, promulgate regulations, and be responsible for the licensing of marijuana commercial 
establishments. The proposed law would also create a Cannabis Advisory Board of fifteen 
members appointed by the Governor. The Cannabis Control Commission would adopt regulations 
governing licensing qualifications; security; record keeping; health and safety standards; 
packaging and labeling; testing; advertising and displays; required inspections; and such other 
matters as the Commission considers appropriate. The records of the Commission would be public 
records. 
The proposed law would authorize cities and towns to adopt reasonable restrictions on the time, 
place, and manner of operating marijuana businesses and to limit the number of marijuana 
establishments in their communities. A city or town could hold a local vote to determine whether 
to permit the selling of marijuana and marijuana products for consumption on the premises at 
commercial establishments. 
The proceeds of retail sales of marijuana and marijuana products would be subject to the state sales 
tax and an additional excise tax of 3.75%. A city or town could impose a separate tax of up to 2%. 
Revenue received from the additional state excise tax or from license application fees and civil 
penalties for violations of this law would be deposited in a Marijuana Regulation Fund and would 
be used subject to appropriation for administration of the proposed law. 
Marijuana-related activities authorized under this proposed law could not be a basis for adverse 
orders in child welfare cases absent clear and convincing evidence that such activities had created 
an unreasonable danger to the safety of a minor child. 
The proposed law would not affect existing law regarding medical marijuana treatment centers or 
the operation of motor vehicles while under the influence. It would permit property owners to 
prohibit the use, sale, or production of marijuana on their premises (with an exception that 
landlords cannot prohibit consumption by tenants of marijuana by means other than by smoking); 
and would permit employers to prohibit the consumption of marijuana by employees in the 
workplace. State and local governments could continue to restrict uses in public buildings or at or 
near schools. Supplying marijuana to persons under age 21 would be unlawful. 
The proposed law would take effect on December 15, 2016. 
A YES VOTE would allow persons 21 and older to possess, use, and transfer marijuana and 
products containing marijuana concentrate (including edible products) and to cultivate marijuana, 
all in limited amounts, and would provide for the regulation and taxation of commercial sale of 
marijuana and marijuana products. 
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A NO VOTE would make no change in current laws relative to marijuana. 
 
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon at the time and place of 
said voting.You are hereby directed to serve this warrant by posting attested copies thereof at 
Hubbardston Center School, Town Office, U.S. Post Office, and Mr. Mike’s Convenience Store at 
least fourteen (14) days prior to said election. 
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TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON – OFFICIAL Election Results 
State Election, November 8, 2016 
 
 
Number of Registered Voters as of October 19, 2016 registration deadline:  3381 
Number of Ballots Counted:   2765    Voter Turnout: 82% 
Includes Early Voters: 671     Provisional Ballots Counted: 3
 
PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT  
CLINTON/KAINE  1040 
JOHNSON/WELD 203 
STEIN/BARAKA 36  
TRUMP/PENCE 1376 
Write-Ins  43    
Blanks   67   
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 
James P. McGOVERN 1867 
Write-Ins  19  
Blanks   879  
 
COUNCILLOR 
Jennie L. CAISSIE 1430 
Matthew CJ VANCE 1066 
Write-Ins  0   
Blanks   269  
 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
Anne M. GOBI  1346 
James P. EHRHARD 1252 
Write-Ins  0    
Blanks   167  
 
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT 
Donald R. BERTHIAUME, Jr 2098 
Write-Ins   14 
Blanks    653   
 
SHERIFF 
Lewis G. EVANGELIDIS 2228  
Write-Ins    2 
Blanks    535 
 
 
A True Copy Attest: 
 
 
Joyce E. Green 
Town Clerk   (Town Seal)
 
 
QUESTION 1 (Expanded Slot-Machine Gaming) 
YES  1223 
NO   1356  
Blanks  186 
 
QUESTION 2 (Charter School Expansion)  
YES  1040 
NO  1671 
Blanks  54 
 
QUESTION 3 (Conditions for Farm Animals) 
YES  1910 
NO  805 
Blanks     50 
 
QUESTION 4 (Legalization, Regulation & Taxation 
of Marijuana) 
YES  1539 
NO  1192 
Blanks   34 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF HUBBARDSTON  
STATE ELECTION 
 November 8, 2016 
 
Number of Registered Voters as of Deadline (Oct 19): 3381  
Machine#1 Seal #54203; Machine#2 Seal #54201 
Polls Opened at 7:00a.m. and Closed at 8:00pm 
Number of Ballots Delivered:  2700 Early Voting Ballots Delivered: 671 
Absentee Ballots Delivered: 109     Total Ballots Received: 3480  Total Number of Spoiled Ballots: 19 
Number on Public Display at Opening of Polls  Machine #1=0  Machine #2=0 
At Close of PollsMachine #1=1324  Machine #2=1416 
Number of Voters on: Check-In List=2746 Check-Out List=2758 (Includes 671 Early Voters) 
Number of Hand-Counted Ballots (emailed ballots or malfunctions, etc) 11 
Number of Provisional Ballots Distributed:10    #Prov Ballots Counted: 3 
Final Number of Voters: 2765 (including provisional voters) 
Attach Provisional Ballot Roster to this Record. There were no Challenged Voters. 
 
These election workers were present during the day:  Town Clerk/Warden, Joyce Green; Ann Gushue; Lynn 
Wilkinson; Shonna Larson; Betty Jane Begin; Kathleen Vincent; MaryEllen Shaughnessy; Andrea Colyer; 
Maureen Kennedy; Amy Stevens; Laura Milko; Marcia Howlett; Patricia Burke; Carol Whitney; Elizabeth 
Estabrook; Patricia Woodward; Lucinda Oates; Walter Scott; Charles Johnson; Genevieve Daniels (Assistant 
Town Clerk). 
Police Officer/Constables on duty: Constables Bella Kaldera, Paul F. Sweeney, Pamela Henning; Detail Officer 
Scott Chatigny. 
 
Election Notes  
First Election for Early Voting in Massachusetts.  Used 2 machines for counting ballots to keep the flow of voters 
moving and to accommodate the Early Voted ballots. 
Arrived at 6:00a.m.; 6:30am opened ballot boxes to ensure they were empty; prepared voting booths, AutoMark, 
voting lists. 
7:00am; Polls opened with about 45 voters in line 
7:15am; processed 83 ballots already! 
7:40am; first Inactive voter completed an Affirmation 
7:50am; 4 poll workers began processing Early Voted Ballots; checked-in and then checked-out using separate lists; 
envelopes were opened and ballots were put in box until a sufficient number were gathered; then ballots were fed 
through the voting machines. All early voted ballots were processed by 12:30pm. 
8:00am; Absentee ballot processing was begun by Clerk; 107 were completed by 11:15am 
8:05am; looked up voting address for resident; found in Worcester 
9:35am; Family member brought in absentee ballot 
10:00am; Fire Alarm went off; began evacuation procedure by collecting ballots from voters in booths and writing 
names on the spoiled ballot envelope; after 4 minutes we were informed that the alarm had been falsely tripped by 
a light too close to the alarm and we resumed our positions; voters were given new ballots  
10:37am; Inactive voter completed Affirmation 
1:40pm; 2 FWAB received (1 in mail, 1 via Fax); faxed ballot could not immediately be confirmed; sent email to voter 
in Australia for more info; other ballot was processed and placed in front bin to be hand counted 
5:20pm; Voter used AutoMark! 
Several Provisional Voters between 3:30pm and 7:45pm. Two PV were found to be on the list at the check-out 
table and were given new ballots to vote on and put through machine. 
8:00pm; Closed Polls; no voters in line; All ballots removed from machine and checked for write-ins. 
9:50pm;Left polling place after completion of final tally. Materials returned to Town Clerk’s office. 
10:35pm; Called AP with final results 
Respectfully Submitted,   Joyce E. Green, Town Clerk  (Town Seal) 
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2016 Town of Hubbardston Gross Salaries
Albert Afonso Assessor 639.17$            
Michael Amann Police Includes Extra Duty 90,456.51$        
Jayne Arata Library Director 22,932.28$        
Erik R. Ares Fire 6,278.90$          
James Ares Fire 60,330.77$        
Janet Baczewski  Building/Planning Clerk 11,447.12$        
Christine M. Barbera Library Staff 4,841.77$          
Betty Begin Election Worker / Mart Driver 1,453.48$          
Christopher Bergeron Police Includes Extra Duty 71,125.28$        
Alyre J. Blanchard DPW 12,019.79$        
Donald Blood Police Includes Extra Duty 25,384.84$        
Craig Boissoneau DPW 17,726.21$        
Christine Bolduc Police Admin Asst / BOH Clerk 9,577.28$          
Jeffrey A. Bourque Tree Warden                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 903.00$
Lawrence M. Brandt Building Commissioner 27,571.89$        
Audrey Brooks Municipal Finance Clerk 16,124.20$        
Travis Brown DPW Mechanic 52,843.69$        
Patricia J. Burke Election Worker 254.25$            
Brent Carpenter Police Includes Extra Duty 8,603.46$          
Troy A. Casey Fire 76,855.26$        
Bennett Chadbourne Fire 1,173.51$          
Marcel Chartier Animal Inspector 665.00$            
Scott A. Chatigny Police Includes Extra Duty 58,937.47$        
Sheila Chicoine CPA Clerk 161.52$            
Andrea Colyer Election Worker 109.50$            
Anthony T. Coppola Conservation Commission 359.20$            
David Courtenay Jr DPW - Seasonal 544.00$            
Ryan Couture Police Includes Extra Duty 89,718.90$        
David Cramm DPW - Seasonal 978.75$            
Bonnie Cunningham Sr Tax Workoff 1,000.00$          
Genevieve Daniels Assessor's Clerk 8,283.86$          
John DeMalia Fire 925.36$            
James F. Dixson Fire 4,080.78$          
Tina C. Dixson Fire 2,920.46$          
Hayden A. Duggan Board of Health 582.00$            
Jeannette Elsevier Executive Admin Asst 14,543.23$        
Robert K. Forte Police Sergeant Includes Extra Duty 79,545.04$        
Roy Fraser DPW - Temp 3,942.09$          
Daniel Galante Selectman 639.20$            
Nicholas Garcia Police Includes Extra Duty 15,471.88$        
Patrick Girard Selectman 639.20$            
Kyle Goehle Fire 510.12$            
Jeremy D. Goscila Fire 38,571.48$        
Rebecca Gosse Sr Tax Workoff 668.25$            
Joyce E. Green Town Clerk/ZBA Clerk 37,358.80$        
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Margaret Greenlee Assessor's Clerk 9,660.10$          
David Gundersen Mart Driver 3,492.59$          
Ann Gushue Election Worker 188.75$            
Richard Hackett Sr Tax Workoff 1,000.00$          
Jacob Hakala DPW 47,577.50$        
James F. Halkola Police Includes Extra Duty 11,071.76$        
Corey Hallock Fire 972.18$            
Dennis C. Hamel Fire 11,853.48$        
Rhonda L. Hamer Library Staff 1,434.12$          
Richard Hawkins DPW 49,273.42$        
Robert Hayes  Jr. Fire Chief 75,680.82$        
Pamela H. Henning Election Worker 174.63$            
Anthony Hoffman Gas Inspector 4,514.00$          
William Homans Police / Election Worker Includes Extra Duty 13,540.77$        
Marcia G. Howlett Cemetery Commission 1,030.41$          
Patrick James Parks & Cemetery 2,607.00$          
Charles Johnson Sr Tax Workoff 1,000.00$          
Robert Johnson MART Van Driver 5,665.60$          
Bella M. Kaldera Recycling 820.54$            
Maureen Kennedy Election Worker 60.00$              
Timothy B. Kilhart DPW Director 76,109.44$        
Caleb D. Langer Fire 2,200.00$          
Shonna L. Larson Election Worker 320.00$            
Tomas R. Larson Board of Health 1,011.20$          
Edward F. Leonard Moderator 338.00$            
William Lipka MART Van Driver 8,675.66$          
Marion E. Lyon Sr Tax Workoff 105.75$            
Mitchell Mabardy Fire 8,614.66$          
Thomas Maeder Veterans Agent 1,237.50$          
Kevin Mailman Police Includes Extra Duty 11,142.96$        
Tonya Martowska Executive Admin Asst 10,326.88$        
Mary Mathieu Sr Tax Workoff 270.00$            
Marie Melvin Board of Health 6,371.67$          
Laura Milko Election Worker 30.00$              
Wayne A. Miller Mart Driver 1,936.68$          
Randy J. Mizerick Board of Health 582.00$            
Thomas M. Monfreda Plumbing/Gas Inspector 420.00$            
Stephen J. Mossey Conservation Commission 821.20$            
Ernest D. Newcomb DPW 51,730.83$        
Kristen J. Noel Treasurer 53,678.53$        
Daniel A. Novak MART Van Driver 1,937.62$          
Lucinda Oates Board of Health 702.00$            
Dennis O'Donnell DPW Clerk/Emergency Mgmt. Director 11,866.35$        
Michael Parker Fire 651.82$            
Dennis G. Perron Police Chief 96,013.46$        
Florence Pervier Sr Tax Workoff 1,000.00$          
Rachel Pitney Assessor's Clerk 1,138.25$          
Richard Poisson DPW 5,538.50$          
Thomas  Power Fire 1,443.06$          
John Prentiss Assessor 639.18$            
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Claudia Provencal Council on Aging Director 9,889.96$          
Anthony Ramsey Fire 1,077.94$          
Melissa Richardson  Police Administrative Asst. 6,504.19$          
Wayne A. Rines Sr Tax Workoff 1,000.00$          
Anita M. Scheipers Town Administrator 28,140.79$        
Martin W. Scott Fire 35,086.38$        
Walter Scott Mart Dispatcher 6,481.50$          
Mary Ellen Shaughnessy Election Worker 65.00$              
Raeanne Siegel Town Administrator 59,086.70$        
Peter M. Silva Recycling 260.28$            
Michael Stauder Selectman 639.20$            
Amy Stevens Election Worker 60.00$              
Darrell M. Sweeney Wiring Inspector 20,898.00$        
Paul Sweeney Cemetery Commission 2,112.11$          
Laurent P. Therrien Conservation Commission 199.20$            
Paul Thibodeau MART Van Driver 3,019.91$          
Judith Vacarelo Library Staff 2,383.74$          
Kathleen M. Vincent Election Worker 657.75$            
Antonette P. Walker Library Staff 3,391.77$          
Dominic Walker Police Includes Extra Duty 25,413.08$        
Lisa Wanamaker Executive Admin Asst 1,188.37$          
Brianna Whitney Town Clock Winder 57.12$              
Carol Whitney Election Worker 313.75$            
Adam P. Wickstrom Fire 652.31$            
Lynn R. Wilkinson Election Worker 354.25$            
Taylor Wilkinson Fire 778.62$            
Jeffrey Williams Selectman 639.20$            
Eric Willoughby DPW 13,383.74$        
William R. Withycombe Police Includes Extra Duty 15,084.00$        
Karen Wolfe Sr Tax Workoff 1,000.00$          
Patricia A. Woodward Sr Tax Workoff / Election 1,048.00$          
1,719,036.48$   
Respectfully Submitted,
Kristen J Noel
Town Treasurer
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Account Number  Account Name  FY17  
Approved  
Budget 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT  
001-122-5110-0000  Selectboard Salary  $0 
001-122-5110-0001  Town Secretary Wages  $24,977 
001-122-5700-0000  Selectboard Expense  $8,000 
001-122-5700-0001  Binding of Records $0 
001-129-5110-0000  Town Administrator Salary $81,500 
001-129-5110-0000  Town Administrator - Perf. Related Pay  $0 
001-129-5700-0000  Town Administrator Expense $1,559 
001-161-5110-0000  Town Clerk Salary  $36,264 
001-161-5190-0000  Town Clerk Certification  $1,000 
001-161-5700-0000  Town Clerk Expenses         $3,520 
001-161-5110-0001  Asst Town Clerk $2,750 
  Total Executive $159,570 
001-162-5700-0000  Elections & Registrations      $10,335 
001-162-5110-0000  Board of Registrars Wages  $437 
  Total Election and Registration $10,772 
001-135-5110-0000  Town Accountant Salary  $0 
001-135-5300-0004 Town Accountant Services (new)  $35,000 
001-135-5110-0001  Municipal Finance Clerk Wages $0 
001-135-5420-0000  Town Accountant Expense  $200 
001-135-5300-0000  Annual Audit (FY15) $15,500 
  Total Accountant/Auditor $50,700 
001-141-5110-0003  Assessors' Salary  $0 
001-141-5110-0002  Municipal Office Clerk II $19,434 
001-141-5420-0000  Assessors' Expenses  $5,814 
001-141-5300-0000  Assessors' Contracted Services  $60,000 
001-141-5400-0000  Assessors' Maps  $0 
  Total Assessors $85,248 
001-145-5110-0000  Treasurer/Collector Salary  $0 
001-145-5190-0000  Treasurer's Certification $0 
001-145-5110-0001  Municipal Finance Clerk Wages $0 
001-145-5700-0000  Treasurer's Expense  $0 
001-145-5300-000  Payroll Service  $0 
001-158-5300-0000  Treasurer's Tax Title Expense  $0 
  Total Treasurer $0 
001-146-5110-0000  Asst. Tax Collector Wages $0 
001-146-5190-0000  Tax Collector Certification $0 
001-146-5700-0000  Tax Collector's Expenses  $0 
001-146-5700-0001  Tax Collector Tax Title Expense $0 
001-146-5700-0002  Excise/Property Tax Bill Preparation & Mail $0 
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  Total Tax Collector $0 
001-147-5110-0000 Treasurer/Collector Salary $53,423 
001-147-5190-0000 Treasurer/Collector Certification $1,000 
001-147-5110-0001 Assist. Treasurer/Collector Wages $20,767 
001-147-5110-0002  Financial Clerk $0 
001-147-5700-0000 Treasurer/Collector Expense $9,800 
001-147-5300-0000 Treasurer/Collector Payroll Services $2,500 
001-147-5700-0001  Treasurer/Collector Tax Title Expense $4,000 
(NEW COMBINED) Total Treasurer/Collector $91,490 
001-151-5300-0000   Legal Services  $35,000 
  Total Legal Services  $35,000 
001-171-5110-0001  Conservation Comm. Salaries  $0 
001-171-5700-0000  Conservation Comm. Expenses  $1,172 
  Total Conservation Commisson $1,172 
001-122-5210-0000 Town Office Utilities & Maintenance $30,000 
001-122-5210-0001 Building Maintenance (NEW) $4,000 
001-122-5230-0000  Town Office Phone  $7,000 
001-122-5240-0000  IT (Computer) Maintenance  $61,000 
001-122-5300-0003  VTH Website Maintenance $0 
001-122-5400-0000  Copier Expense  $4,500 
  Total Operations Support $106,500 
001-176-5110-0000  Board of Appeals Clerk Wages  $500 
001-176-5700-0000  Board of Appeals Expense      $675 
001-195-5700-0000  Town Report  $500 
001-114-5110-0000  Moderator  $100 
001-131-5420-0000  Finance Committee Expenses $200 
001-132-5700-0000  Finance Committee Reserve Fund $35,000 
  Total Other $36,975 
                                      TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT $577,427 
   
PUBLIC SAFETY   
001-210-5110-0000  Police Chief Salary $92,715.96 
001-210-5110-0002  Police Wages $380,327.00 
001-210-5110-0003  Police Training Wages  $12,054.85 
001-210-5110-0001  Police Department Clerk $13,338.00 
001-210-5700-0000  Police Dept. Maintenance  $11,900.00 
001-210-5240-0000  Police Dept. Vehicle Maintenance  $7,290.00 
001-210-5850-0000  Police Dept. Equipment & Outlay  $13,725.00 
001-210-5340-0000  Code Red $0.00 
   Total Police Department  $531,351 
001-220-5110-0000  Fire Chief Salary (Inc Hol) $38,974 
001-220-5110-0001  Fire Department FT Wages  $95,308 
001-220-5190-0000  Fire Department Other Wages $44,363 
001-220-5430-0000  Fire Department Maintenance  $13,600 
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001-220-5240-0000  Fire Department Vehicle Maint.  $19,700 
001-220-5500-0000  Fire Department Equipment & Outlay  $13,875 
001-220-5700-0000  Misc. Expense $3,900 
   Total Fire Department  $229,720 
001-299-5110-0000 Rutland Regional Dispatch Fee $128,000 
001-299-5700-0000  Dispatch Maintenance & Equip.  $0 
   Total Dispatch Department  $128,000 
001-192-5110-0000  Building Commissioner Salary  $27,734 
001-192-5700-0000  Building Department Expense $2,753 
001-519-5110-0000  Animal Inspector Salary  $1,500 
001-519-5705-0000  Animal Inspector Expense $663 
  Total Building Inspection $32,650 
001-175-5700-0000  Planning Board Expenses  $1,000 
001-175-5700-0001  Montachusett Reg. Planning District  $1,424 
  Total Planning Board $2,424 
001-510-5110-0000  Inspectional Services Asst. (BOH,Conservation) $11,484 
001-192-5110-0001  Build.Dept./Planning Brd Clerk Wages $11,843 
  Total Inspectional Services Support $23,327 
001-510-5110-0001  Board of Health Salaries  $0 
001-510-5300-0000  Landfill monitoring $9,180 
001-510-5700-0000  Board of Health Expenses  $2,363 
  Total Health Services $11,543 
001-249-5110-0000  Tree Warden Wages  $1,806 
001-249-5700-0000  Tree Warden Outside Serv.  $3,000 
001-291-5110-0000  Emergency Planning Director     $1,000 
001-291-5700-0000  Emergency Planning Expenses $1,333 
001-292-5110-0000  Animal Control Officer/Services & Expense $16,350 
  Total Other Public Safety Services $23,489 
                                                 TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY $982,504 
   
EDUCATION   
001-300-5700-0000  Quabbin Regional School Assessment $4,276,871 
001-350-5700-0000  School: Montachusett. Reg. Voc. Tech. $610,127 
001-300-5700-0003  Quabbin Ed Support CTR  (DE) $21,978 
001-300-5700-0004  QRSD Middle/HS Const Bonds (DE) $0 
001-300-5700-0005  QRSD Green Repair $35,783 
                                                       TOTAL EDUCATION $4,944,759 
   
PUBLIC WORKS   
001-421-5110-0000  DPW Director $76,557 
001-422-5110-0001  DPW Wages  $236,912 
  Total DPW Wages $313,469 
001-424-5700-0000 Municipal Lights  $5,060 
  Total Municipal Lights  $5,060 
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001-422-5240-0000 Total DPW Road Maintenance $82,551 
001-422-5700-0000 Total General Highway $27,995 
001-422-5240-0001 Total Equip. and Machinery Repairs $107,500 
001-423-5110-0000  Employee Overtime (Highway Winter Wages)  $63,000 
001-423-5120-0000  Highway Winter Outside Wages  $3,750 
001-423-5700-0000  Equip., Supplies & Materials   $149,750 
001-423-5290-0000  Plowing of Private Ways $3,500 
001-423-5400-0000  Highway Winter Materials  $0 
001-423-5210-0000  Highway Winter Fuel $0 
  Total Highway Snow & Ice  $220,000 
   
 Cemetery   
001-491-5110-0001  Cemetery Commission Salaries  $0 
001-491-5110-0002  Cemetery Commission Clerk-Mun. Clerk I $0 
  Old Cemetery Expense $0 
001-491-5290-0000  Cemetery Maintenance & Improvement  $500 
001-491-5290-0001  Evergreen Cemetery, New Lots   
001-491-5290-0002  Evergreen Cemetery (ATM Art #11)  
001-491-5850-0000  Cemetery Equipment & Outlay  $1,300 
001-491-5700-0001  Veterans' Graves  $500 
  Total Cemeteries $2,300 
                                                     TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS $758,875 
HUMAN SERVICES, CULTURE & RECREATION  
Human Services   
001-541-5120-0000  Elderly Van Wages  $2,500 
001-541-5240-0000  Elderly Van Expenses  $100 
001-541-5110-0000  Council on Aging Director $6,009 
001-541-5240-0000  Council on Aging Expense  $2,000 
  Total COA $10,609 
001-543-5110-0000  Veterans' Agent Salary  $1,506 
001-543-5700-0000  Veterans' Agent Expenses  $137 
001-543-5700-0001 Veterans Training Expense (NEW) $350 
001-543-5770-0000  Veterans' Benefits  $45,000 
001-491-5700-0001  Veterans' Flags $300 
  Total Veteran's Services $47,293 
  Total Human Services $57,902 
Culture and Recreation   
001-610-5110-0000  Library Wages  $37,065 
001-610-5700-0001  Library Utilities & Maintenance  $18,243 
001-610-5400-0000  Library Books & Materials  $17,342 
   Total Library  $72,650 
001-549-5700-0000  Agricultural Commission Expense $200 
001-691-5700-0000  Historical Commission Expenses  $200 
001-950-5700-0000 Town  Clock Maintenance $1,250 
   Total Commission Expenses $1,650 
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001-692-5700-0000  Memorial Day  $1,000 
  Total Celebrations $1,000 
001-699-5700-0000  Parks  Services & Expense $3,100 
  Total Parks  $3,100 
  Total Culture and Recreation  $78,400 
               TOTAL HUMAN SERVICES, CULTURE & RECREATION $136,302 
UNCLASSIFIED   
Debt Service    
001-752-5925-0000 Interest Short Term Debt  $2,000 
                                Total Debt Service $2,000 
Capital Budget    
001-710-5910-0000 2013 Roads Project (P) $165,000 
001-751-5925-0000 2013 Roads Project (I) $33,000 
001-710-5910-0001 Rt 68 Engineering (spent in 2014/2015) (P) $0 
001-751-5925-0001 Rt 68 Engineering (spent in 2014/2015) (I) $0 
001-710-5910-0002 DPW 6 wheel dump w plow (voted  2014) (P) $20,000 
001-751-5925-0002 DPW 6 wheel dump w plow (voted  2014) (I) $3,400 
001-710-5910-0005 Ambulance w cardiac monitor  $0 
001-751-5925-0005 Center School Fire Alarm Panel  $0 
001-710-5910-0006 HFD Engine 3 (P) $50,078 
001-751-5925-0006 HFD Engine 3 (I) $717 
001-710-5910-0007  Sgt SUV - bought in 2014 (P) $5,000 
001-751-5925-0007  Sgt SUV - bought in 2014 (I) $550 
(NEW ACCOUNTS)                            Total Capital Budget $277,745 
Insurance   
001-911-5690-0000  Worcester Regional Retirement  $209,870 
001-914-5150-0000  Ch. 32B (Health Insurance)  $160,342 
001-916-5150-0000  FICA Assessment (other employee benefits) $27,500 
001-913-5780-0000  Unemployment Compensation Expense  $7,500 
001-945-5740-0000  General Insurance/Bonds  $128,000 
                                  Total Insurance $533,212 
                        TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED $812,957 
TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET $8,212,824 
 
 
EMS ENTERPRISE FUND 
FY17 AMBULANCE BUDGET 
Expenses  FY17  
Approved 
652-231-5240-0000 Ambulance  
652-231-5240-0001 Vehicle Maintenance  $3,000 
652-231-5290-0000 Lease of Space  $18,600 
652-231-5300-0000  Prof. Expenses/Services $17,900 
652-231-5380-0000 EMT Physical Exams $700 
652-231-5380-0001 License Fees $3,000 
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652-231-5430-0000 Station 2 Heat $2,500 
652-231-5430-0001 Equipment Maint. Contracts $4,950 
652-231-5500-0000 Medical Supplies $12,500 
652-231-5500-0001 Oxygen $2,500 
652-231-5850-0001 New Equipment $9,500 
  Total Expenses $75,150 
Personal Services    
652-231-5380-0002 Training (OT) $1,200 
652-231-5110-0000 Call Wages $16,000 
652-231-5110-0001 Weekend Coverage $10,824 
652-231-5110-0002 Chief Salary (now includes hol pay) $38,974 
652-231-5110-0003 Full Times Wages  $80,008 
652-231-5110-0004 Holiday Coverage $5,500 
652-231-5110-0005 Vacation Expense $7,463 
652-231-5110-0006 Overtime $11,899 
 Misc Expenses  
  Total Personal Services $171,868 
                                                    Total Ambulance Budget $247,018 
    
  Ambulance Budget Financing Plan FY17 
  Retained Earnings $24,399 
  Projected Ambulance Revenue $145,000 
  Tax Levy Subsidy $77,619 
  Total Available Revenue $247,018 
      
  Less Expenditures $247,018 
   Balance $0 
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TOWN DEPARTMENT MAILING ADDRESSES 
 
In order to satisfy the specific requirements of the U.S. Postal Service, all mail sent to the Town 
of Hubbardston must contain a unit number. The correct format is:  
 
 
Town of Hubbardston  
[Name of Board/Dept.]  
7 Main St, Unit #  
Hubbardston, MA 01452  
 
 
Board of Assessors                                  Board of Health 
7 Main Street, Unit 1                                 7 Main Street. Unit 2 
  
Board of Selectmen                                 Building Dept.  
7 Main Street. Unit 3                                 7 Main Street, Unit 7  
 
Council on Aging                                   Conservation Commission  
7 Main Street, Unit 3                                 7 Main Street, Unit 7 
 
Dept. of Public Works                               Emergency Management/CERT  
7 Main Street, Unit 6                                 7 Main Street, Unit 4  
 
Fire Dept.                                         Jonas Clark Library                                                                               
7 Main Street, Unit 5                                 7 Main Street, Unit 8  
 
Parks Commission                                  Planning Board  
7 Main Street, Unit 3                                 7 Main Street, Unit 7  
 
Police Dept.                                        Tax Collector  
7 Main Street, Unit 9                                 7 Main Street, Unit 10  
 
Town Accountant/ Treasurer                         Town Clerk 
7 Main Street, Unit 11                                7 Main Street, Unit 12 
 
Zoning Board of Appeals  
7 Main Street, Unit 7  
 
 
Any other department/board, please use 7 Main St, Unit #3  
 
